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Service-Learning is an effective teaching method that is extensively used across 
the country. Service-Learning has proven benefits to the community, college, and 
especially our students. At Brevard Community College (BCC), over 100 faculty 
members integrate service with academic study. Many have commented about the 
significant benefits of service-learning for students' personal, civic, career, and 
academic growth. Many instructors have indicated that their classrooms have been 
enriched by students' real life experiences. 
The staff at the Center for Service-Learning really believes you are at the center of 
service-learning. You are the best recruiter of BCC's service-learning students and 
you provide many academic strategies to enable students to harvest meaning from 
their community experiences. 
The Center can help you develop and utilize service-learning effectively. We have 
hundreds of community partner placements and projects available, and can tailor 
service projects to your specific academic needs. We also have developed an 
intricate student placement and support system that enables you to concentrate 
your efforts on assessing students' learning from their community based reciprocal 
expenences. 
Recent studies have demonstrated that service-learning works best when done over 
time and when students' service experiences are meaningful to them. Perhaps the 
most important success factor is critical reflection opportunities when students talk 
and write about their experiences. You are well positioned to facilitate this 
powerful teaching pedagogy. 
This faculty packet is designed to help you incorporate service-learning into your 
courses or improve an existent service-learning component. Most importantly, the 
packet contains examples of service-learning syllabi from other BCC faculty and 
information about reflection methodology. 
Any suggestions to improve this packet are most welcome. 
All the best! 
'K0G-' ~~ 
Roger K. Henry 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. CENTER FOR SERVICE-LEARNING 
Brevard Community College developed the Center for Service-Learning to 
systematically involve and support students in educational and important public 
service experiences. Since its inception in 1988, the Center has involved over 
38,000 students who served about 1,400,000 hours. Today, the Center is 
recognized and respected as one of the best service-learning programs in the 
United States. 
Volunteer and service-learning experiences are reciprocally beneficial for both the 
community and students. For many community organizations, students augment 
service delivery, meet crucial human needs and provide a basis for future citizen 
support. For students, community service is an opportunity to enrich and apply 
classroom knowledge; explore careers or majors; develop civic skills; enhance 
personal growth and self-image; develop job links; and most of all foster in 
students a concern for social responsibility and commitment to human service. 
The Center assists in recruiting and placing student with hundreds of community 
partners while providing support services to enhance student learning and service, 
i.e., orientation, supervision, recognition, evaluation, assessment, and monitoring 
of learning. 
Additionally, the project provides the framework and methods to link service with 
the curriculum. The curriculum through its faculty is the most important means to 
enhance learning through service and increase scholarly attention to social 
responsibility, citizenship, ethics, and student development. Service-Learning is a 
powerful pedagogy that makes study immediate and relevant, and supports and 
improves service. The Center facilitates the development of service-learning 
coursework and options while assisting faculty in the placement and support of 
service-learners. 
The opportunities are as unique and diverse as the people who desire them; 
therefore, the experiences require various degrees of time, commitment, prior 
experience, and skills. Program areas include: literacy, community development, 
the arts, subsistence services, health care, government, education, animal care, 
mentoring, drug prevention, crisis care, mental health, child care, senior services, 
youth services, the environment, special children and adults, corrections/justice, 
family services, recreation, and physically challenged. 
B. SERVICE-LEARNING STAFF 

2006-2007 STAFF 
• Roger Henry, Director 
• Lynette Kearns, Service-Learning Coordinator 
• Evelyn Young, Project Specialist 
• Alanna Haley, Administrative Support Specialist 
• Schronie Woods-Allen, Project Assistant 
• Barbara Baird, Curriculum Specialist 
CAMPUS OFFICES 
COCOA 
Building 012, Room 305 
(321) 433-7610 
TITUSVILLE 
Building 003, Room125C 
(321) 433-5016 
MELBOURNE 
Building 010, Room 213 
(321) 433-5610 
PALM BAY 
Building 001, Room 120 
(321) 433-5253 
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D. FOCUS IN • FACT SHEET q
1. 	THE MISSION 
The Center for Service-Learning strives to make service an integral part of students' e-ducation to 
prepare them to be lifelong learners, responsible community members, and productive citizens, 
2. FUNCTIONS 
• 	 Coordinate volunteer and service-learning activities, programs, and support services 
• 	 Provide the framework and methods to link service with the curriculum 
• 	 Assist the community with the development and enhancement of volunteer and service­
learning programming 
• 	 Administer grant projects: REACH-FL Y-SOAR, CHESP, and Learn and Serve Special 
Initiati ves 
• 	 Involve, coordinate, and support faculty who utilize the service-learning pedagogy and 
teach community service-learning 
• 	 Provide'information and resources on community service-learning opportunities 
• 	 Develop student and faculty incentives for community involvement 
• 	 Partner with key Brevard County schools, organizations, agencies, and projects 
• 	 Document student Service Hours on Academic Transcript (SHOAT) 
• 	 Provide for employee community service opportunities (ESP) 
• 	 Administer America Reads, Citizen Scholars, and Service-Learning Leaders projects 
• 	 Continue to link BCC resources with community needs and resources through 

partnerships and service-learning placement service sites 

• 	 Collaborate with the Brevard County School system and other key partners 
3. 	 STRATEGIES TO MEET COLLEGEIPROGRAM 
OBJECTIVES (2006/07) 
• 	 Expand data base capability to run needed service-learning reports to make program 
information more efficient and expeditious 
• 	 Place at least 70% of student service-learners and volunteers in community settings that 
provide educational opportunities for students to experience cultural, ethnic, racial, age, 
physical, health, and other differences 
• 	 The Service-Learning program will continue to be viewed as a national model, leader, 
and resource in the field of service-learning 
• 	 Continue to imbed service-learning and civic engagement in the planning processes of the 
institution by advocating for and developing recommendations for more inclusion in the 
coI1ege's mission, col1ege and curriculum core abilities and indicators, goals and 
objectives of the col1ege 
• 	 Involve and support at least 100 instructors in using service-learning 
• 	 Provide meaningful and educational service-learning experiences for over 3,000 students 
that will result in over 55% of students who complete CSL surveys indicating that they: 
stayed in college or desired to complete their degree; and were impacted positively 
academically, civically, personally, or occupationally because of their service-learning 
expenences 
• 	 Recruit and involve students from varied backgrounds in service-learning who reflect a 
cross-section of the student body 
• 	 Continue to link BCC resources with community needs/assets through service-learning 
4 

E. 	ROLES OF THE CENTER FOR SERVICE-LEARNING 
1. 	CENTER FOR SERVICE-LEARNING 
~ Compiles list of projects/placements 
bZI Arranges initial contact orientation for student and present in classes 
III Handles background check, insurance, etc. 
~ Coordinates paperwork to document hours 
~ Provides Student follow-up and support 
~ Provides problem resolution 
121 Evaluates student performance and success 
o 	Provides faculty Service-Learning resources, incentives, and 
infonnation to use Service-Learning pedagogy 

~ Provides recognition for students and faculty 

2. 	FACULTY 
~ Confers with CSL about appropriate placements for their class 
III Determines credit to be assigned for service 
~ Receives and evaluates student paperwork, including journals 
Ii:I Conducts reflection seminars 
F. 	HOW SERVICE-LEARNING IS UTILIZED A T BREVARD 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Service-Learning Courses 

• 	 SOW 2054, Community 
Involvement (3 credits) 
• 	 SOW 1051, 1052, 1053, Human 
Service Experience (1 credit) 
• 	 XXX 2948, Fourth Credit 
Option (Additional 1 credit 
course in discipline 
Course Component 
• 	 Assignment 
• 	 An option to replace an 
assignment 
• 	 Extra credit 
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I 
G. SERVICES TO THE FACULTY 
• 	 Delivers classroom presentations and handouts related to course topics 
• 	 Provides information and technical resources about service-learning and opportunities for 
student involvement 
• Tailors, if possible, placements to course requirements/options 
• 	 Prepares resource packets for utilization 
• 	 Circulates relevant informationlliterature on service-learning 
• 	 Provides placement, follow-up, monitoring, evaluation, and recognition of students 
• 	 Provides performance evaluation documents: Placement Confirmation Form, Hour Report, 
Performance Assessment sheets, Status Update Form 
• 	 Communicates regularly with service sites and informs instructors of student status, 
successes, problems, etc. 
• 	 Provides professional development and travel opportunities for faculty who wish to teach for 
service 
• 	 Provides resources: books, newsletters, journals, and articles to improve service-learning 
effecti veness 
• 	 Offers information/guides for student and faculty participation in local, statewide, national, 
and international service settings 
• 	 Assists with problem solving and conflict resolution for students 
• 	 Provides forms, periodic assessments/surveys for faculty feedback and input 
• 	 Coordinates service-learning courses, assignments, schedules of classes, and develops new 
courses 
• 	 Provides reflective learning tools and suggests feedback formats to maximize learning 
through service 
• 	 Distributes student questionnaires to evaluate service and learning outcomes 
• 	 Does the routine work to free faculty for assessment of student learning 
• Recognizes outstanding faculty contributions to service-learning 
• 	 Offers Maintenance of Continuing Contract units for service-learning activities 
6 
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A. KEY DEFINITIONS 
COMMONLY USED TERMS IN THE SERVICE FIELD 
Adaptedfrom James and Pamela Toole, National Youth 
Leadership Council, 1992 
VOLUNTEERISM . Most people are familiar with the term volunteerism. \Ve typically use it 
to refer to people who, of their own free will and without pay, perform some service or good 
work (such as with charitable institutions or community agencies). Many of you may have 
volunteered through Scouting, 4-H, church youth groups, or other organizations. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE· Strictly defined, community service simply means volunteering in 
the community." If students are said to be doing community service, this connotes that they are 
volunteering somewhere outside of the regular school campus. In reality, many community 
service projects occur within the school/college itself (peer tutoring, assisting immigrant 
students, or working with students who are physically challenged.) 
COMMUNITY ·BASED LEARNING· Community-based learning is a term for any learning 
experience which occurs in the community (it does not necessarily involve service). Common 
forms of community-based learning are internships and apprenticeships, which, although they 
may have no formal service purpose, offer important experiences for students to master skills 
within a real life setting or after they have completed requisite courses. 
STUDY SERVICE· Some people who do service-learning programs think that the term does 
not sound academic enough, so they use the term study service (which is popular in England). 
YOUTH SERVICE· Youth service is the umbrella or general title for all of the above 
programs. It can include community service, peer helping, service-learning, etc. When people 
talk about the "youth service movement," they are referring to all approaches which utilize youth 
as resources. 
SERVICE·LEARNING - Service-Learning is initially a difficult concept for people to 
understand. That is because people have many personal experiences with, and prior knowledge 
about, community service and volunteerism which stress service. They immediately think of 
service-learning as volunteerism (and get excited about the developmental benefits of such a 
program -- empathy, an ethic of service, moral development, etc.). There is indeed a distinction 
between community service and service-learning. 
Service-Learning is the blending of both service and learning goals in such a way that both occur 
and are enriched by each other. Service-learning projects emphasize both sets of outcomes - the 
service and the learning - and design the projects accordingly. Most prominently, programs that 
emphasize learning always include a strong reflective component where students utilize higher 
order thinking skills to make sense of and extend the formal learning from the service 
experIence. 
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B. COLLEGE DEFINITION OF SERVICE-LEARNING 

COLLEGE DEFINITION OF SERVICE-LEARNING 

Service-Learning is the blending of both service and learning goals and experiences that are 
enriched by each other and greater together than separate. Service-Learning is a teaching 
method and education experience that helps students learn and develop through active 
participation in thoughtful, organized, service experiences that: meet community needs; are 
coordinated collaboratively with college and community; are integrated into each person's 
academic curriculum; provide structured time for reflection; and foster academic learning 
and a sens~ of caring and civic responsibility. 
C. WHAT IS SERVICE-LEARNING 
What most people miss is that service-learning is the blending of both 
service and learning goals in such a way that both occur and are enriched 
by each other. Service-Learning projects emphasize both sets of outcomes 
- the service and the learning - and design the projects accordingly. 
Service-Learning 

A Balanced Approach 

To Experiential Education 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
By ANDREW FURCO 
FIGURE 1: A SERVICE AND LEARNING TYPOLOGY (Sigmon, 1994) 
Service-LEARN ING: 
SERVICE-learning: 
Service-learning: 
SERVICE-LEARNING: 
Learning goals primary; service outcomes secondary 
Service outcomes primary; learning goals secondary 
Service and learning goals completely separate 
Service and learning goals of equal weight and each 
enhances the other for all participants. 
Recipient 4 BENEFICIARY ~Provider 
Service ....---------- ----------.... LearningFOCUS 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
COMMUNITY SERVICE FIELD EDUCATION 
INTERNSHIP 
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D. TWO CONDTIONS 
1. 	 Is activity focused on meeting a basic human need? 
2. 	 Have you specified what is to be learned? How will learning be assessed, 
evaluated and documented? 
E. THREE SERVICE-LEARNING ROLES 
All service-learning programs are composed of the following roles: 
STUDENT 
provides service 
and learns 
links students, 
community, and 
facilitates learning 
COMMUNITY 
identi fies service 
needs and supervises 
student efforts 
F. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 

-RECIPROCITY. The service and learning must be worthwhile and valuable for both the 
student and the community. There must be reciprocity between the server and those served. 
-REFLECTION. Intentional, systematic reflection of the experience must take place in order 
to accomplish rational harmony in community service experiences. Reflection within the 
context of the volunteer experience encourages introspective examination of other aspects of 
the students' life. 
-DEVELOPMENT. Service-learning occurs in different stages: serving to enabling to 
empowering; observation to experience to leadership. 
-MEANINGFUL SERVICE. Service tasks need to be worthwhile and challenging in order to 
strengthen students' critical thinking. 
-DIVERSITY. A priority is placed on involving a broad cross-section of students working in 
diverse settings and with a diverse popUlation within the community. 
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G. BENEFITS OF SERVICE-LEARNING 

1. STUDENTS: 
• Enriched learning 
• Documented experience 
• Skill development 
• Transferable credit 
• Improved self esteem 
• Critical thinking skills 
• Job contacts 
• Making a difference 
• Broader horizons 
• Improved health, vitality 
• Application of classroom knowledge 
• Civic literacy and skills 
2. COLLEGE: 
• Improved public service delivery 
• Broadened conception of educational role 
• Increased learning opportunities 
• Monitored relevance of learning 
• Improved motivational base of instruction and learning 
• Improved linkages to community 
• Reoriented educative process to meet human needs 
• Improved community college relations 
• Improved student satisfaction and retention 
• Improved student preparation for work and transfer to senior institutions 
3. COMMUNITY: 
• Augmented service delivery 
• Increased human resources for problem solving 
• Better career selection choices for students 
• Increased access to college resources 
• Improved college-community relations 
• Increased ability to hire good students 
• Increased contributions to meet human needs 
• Increased future citizen support/commitment 
• Expanded roles for student supervisors 
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H. PRINCIPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE (PRAXIS) 
PRINCIPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE IN COMMUNITY SERVICE-LEARNING PEDAGOGY 
Excerptedfrom PRAXIS I: A Faculty Casebook on Community Service-Learning, Jeffrey 
Howard 
The field of community service-learning has a number of outstanding sets of principles of good practice, most 
notably the Johnson FoundationlWingspread "Principles of Good Practice for Combining Service and Learning ." 
However, these sets of principles have mostly focused on non-curricular community service-learning programs. 
And though these prior principles have application to community service-learning courses, they are insufficient 
for developing and implementing what is for many faculty a new kind of course. Therefore, we offer the 
following set of principles of community service-learning to be fully integrated with , and utilized on behalf of, 
course learning. 
The 10 principles below are derived from a host of sources, most notably the models depicted in this book, my 16 
years of involvement with curriculum-based service-learning, and the candid responses of 10 University of 
Michigan academic leaders as part of the evaluation of our Kellogg Foundation grant. 
None of these 10 principles is antithetical to, or inconsistent with, previously disseminated principles of good 
practice, and none of these wiiJ compromise the service that students provide in the community. On the contrary, 
these principles not only complement previously generated lists, but a number of them enhance the student's 
capacity to be of service in the community. 
Principle 1: Academic Credit is for Learning, Not for Service 
Credit in academic courses is assigned to students for the demonstration of academic learning. It should be no 
different in community service-learning courses. Academic credit is for academic learning, and community 
service is not academic in nature. Therefore, the credit must not be for the perfonnance of service. However, 
when community service is integrated into an academic course, the course credit is assigned for both the 
customary academic learning as well as for the utilization of the community learning in the service of the course 
learning. Similarly, the student's grade is for the quality of learning and not for the quality (or quantity) of 
servIce. 
Principle 2: Do Not Compromise Academic Rigor 
Academic standards in a course are based on the challenge that readings, presentations, and assignments present 
to students. These standards ought to be sustained when adding a community service-learning component. 
Though experience-based learning is frequently perceived to be less rigorous than academic learning, especially 
in scholarly circles, we advise against compromising the level of instructor expectation for student learning. The 
additional workload imposed by a community service assignment may be compensated by an additional credit, 
but not by lowering academic learning expectations. Adding a service component, in fact, may enhance the rigor 
of a course because, in addition to having to master the academic material , students must also learn how to learn 
from community experience and merge that learning with academic learning, and these are challenging 
intellectual activities that are commensurate with rigorous academic standards. 
Principle 3: Set Learning Goals for Students 
Establish learning goals for students to which all courses ought to be accountable. Not only should it be no 
different with community service-learning courses, but in fact it is especially necessary and advantageous to do so 
with these kinds of courses. With the addition of the community as a learning context, there occurs a 
multiplication of learning paradigms (e.g., inductive learning, synthesis of theory and practice) and learning topics 
(e.g., the community, the population) . To sort out those of greatest priority in the service of the course goals, as 
well as to best take advantage of the rich bounty of learning opportunity offered by the community, require 
deliberate planning of the course learning goals. 
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Principle 4: Establish Criteria for the Selection of Community Service Placements 
To optimally utilize community service on behalf of course learning requires more than merely directing students 
to find a service placement. Faculty who are deliberate about establishing criteria for selecti,}g community 
service placements will find that the learning that students extract from their respective service experiences will 
be of better use on behalf of course learning than if placement criteria are not established. 
We offer three criteria as essential in all community service-learning courses. First, the range of service 
placements ought to be circumscribed by the content of the course; homeless shelters and soup kitchens are 
learning appropriate placements for a course on homelessness, but placements in schools are not. Second, the 
duration of the service must be sufficient to enable the fulfillment of learning goals; a one time two-hour shift at a 
hospital will do little for the learning in a course on elementary school education. 
We also offer three guidelines regarding the setting of placement criteria. First, responsibility for insuring that 
placement criteria are established that will enable the best student learning rests with the faculty . Second, the 
learning goals established for the course will be helpful in informing the placement criteria. And , third, faculty 
who utilize the volunteer services office on campus or in the community to assist with identifying criteria­
satisfying community agencies will reduce their start-up labor costs. 
Principle 5: Provide Educationally-Sound Mechanisms to Harvest the Community Learning 
Learning in any course is realized by the proper mix and level of learning formats and assignments . To maximize 
students' service experiences on behalf of course learning in a community service-learning course requires more 
than sound service placements. Course assignments and learning formats must be carefully developed to both 
facilitate the students' learning from their community service experiences as well as to enable its use on behalf of 
course learning. Assigning students to serve at a community agency, even a faculty approved one, without any 
mechanisms in place to harvest the learning, therefore is insufficient to contribute to course learning. Experience, 
as a learning format, in and of itself, does not consummate learning, nor does mere written description of one's 
service activities. 
Learning interventions that instigate critical reflection on and analysis of service experiences are necessary to 
enable community learning to be harvested and to serve as an academic learning enhancer. Therefore, 
discussions, presentations, and journal and paper assignments that provoke analysis of service experiences in the 
context of the course learning and that encourage the blending of the experiential and academic learnings are 
necessary to help insure that the service does not underachieve in its role as an instrument of learning. Here, too, 
the learning goals set for the course will be helpful in informing the course learning formats and assignments. 
Principle 6: Provide Supports for Students to Learn How to Harvest the Community Learning 
Harvesting the learning from the community and utilizing it on behalf of course learning are learning paradigms 
for which most students are under prepared. Faculty can help students realize the potential of community learning 
by either assisting students with the acquisition of skills necessary for gleaning the learning from the community, 
and/or by providing examples of how to successfully do so. An example of the former would be to provide 
instruction on participant-observation skills; an example of the latter would be to make accessible a file 
containing past outstanding student papers and journals to current students in the course. 
Principle 7: Minimize the Distinction between the Student's Community Learning Role and the 
Classroom Learning Role 
Classrooms and communities are very different learning contexts, each requiring students to assume a different 
learner role. Generally, classrooms provide a high level of learning direction, with students expected to assume a 
largely learning-leader role. Though there is compatibility between the level of learning direction and the 
expected student role within each of these learning contexts, there is incompatibility across them. 
For students to have to alternate between the learner-follower role in the classroom and the learning-leader role in 
the community not only places yet another learning challenge on students but it is inconsistent with good 
pedagogical principles. Just as we do not mix required lectures (high learning-follower role) with a student­
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determined reading list (high learning-leader role) in a traditional course, so, too, we must not impose conflicting 
learner role expectations on students in community service-learning courses . 
Therefore, if students are expected to assume a learner-follower role in the classroom, then a mechanism is 
needed that will provide learning direction of the students in the community (e.g., community agency staff serving 
in an adjunct instructor role); otherwise, students will enter the community wearing the inappropriate learner­
follower hat. Correspondingly, if the students are expected to assume a learner-leader role in the community, then 
room must be made in the classroom for students to assume a learning-leader role; otherwise, students will enter 
the classroom wearing the inappropriate learning-leader hat. The more we can make consistent the student's 
learning role in the classroom with herlhis learning role in the community, the better the chances that the learning 
potential within each context will be realized. 
Principle 8: Re-Think the Faculty Instructional Role 
Regardless of whether they assume learning-leader or learning-follower roles in the community, community 
service learning students are acquiring course-relevant information and knowledge from their service experiences. 
At the same time, as we previously acknowledged, students also are being chaJlenged by the many new and 
unfamiliar ways of learning inherent in community service learning. Because students carry this new information 
and these learning challenges back to the classroom, it behooves service-learning faculty to reconsider their 
interpretation of the classroom instructional role. A shift in instructor role that would be most compatible with 
these new learning phenomena would move away from information dissemination and move toward learning 
facilitation and guidance. Exclusive or even primary use of the traditional instructional model interferes with the 
promise of learning fulfillment available in community service learning courses . 
Principle 9: Be Prepared for Uncertainty and Variation in Student Learning Outcomes 
In college courses, the learning stimuli and class assignments largely determine student outcomes. This is true in 
community service-learning courses too. However, in traditional courses, the learning stimuli (i.e., lectures and 
readings) are constant for all enrolled students; this leads to predictability and homogeneity in student learning 
outcomes. In community service-learning courses, the variability in community service placements necessarily 
leads to community less certainty and homogeneity in student learning outcomes. Even when community service­
learning students are exposed to the same presentations and the same readings, instructors can expect that the 
content of class discussions will be less predictable and the content of student papers will be less homogeneous 
than in courses without a community assignment. 
Principle 10: Maximize the Community Responsibility Orientation of the Course 
If one of the objectives of a community service-learning course is to cultivate students' sense of community and 
social responsibility, then designing course learning formats and assignments that encourage a communal rather 
than an individual learning orientation, will contribute to this objective. If learning in a course is privatized and 
tacitly understood as for the advancement of the individual, then we are implicitly encouraging a private 
responsibility mindset; and example would be to assign papers that students write individually and that are read 
only by the instructor. On the other hand, if the learning is shared amongst the learners for the benefit of 
corporate learning, then we are implicitly encouraging a group responsibility mentality; an example would be to 
share those same student papers with the other students in the class. This conveys to the students that they are 
resources for one another, and this message contributes to the building of commitment to community and civic 
duty. 
By subscribing to this set of 10 pedagogical principles, faculty will find that students' learning from their service 
will be optimally utilized on behalf of academic learning, corporate learning, developing a commitment to civic 
responsibility, and providing learn 
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III. SERVICE-LEARNING AND COURSE 
DEVELOPMENT 
A. 	SERVICE-LEARNING OPTION DEVELOPMENT 
GUIDELINES 
1. 	 Meet with Center for Service-Learning (CSL) Director for guidelines/resources. 
2. 	 If course option, decide on best fit for your courses: evaluative criteria, service­
sites or projects, number of service hours required and written or verbal reflection 
methods. What extra points or percentage of grade involved? In lieu of what? 
3. 	 If reflection component enhancement or development, what are reflection 
activities and the rationale for inclusion? How will activity increase or enhance 
learning through the community service experience? 
4. 	 Include in your syllabus or promulgate as addendum. Please send a copy to the 
Center for Service-Learning. Let us know what service documentation forms you 
want to offer. 
5. 	 If appropriate, arrange for CSL staff person to speak in some of your classes 
about community opportunities and other process information. 
6. 	 Distribute status form about week 5-6 and send back to CSL for appropriate action 
(*let us know how students are doing and if CSL staff can help). 
7. 	 If reflection component involved, include at least one feedback session or 
debriefing session near the end of the students' assigrunents. 
8. 	 Complete the service-learning assessment form and meet with the CSL Director. 
9. 	 Distribute and collect student service-learning questionnaires and forward to the 
Center for Service-Learning. 
10. 	 Share exemplary journal excerpts with the Center for Service-Learning (of 
course, with student pennission). 
Guidelines are suggested for all instructors who utilize service-learning and are required 
for course development contracts or mini-grants. 
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B. SERVICE-LEARNING CURRICULAR DESIGN 
WORKSHEET 
Course Title: 
Learning Objectives: 
Service-Learning Course Design: 
l. 	 Which course learning objectives could be integrated into service-learning? 
2. 	 What do you want your students to gain from the experience? 
3. 	 What types of service would be appropriate for the course (be specific, e.g., nursing homes, 
homeless shelters ....etc.)? 
4. 	 How many hours will students do? How will it be incorporated (required, primary option 
with "undesirable alternative," "optional/extra credit" ... )? 
How will you assess and evaluate Service-Learning? 
1. 	 What types of academic assignments (reflections) will you use (readings, journals, class 
discussions, presentations, etc.)? 
2. 	 How will they be graded? 
3. 	 How will you ensure that 1) grades are given for demonstrated learning (not for hours of 
service), and 2) your students' awareness of civic responsibility is enhanced? (Remember the 
service-learning goals: to enhance classroom learning; to meet community needs; and to foster 
civic responsibility.) 
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c. DEVELOPMENT FORM 

FOR INTEGRATING SERVlCE-LEARNINGIPUBLIC SERVICE 
INTO A COURSE/SEMINAR 
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia 
1. Course/Seminar: 
Description: 
II. 	 Course/Seminar Objectives Related to Service-LearninglPublic Service 
1. 	 Knowledge Objectives - What is the subject area and content that the students will master 
through this community based experience? 
2. 	 Skills Objectives - What skills will the students be expected to develop? Writing? Problem 
Solving? Critical thinking? etc. 
3. 	 AttitudesNalues - What attitudes/values will the students be expected to develop? 
4. 	 Other Objectives - Emotional? Personal commitment? Leadership etc.? 
ill. 	 Learning Activities - What learning activities and assignments will be required for awarding credit? 
Journal? Research Project? How will this information be integrated into the ongoing 
course/seminar? Reflection sessions? Class Presentations? (Note: Students should receive credit 
for learning and not just hours contributed.) 
IV. Evaluation - How will service-learning/public service component of course/seminar be evaluated? 
What evidence and criteria will be used for awarding credit? 
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D. FACULTY SERVICE-LEARNING CHECKLIST 

o 	 Call Center for Service-Learning (CSL) for information about incorporating service-learning 
options into your course(s), Cocoa and Titusville - 433-7610, Melbourne - 433-5610, 
Palm Bay - 433-5253 
o 	 Decision on best fit for your needs. Meet with CSL staff person. 
o 	 Preliminary planning: resources needed, time, logistics, service-learning overview materials, 
faculty packet. 
PLANNING 
(Before Semester - Week 1) 
o 	 Include in syllabus. 
o 	 Evaluate criteria: service hours required, documentation fonns, reflective written work, feedback 
meetings or class presentations, percentage or extra points awarded. 
o 	 Secure proper forms/reflective instruments from CSL (or your own) for effective student service 
and learning experiences. 
o 	 Delineate amount of time for preparation, class time, and evaluative time. This differs depending 
on how service is integrated into your course. CSL has several examples, resources for your 
perusal. 
o 	 Logistics, considerations. 
RECRUITMENT 
(Week 1-4) 
o 	 Class speakers - CSL, student volunteers, video, (from 10 to 50 minutes) 
o 	 Panel of agency representati ves 
o 	 Other 
PLACEMENT 
(Week 2-6) 
o 	 Distribute handouts (useful articles, resources) 
o 	 Get list of i.nterested students (recruitment form) 
o 	 Refer students to CSL Office 
o 	 *Application (office) 
*Site information, job descriptions, service documentation fonns (office) 
*Match student with placement or project (office). Of course if you have priority, suggestions, 
directory, your recommendations are vital). Call or e-mail 
*Referral call, appointment set (office) or referral to orientation, student leader 
*Service site visit (student) 
o 	 Placement Confirmation, Mutual Expectations Agreement turned in to you. Should be about 4th to 
6th week of semester). 
o 	 Set deadline for students to begin assignment. (No later than 8th week) 
o 	 If a student is having difficulty being placed or assignment is not working, please refer him/her 
back to CSL for problem solving or reassignment. 
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FOLLOW-UP 
(Weeks 5-8) 
o 
o 
Service-Learning Status Form distributed for student completion (CSL will send to you at 
appropriate time) 
*Status, progress calls (office) 
*Thank you letters (office) 
Any problems, please call CSL office. We want to help 
*Site visits - periodically by CSL staff and student leaders 
ASSESSMENT MONITORING OF SERVICE-LEARNING 
(Weeks 4-15) 
SERVICE 
o 	 Placement confirmations checked (4-5 weeks) 
o 	 Performance evaluations, around midterm and end of semester (if used), Hour reportJSHOA T 

evaluation 

o 	 Feedback sessions per your needs 

*Site visitations, periodically by CSL staff 

*Feedback from site - usually CSL but useful if instructor participates 

LEARNING 
o 	 Student completes service-learning plan (weeks 3-5). Optional but recommended. 
o 	 Journals, essays, reports, etc., turned in for assessment grade, a midterm, final, or times specified 
by instructor. Oral presentations: optional, but suggested. 
o 	 Other reflection: class discussion, essay, one-on-one conference. 

If you are unsure of student service-learning accomplishments or need anything, please 

call. 

DEBRIEFING, INTEGRATION WITH LIFE, COURSEWORK 
(Weeks 14-16) 
o 	 Individual feedback, group discussions 
o 	 All written work turned in (hour report, performance evaluations, and reflective written work) 
o 	 Other service opportunities (directory) refer to Center for Service-Learning 
o 	 CSL Questionnaire distributed to students, completed, and collected. Please forward to CSL. 
o 	 Refer student back to CSL for new or continued placement 
o 	 Give CSL feedback either a short summary or call so that we can better assist you and your 

service-learners 

o 	 Annually, complete short questionnaire to evaluate CSL and suggest how we can improve. 
D 	 Please contact CSL anytime with your suggestions. You are most important for student 

involvement and student success in service-learning 

Thanks! 
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E. ASSESSMENTIFEEDBACK MEMORANDUM 

\O{ Servicetf' 
~(>... • • qr~~~~. ... 
V 	 ~ 
.....-_._-\ 
,RREVARD/ 
:. o~u 
TO: 

FROM: Roger Henry 

SUBJECT: Service-Learning Component AssessmentlFeedback 

Thank you for utilizing service-learning in your classes. We need your feedback to improve service­

learning for your students and courses. Please answer the following questions and return to the Center 
for Service-Learning. Thanks. 
1. 	 What have you learned from adding a service component? 
2. 	 How are your students benefiting (personally, academically , occupationally)? 
3. 	 How does the quality of learning with the community service option compare to traditional 
classroom learning? 
4. 	 What has the service-learning option replaced if anything in your courses? 
5. 	 What would you change to improve your service-learning option? 
6. 	 What criteria do you use to fulfill the service-learning option? 
• 	 Service Documentation: • Number of Hours: 
• 	 Written Work: Uournal, essay) • Percentage of Grade: 
• 	 Oral Presentation: • Option or Extra Points: 
• 	 Other Reflection Methods: 
7. 	 What strategies or methods work well for you in incorporating service-learning into your 
courses? 
8. 	 What impediments or challenges exist for effective service-learning integration with your 
courses? 
9. 	 How can the CSL assist you in improving your service-learning component? 
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F. FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE 

\ot Servict>,1 
~\."'~~• • (.,C'<t,.r~ ~. ~ ~ 
JffitVARJk .~
Please help the Center for Service-Learning improve its services and programs for your students by 
completing the following short questionnaire. Your feedback is valued and will make a difference. Rate 
the following activities/services provided by the CSL to you. 
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE CHOICE: 
(1) Poor (2) Fair (3) Good (4) Excellent (5) Can't Rate 
* Placement and support services for your students 
1 2 345 
* Recognition for your efforts 
1 2 3 4 5 
* Recruitment activities, e.g., class speaking, brochures, video 
1 2 345 
* Communications from CSL to you 
123 4 5 
* Community service sites/projects for student service-learners 
1 2 345 
* Placements that are directly related to your academic course work 
1 2 345 
* Resources, information, and workshops to incorporate the pedagogy of service-learning into your 
classes 1 2 3 4 5 
* Materials to assess and monitor students who learn in a service mode, e.g., journals, placement 
confirmations and hour documentation forms 

1 2 345 

* Overall rating of office and staff 
123 4 5 
BRIEFLY ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 
1. What more can the CSL do to help you or your students? 
2. What would you change to improve your service-learning componentl41h credit option? 
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IV. MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUING 
CONTRACT 
A. 	 ACTIVITIES LIST 
Activities Ust for Maintenance of Continuing Contract 
Ir.drv iduals dositiflg in-sc;rvjce units ror the folkiwing acli\rities (wi!h the exc;>eption of On-CclrflpU5 wOrkshops) must apply fOf 
in-serv ice units usif19 !he Maintenarlce of Contlf1tJing Conlrad Req!,.J e:;! Form a,,("-Oraing to the specn.ed timc'l:<lblc. Eac 
proposed activ,ty must h3ve 3 speci~c produ~! ou!came associate-a w ith il and fTlus1 have the appro'.';;)1 I)r thc spcc,llc 
atfic<a\s so and,caled on the appli<:ation f.cyrm. 
In the cvcfll it ;5 nec(;sS<)r/ to 3ss1g.n a f,,,,culty memb.er If;e responsibilily fOr development 01 n9'h' C'ourStJS, mak ,ng 
majm mv' sions of c..xistitl g OOUT5OS, or devekJpFn!J 8 man'.!iI-. video, ~ervi':e-le8m!ng compa·n~r.t or nthN e(:uc<'!l'onal 
suppoorl materiaLs for uSC by the college. the im'fnediGle supervisor will obt... in appro".,,1 for cn,.'1sirler"ltion of in sfon 'ic;.e 
,mils foc thl! activily. O;)CC ell the necess~wj <:lppro"'31$ are obtair>e(J, 3n ap-;:lropri<l~e f';'lC';Jft>; memoer wili he offp-red 
thEl OPPOf lUI'I ity to contract fO!' the work. 
ACTlV1TY 	 IN-SERVICE UNITS CRITERIA 
II. 	 A. Co(1)DIf,·!IOl1 01 Ol>-Co';ImpU5 ...=k.shop E!a".,d '''' 1uni! = 32 hours WOI1<shop will reQuire ~ mil'lin'rVll'I of a 
;J'~ :) pmtidp3nt. hOOrs 
B. Psrtidpant in Inl~' Tt;)i(\ill!) 114 -1 per semln:)! 	 Facul~ should emerge with a spe<;ifir, 
SE:minilriPrugr;:u'1l, measurable oompBt~ncy as a result of 
toa0ng complt'<~ tile l;Bm>n<Jr or 
program, 
ilL O " 'Y three uni.!!. rna)' be earned ft"m each aroa 0{ Secti<m II I durirJ{! the ",x'lilaf p¢riOd of r{:r1C'lro!. 
." .. Put:! ',~:)ll()n , e .'} .. rooks. professiDnal 
joum.als. 
B. Faculty E>o:h.;nge Progr<!JT1. 
C_ Con1'c..-"nce pra&enta1ilOnlon-campus 
\\'tIlt.shop dt.'ff\lC1}' roIatxxllo 
inslJv<.'!iOn<)l ()$~I'lrncnt. 
D. 	Upgrade skills through ".-or!: in 

indUS!rl· 

E. Con:inting Educstbn Courses. 
F. Visual F;"c A.'t> EJd1.ibltlon. 
G. PY:rlomIOl"«:e , AIt$ ElU1\tlttlon. 
H 	UP9~(: k"~''kX1!;1c.'Sl<~15 through 
f(lculry seMCe-k'~m~ p:lrti/;ij)~IC<\ 
{or) through leadlng a commurlity 
service project ,v!th BCC students 
rI'la).imum of ona unit pcr published 
journal iN"Iide; rnrudrnur'rl 01 1'1.10 lInl'l~ pCr 
6-Y¢<:'lr periOd tor jour"'"l1 p.,ul) liC3liol)s, 
Maximu-m of l hrt.'C "nil'S p er =<::h<1lIY,,c . 
Oonr",r=<;c VSSC m-dlion not to oxooed 
OI1le ·Jfl iVycar . 
1 unit =32 hOOl';o (maxin,um oi three unilS 
VJr si>'.• y<',,( P(>fiOd). 
Maximum of 3- UfL1ts (9.6 CEU») par 
eonlTactir'lO ~nod.. (A CEU 1$ dGfoned as 
ten COfItaclMlIrS), 
Jurica W(hibitioo • 1 unll; 

G<'Q"P o:<l1itJiMn - 1 vnit; 

Im'it)tiooal e :dlibltlOn - 2 Un:.1S; 

Solo emlbition - 2 units. 

Maximum 2 units per {] ye.ar r:*-nod fo r 

profs..~onal ;,.xhibioon. 

PerformQr'rCC o f ()\AhOt-ed Qr arr ' .lngcd 
piece - I unlt; Group perinnnance . 1 unit ; 
GueGt solD peJform3ClCt! - 2 units; Solo 
pcrfonnanc(t - 2 unit'S. Ma:<imurn 2 =its 
per 6 y~r .x!r\O\1 fo r Pfol<'.$SiO<mI 
performance. 
1 v nit = 32 hours 

(mmc:i"l\J1ll 01 two Llnit~ POI' six-year 

P~d) 

Pullloeation must tx: in I~r:vl ty ill:;cipU--e 
;)~ Of iJ 'I the 0(00 of 'IC<J(:h lng 
mem0\101011Y, f)ooks must be p~hed 
by a nationally reoognized publishing 
house a nd pa)'lTe n i. mUs.l be rscsi""".:!. 
Exchange must be at IU<Jst one. 
semcster 16 w(.".!').S in 1()f'''1ih. a.')(j be a 
t eD>ch~Slg OSSlgnrnent in D O.e~ Ci pllr.:t: 
re.lated to the'" teaching 3ssignme.mt. 
Individual must m.:l k~' a m,.jor 
pr(; ~(:l"1totion ir'tv('l l"'i r)o t.»hsidcr;) t;l.e 
tcse~h one prep:)r:HtDn_ Should not 
be m;aterinllrom coul'$e plUM. 
M..:st bC'witnin indi'liduaf$ t:cochi<>.;l 
,Jr(Xl or ono iI' Yltti(;h the; CI)Il¢ge ~ 
requesting <;:rO'IS-tr;)initlg . 
Must be in teaching area in whiD'h Ihe 
l'.()llsga requrs.s:!s crnn-Irdini ng in err in 
tho aroa of lcaching JT.'!l~h,:;,::is.. Trnr.,. 
script or CEU (;¢ flPic<Jlbn "'\1St t~; 
.,resr;>nted upo.n CQmp!~i:)n . 
Ext".ibition must be in faculty di5.~line 
<lrWil ~"d!Xl of ,'ur~icicnt in1om<J! ional , 
t'\\)tiOfl;)l 0: r(,~;orH)l ::;iOnir-ic;)nx- to rYlorrt 
unlt.~. WoII< mll$t be proouoed OOlS.Cle 
nnml~ oolfll9t' fes;x;nSlbil i~i ()s.. 
Por1orm~noo must be in faculty 
discipline :Ilea and be 01 sufficient 
Inl emation;Jl. notlonol 'Or fonional 
!'.ignificance to mer..1 vnlt. .. Pe.rfOml8i'oCe 
must bil o'Utside nom1.J1 college 
r'~: f...X)11$:rnilitic5. 
All P"'Ht~l<>r1 must be ocrlil iGd 
th rough Center tor Se.....icc-LCorrrtno. 
Facull'/ panicipC;lUon must M it) 
approved new senJlX:(!-le;;Irnin'1 
c~pcriBnt;e . F3cuft>/;S.l uc:~t pfDje~t 
I11l1~t be rei;)lcd to teaching dis':ip!i'ne 
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B. APPROVAL PROCESS 

SERVICE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR 

MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUING CONTRACT 

APPROVAL PROCESS 
D Complete Maintenance of Continuing Contract Request Form 
D Complete Center for Service-Learning, Service-Learning Activities for Maintenance of Continuing Contract Request FormlVerification with 
appropriate signatures 
D Complete project summary/analysis 
D Get Department Chair or Dean's signature on Maintenance of Continuing Contract Request form 
24 

c. REQUEST FORM 
SERVICE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUING CONTRACT 
REQUEST FORM (VERIFICATION) 
I TYPE OF ACTIVITY: 
III. H. Upgrade knowledge/skills through faculty service-learning 
participation (or) through leading a community service project with 
BCC students (maximum of two units per 6-year period). 
D Service-Learning participation 
D Leading community service project with BCC students 
I IN-SERVICE UNITS REQUESTED: D 
I DOCUMENTATION OF ACTIVITY 
Hours Spent: _____ Contact Hours: 
Product Developed: 
Project Summary Completed: ___ Date: 
_____________________________ Date: ___________Faculty Signature: 
Supervisor Signature: Date: 
CSL Approval: Date: _________ 
25 
D. PROJECT SUMMARY/ANALYSIS 
SERVICE-LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF CONTINUING CONTRACT 
PROJECT SUMMARY/ANALYSIS 
TITLE OF ACTIVITY/PROJECT 
DATES OF ACTIVITY 
Please describe what you learned from your activity or experience? How did your service­
learning activ"ity augment your knowledge/skills in your discipline? What are the overall 
benefits and impacts of your activity/project for yourself, students, or other participants? 
26 

E. CONTRACT REQUEST 
....4;.-~-,., 
MAINTENANCE OF CONTINU1NG/BREVARD) 
:~~~GE CONTRACT REQUEST FORM 
ThiS 10m1 m~ x,r:nmp3nyany reques1 for malnttlnar.ro oJ con tiTV'..Iing C(rnlra!::t action , Al{IJT dC'i;isitm by Iho Co!l~ LC;JrninH COl ,,,,;iI 

Inc otig!n.'ll !S 10 be ~,ent to Human RCSo;)urcm; <Jnd lX'pies rck1jr'lC1~ by the RCQue:slcr. Ca.<flpv$ Committa>e Ch8,.Jt, ;'lM C(lmi,Jj~ Prove,,,. 

Rt!qu~stBr N:;Jrrlc: Dale of COuT$eIAtJi v ily: 
This is a rC'Quest for: o Proposed CoursEl .A.G1ivity o Re-cenUy CO{11 pleth,d Cour~IActh'i·ly 
Aca4cmlc Course; Crp.::lit HOUlS: _____ o Scrnsslflf 0 Quart~r 
Course Number: T ille: 
Insti tution Name: ____________ -'-_ _ _ ____________ 
Authorfzed Activity (\ ....,i l¥1.',e 1 t.,*" ~I: 

Conta<:t Hours: Outside hPll[S for pt(l(:h.JI:;I oe'\l'eIo.pment: Unil s Roqu €s.tad: 

Are~l of Request fi.(J, P.ut\\ic;;fup" 1,11'>f.tW>'11 r",~'l!7 ~r.in$i) 
H ie: 

Faculty Signature: Date: 

Camp\.l~ Cornmitte-e IMooling Date: o R(!-GOrTummdeD 0 'Not Recom'11t~fld l!td 
Campus C~nrnlnt(;e Gha~r Sigll3tlire: ...,·;:de: 
Commenls: 
~:3nl-p;J5 Provost Sign,ah.Jre: Date_ 
o Recornmen<lM 0 Not Rocornmer'tdOO 
COltH~e Le<lmi119 Couocil (GLC) M eeting Date: o 1\P1l~01<'ed 0 Not Appro1.<'ed 
Course Cmdit(s}: ______ or Inoorviw Un It(s).: 
GtC Chair SignallJre: Date:
--------
Commenls: 
The f;:!.~u'l \1 m~mber will be g;'v'E!'!1 vlli.'tten no1ice of appro"a~ or disapp.~ {'!lith an Ell<?'iana1ion in lhe 8 ... en~ of diEapplL'waJ) wilJ1;;n 14 
",ork,ng d3)'£ 3ftl1J submil1fngl the request f-o the Ca~us PrOYCl'St. 
R,!)r~~~ MliSl be QLr.)i11ed ~rding to Actillifies U sl for M aintef1l3flDe of C(Mlunuing Con~ract (Q'" (J(J~ 2) fo<r ",,'11lIJe. type of ;1CfMt'j', 
numoor of o:lrItad hoors, Proooct OIJtcome ffiV;St be specrlled :mct tang/l )le. Projects jOintty 3i11hOted ~hQlJkl be prOCC$SlC!d <J l ltlC 
~at)'\e 1"'1'('_ lbe C:)fTlpt1$ Pro\'ost shall VEtrify lhat the req.'uested dam is oorrect, L<e.• Ulliversity COOl'!!€< number and 1ijJe 3ffic:urrent and 
shaH insure that this request is not 11 duplicatton 01 pteviou:s '1I0I1l. \'t is tho faspons,ibrlity of ttm faGtdty mElIDoorto hilvEt otrlGilll 
tRmsr;;ri:pb;seJTt dir9l;:t!l to ltumruJ R.(;<$(Jf1H"C¢$ f1'(>0'1 th¢ ~ti09 in$l1IU'ti(l"', 
For prior approved Inservi.cca ;:lcti\'ities, this seo"jQn is to. be ODmpleted b1' the Campus Pmv'OSt Gertitring the (1e:cef.'t;,;,,,ce of the 

eQmpleteo product, 

Thiz is to certify that I have aooop(-ed [Jl'3 BOOVC <lclivity prQ~'tDU$ly <!p?ro~'ed by the College Learning Cc<uncil. 

Campus Provost Sign,uturo: Date: 

EVP 5,'7,';)J;: 
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V. COMMUNITY SERVICE-LEARNING STAND 
ALONE COURSES 
A. SERVICE-LEARNING CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 
1. 	 Community Involvement 
SOW 2054 
3 Credit Hours 
Social Science General Education Option 
A theoretical and practical course examining the principles of features of service­
learning, civic engagement, and diversity. Students develop a personal 
understanding of service and civic participation through action and reflection. 
Requirements: 24 hours of seminars and 32 hours of volunteer work. The 3,000 
word Gordon Rule writing requirement is completed by journals, essays, or other 
reflective writing methods. 
2. 	 Human Service Experience I, II, II 
SOW 1051, 1052, 1053 
One (1) Credit Hour 
Elective courses designed to provide students with a service-learning experience. 
Earn up to three (3) credit hours. Minimum of 20 hours service per credit plus 
critical reflection and three (3) seminars. 
3. 	 Fourth Credit Option 
Service-Learning Field Studies I 
One (1) Credit Hour 
Students can take an additional one (1) credit hour elective in discipline or 
academic course in which they are enrolled. Requirements: 20 hours of service, 
service-learning contract, one reflection seminar, journal or essay. Course can be 
taken in three different disciplines - total three (3) credit hours. Course number 
2948 with specific discipline prefix, e.g., PSY 2948, POS 2948, HUM 2948, etc. 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

MAJOR TOPICS STUDENT CLOCK HOURS 
Lecture Lab 
A. Understanding volunteerism and service-learning .5 
B. Service-Learning reflection methods 1.0 
C. Community organization/project perceptions and 
opportunities .5 
D. The personal meaning of the service-learning 
experience 1.0 
E. Community issues/service paradigms .5 
F. Integrating the experience with the rest of life .5 
G. The service experience 20 
STUDENT COMPETENCIES, SKILLS, 
KNOWLEDGE RELATIVE TO MAJOR 
TOPIC (MUST BE LISTED USING 
PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS) 
EVALUATION 
METHODOLOGY 
A. Explain service-learning and 
volunteerism 
Successful participation in 
Seminars and final verbal 
presentation 
B. Identify and utilize ways to reflect on the 
service-learning experience including: 
service-learning plans, journal writing, 
discussion methods 
Completion and quality of 
service-learning plan, journal 
and final essay 
Documentation of service 
C. Explain with accuracy the community 
service site setting 
experience including hour 
report, placement agreement 
and confirmation, and 
performance evaluation by 
supervisor 
D. List the benefits, outcomes, and 
contributions of the service-learning 
experience 
E. Demonstrate knowledge of key issues 
related to service 
F. 	 Articulate how the service-learning 
experience relates to life, academic 
study, and community involvement 
30 
----------------------------------
B. COURSE PLANS 
1. SOW 1051 
BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 
COURSE NO.: SOW 1051 
1ST OFFERED: 1989 
CLOSED: 
E.P.G. APPROVAL: 
REVISIONS: 
Signature: 
Curriculum Coordinator Date 
Curriculum Chair Date 
Course Title: Human Service Experience I 
Lab 
Prerequisite: None Corequisite: None fee: None 
(See Program advisors for other placement test scores) 
Contact 
College-Credit Vocational-Credit Hours(per 
Hours: 01 Hours: 00 term): 24 
--­
Course Description (maximum of 40 words for catalog use): 
Course provides students with a service-learning experience in a public/social service 
organization. Students will complete (20) hours of volunteer work. Evaluation based on 
service documentation, written reflective work, and seminar participation. 
Course Objective(s): Each student will be able: 
To learn through service experience(s) to benefit academically, personally, civically, or 
occupationally. 
Acceleration Mechanism(s) (method(s) of validating prior learning): 
None 
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----------------------------------
2. SOW 2054, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 
COURSE NO.: SOW 2054 I Signature:
1ST OFFERED: 1991 
CLOSED: 
E.P.G. APPROVAL: 
REVISIONS: 
Curriculum Coordinator Date 
Curriculum Chair Date 
Course Title: Community Involvement 
Appropriate reading and 
writing scores on the entry Lab 
Prerequisite: level placement test. Corequisite: None fee: None 
(See Program advisors for other placement test scores) 
Contact 
College-Credit Vocational-Credit Hours(per 
Hours: 03 Hou~: 00 term): 24 
Course Description (maximum of 40 words for catalog use): 

Provides the student with a unique opportunity to examine community service and 

citizenship in many different facets of our diverse community through both practice and 

critical reflection. This is a designated diversity infused course. 

Course Objective(s): Each student will be able: 
To develop a personal understanding of service and citizenship and an increased 
awareness of cultural diversity through critical reflection and action. To enable students 
to develop a commitment to full participation in the varied lives of their communities. To 
offer an interdisciplinary approach to put theories into practice. 
Acceleration Mechanism(s) (method(s) of validating prior learning): 
None 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

MAJOR TOPICS STUDENT CLOCK HOURS 
Lecture Lab 
A. Introduction to service-learning 
B. Citizenship skills within a democratic community and valuing 
diversity 
C. Critical reflection methodology and tenets of good 
performance 
D. Assessing the needs of a diverse community and the role of 
effective communication. 
E. Issues in service and volunteerism 
F. Service outside the student's own social, economic, racial and 
cultural background 
G. To serve or not to serve 
H. Leadership and community service-learning 
I. Opportunities for community involvement and citizenship 
J. Integration of the experience with the rest of life 
K. The learning experience 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Q 32 
24 32 
COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

STUDENT COMPETENCIES, SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE RELATIVE 

TO MAJOR TOPIC (MUST BE LISTED USING PERFORMANCE 

STATEMENTS) 

A. 	 The student will delineate the forms, functions, roles, principles, 
benefits, history and theoretical frameworks of community service­
learning 
B. 	 The student will demonstrate a critical understanding of community, 
democracy and citizenship and cultural diversity 
C. 	 The student will demonstrate competency in utilizing critical reflection 
self-learning skills and the ability to communicate to persons of 
various ethnic backgrounds and cultures 
D. 	 The student will participate in a service learning opportunity that will 
expand their awareness of community diversity 
E. 	 The student will list the benefits and limits of community service 
F. 	 The student will list the reasons for and against mandatory service 
G. 	 The student will learn the skills necessary for effective leadership in 
diverse community service settings 
H. 	 The student will list the impacts of the service-learning experience on 
his/her life 
I. 	 The student will estimate attainment of service and learning 
objectives/outcomes achievement through oral, written assignments, 
and documentation of service performance 
EVALUATION 
METHODOLOGY 
Completion of and quality of 
planning and reflective 
written instruments 
Class participation 
Oral presentation 
Project essay and 
evaluations 
Documentation of service 
project 
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------------------------------------
3. SOW 2054H, HONORS COMMUNITY INVOLVMENT 

BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

Signature: 
2054H 
1ST OFFERED: 2001 
COURSE NO.: SOW 
Curriculum Coordinator DateCLOSED: 
E.P.G. APPROVAL: 
REVISIONS: 
Curriculum Chair 	 Date 
Course Title: 	 Honors Community Involvement 
Admission into 
BCC Honors Lab Non 
Prerequisite: 	 Program Corequisite: None fee: _e___ 
(See Program advisors for other placement test scores) 
College-Credit Vocational-Credit Contact 
Hours: 03 Hours: 00 Hours(per term): 56 
Course Description (maximum of 40 words for catalog use): 
Provides the Honors Program student with a unique opportunity to examine community 
service, citizenship, and leadership through both practice and critical reflection. Completion 
of this course will satisfy the community service requirement for those seeking an Honors 
Program Diploma 
Course Objective(s): Each student will be able: 
To develop a personal understanding of service, citizenship, leadership, and cultural 
diversity through critical reflection and action. Honors students will be guided to develop a 
commitment to full participation in the life of their communities and in determining their 
leadership roles in the community. The course will use the Honors Program "Distinguishing 
Characteristics" to offer an interdisciplinary approach in putting theories into practice. 
Acceleration Mechanism(s) (method(s) of validating prior learning): 
Instructor evaluation 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

STUDENT CLOCK HOURSMAJOR TOPICS 
Lecture Lab 
A. 	 Introduction to service-learning 
B. 	 Assessing and researching community assets/needs 
C. 	 Developing, implementing and evaluating community 
projects 
D. 	 Issues in service and community diversity 
E. 	 Information gathering and research methods 
F. 	 Leading a community service project 
G. 	 Opportunities for community involvement and citizenship 
H. 	 Integration of the experience with the rest of life 
I. 	 The community service project 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
-iL 32 
24 32 
COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN 

STUDENT COMPETENCIES, SKILLS, 

KNOWLEDGE RELATIVE TO MAJOR 

TOPIC (MUST BE LISTED USING 

PERFORMANCE STATEMENTS 

A. 	 The student will delineate the forms, functions, roles, 
principles, benefits, history and theoretical 
frameworks of community service-learning 
B. 	 The student will demonstrate a critical 
understanding of community mapping of assets and 
needs 
C. 	The student will demonstrate competency in 
developing and completing a community project 
D. 	 The student will demonstrate and increased 
awareness of community diversity and service 
issues 
E. 	 The student will learn techniques to gather 
information through observation, recording, and 
communication skills 
F. 	 The student will learn the skills necessary for 
effective leadership of a communityservice project 
G. The student will list the opportunities for and 
obstacles to community involvement and 
responsibility 
H. 	 The student will list the impacts of the service­
learning project on his/her life 
I. 	 The student will estimate attainment of service and 
learning objectives/outcomes achievement through 
oral, written aSSignments, and documentation of 
service project performance 
EVALUATION 
METHODOLOGY 
Completion of and quality of 
planning and reflective written 
instruments 
Class participation 
Oral presentations 
Project essay and evaluations 
Documentation of service project 
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4. SERVICE-LEARNING FIELD STUDIES I 
BREVARD COl\'L"l1..TNITY COLL.EGE 

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND PLAN SUM1VIARY 

l 
[Course No. • P$Y 294& 

C:]OSlUE: Date I Signatnre:

CCC API)rol'(':d 1 -;:C::-u-rr--;iv- u--;I:-u-m----:::C:-~l-(}-r(-:-;Ii-n-at-t)-r----------D-.,-Lt-e-­
Rev isjolls 1 
Curriclll C1LTl Ch"lir f) ;lle 
Far.lIl1y Discipline: PsydlL)logy~______ f'aculty Credr-ntial Opti-on: 
Course Title: Servicc.L.zaming Field Studies I 
Honors COlln;e~ N o R(~pcatablc: No 
EffectJ\'C: Term; 98-4 Course Credil<;: Clock HOlll's: 
--­
Type of Cre.dit: Elective 
COurse .Ftes: 
Lab Fcc: None Sp'¢~:i<li C~) ! l .rse F(:>:'":; NI,)rll; 
General Education Requircm(~.nls: 
Communications 
l l 1uPlanit ie.s 
. 1 )Vhlh 
NattU'al Sdcn<:c 
Gonlon Rule: 
U No 
Grade :\lrltlt: 
Regular 
. I Social Science Suitable for Online: Yes 
Degree Type: 'Prerequisites: Corequisites: 
I A,A, J A.S. 
il A .AS. c.c.C, (PSV) 
f I i\ .T.D. 11 P.S.AV. 
Course DescriDtioD !ma..~imnm of 4(} words for cal.alog use): 

This coune gives tbe.student the opportunity to underst:Uld t.be Cel:lti(Hl,>bip of Ibcoryw pr.t.(;tiCI.: tbn:mgh 

participation ill a service-learning experience. Students are required to ooDlplete 20 .haul'S ofvQlunt:eer 

work, a service-learning contract, necessary oul and written n:fi('ctton methods, 

Primary Course Objective(s):
IGain e)o:periencein a publicJbuman service setting th:lt enables students to l~.arnp.-acti.c;.il applk:JJions of 
tbe concepts tsu.gbt ill the classroom. 
~eleratiOD Mechanism (metbod oI \"'alidatingpriQ:r lt~arJl.ing):INone. . 
-~~--~~--------
712612i)l)S Vn-siuu 2.1 
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COl)RSR OBJECnVI!~S ANO I"LAN 
Student Competencies, Skills, Kuowledge Relative To ~lethodolo:g)' 
MAJOR TOPICS !MUST DE USTED USr~G J'FRFC.Hl:M,.\NCF. SH.n::VIEl\'TS) 
A. 	 ExpJain and define sel-yice-Iearning 
B. 	 F{WIDulate measur:lbJe scn'i(:e-J~~rnjng goah 
C. 	Demol.tstrate tbe illten"elatedness ofthe volunteeriservic-e field 
comp-oncn1 ,,,-it.b a~dtmic oon«pts :Jnd pri-ociplC1j ill 
(psychology or other discipline) 
n. 	 J':xpJain the meaniog and benefits of servic.e~(e:arning for self, 
sen'jce setting and Sodery 
[,. 	 List :lIHl complete the necessary servi.ce experience 
do:cunrentation forms 
COURSF. OUTUNE 
1- ~:VAI , tATION 
Completion and quality 
of planning lmd reflection 
methods 
Sucl~essful p:trtidp;dJon 
in mandatory reflection 
s{~mil]ar 
Documcntatjon of the 
senice-Ic.arning 
c~,perience including 
hour report, and 
supervisor's perfurman<:e­
,,:valualions of stud~n-f 
STlJDr='lT CLOCK 1l0llR;,'i 
MA.IOR TOI'ICS 
A. The ,C'~Dcept uf service-learning I LECT·~R}!:-._LM.::> - --I 
B. SUvkL'-Lcaroing goalvplans 1.0 
C. Syotbe~izing tJu~ field experience comp,ont'Dt and dassroom 1.5 
learning 
D. The meaning, beoclits, and irnlHlct~ of community involvement 1.0 
E. The strvict-learlti.ng experience 20 
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C. SERVICE-LEARNING FIELD STUDIES - STUDENT 

GUIDELINES 

Combine Service & Learning 
Earn an additional one elective credit hour in selected courses by taking ... 
The Fourth Credit Option 
Service-Learning Field Studies I 
(Offered only in Fall and Spring Semesters) 
REQUIREMENTS 
• 	 Perfonn a minimum of 20 hours of community service-learning 
• 	 Attend a mid-semester reflection seminar 
• 	 Complete a service-learning contract 
• 	 Complete a journal, essay, or other reflection tools 
• 	 Document your service on appropriate Center for Service-Learning (CSL) forms 
• Complete a Community Service-Learning Questionnaire at the end of assignment 
STUDENT CHECKLIST 

• 	 Discover which instructors and courses offer the extra elective one credit option. Ask your 
instructor or Center for Service-Learning staff. 
• 	 Fill out registration fonn and pay fees for course. DEADLINE TO SIGN UP FOR COURSE 
IS FlFfH WEEK OF THE TERM (CSL office has fonns). The course is XXX 2948 
Service-Learning Field Studies I. For example, if you are taking Psychology and your instructor 
offers tills option, the course would be PSY 2948. 
• 	 Visit the Center for Service-Learning to identify appropriate service sites/agencies and pick up 
necessary service documentation fonns. 
• 	 Pick up the student service-learning contract and complete. 
• 	 Obtain signatures from course professor and CSL staff person. 
• 	 Turn in contract to the CSL by the 5th week of the semester or as soon as possible. 
• 	 Provide the professor and community contact or supervisor with a copy of the contract. 
• 	 Experience and Learn. 
• 	 Attend a mandatory late-semester reflection seminar arranged by the CSL on your campus (get 
time, place, and date from CSL). Some instructors arrange their own seminars. 
• 	 Complete a Community Service-Learning Questionnaire at the end of your experience. 
• 	 Provide documentation of service to faculty member and CSL. 
• 	 Tum in written reflection work (journal or essay) to instructor. 
• 	 Notify the CSL if you discontinue your service or have any difficulties. 
• 	 Thank you for your involvement. 
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D. FIELD STUDIES FACULTY TIP SHEET 

SERVICE-LEARNING FIELD STUDIES TIP SHEET 
• 	 Students must do at least 20 hours of service/volunteer work. 
• 	 The deadline for enro))ment is usua))y the end of the sixth/seventh week of classes. 
• 	 Set a deadline for students to get placement confjrmation and service-learning contract to 
you. 
• 	 Only students enrolled in instructor's regular courses are eligible to register for the 
Service-Learning Field Studies 1. Students have to pay the normal fee for the one­
credit hour course. 
• 	 Students must attend a late term reflection seminar (one hour) scheduled by the Center. 
Seminars are scheduled in Fall semester during the 2-3 week of November and in Spring 
semester during the 2-3 week of April. If students cannot attend a seminar, they can 
complete seminar with their regular course instructor. Instructors can facilitate planned 
seminars with their own thoughts. 
• 	 Students can take this elective one credit hour course up to three times for credit (only 
one credit in (3) different disciplines) . 
• 	 The instructor determines eligible community service/partner sites and extent of 
classroom and experience synthesis activities. 
• 	 The course number is XXX 2948, which will be preceded by discipline prefix. For 
example, World Religions would be REL 2948, Criminal Justice is CCJ 2948. 
• 	 A student receives a separate grade for this elective one credit hour course. It is 
possible that hislher grade will differ from his/her regular course grade. 
• 	 If a student is having difficulty attaining the required 20 community 
service/volunteer hours or there are other concerns, please contact your campus 
Service-Learning office. 
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E. 	CREDENTIAL LETTER FOR SERVICE-LEARNING 
COURSES AND FIELD STUDIES 
Mesa Community College 
Downtown Center ~'Jfp 	 145 North Centennial Way 
Suite 201 
Mesa. AZ 85201~,~ 
Tel (480) 461-6280 
Campus Compact INational unter for Ccmm,miry Cclleges 	 Fax (480) 461-6218 
www.mc.maricopa.eduJother/ 
compact 
June 4,2003 
Roger Henry, Director Center 
for Service-Learning and Community 
Service-Learning Curriculum Coordinator 
Brevard Community College 
3865 N. Wickham Road 
Melbourne, Florida 32935 
Dear Roger, 
On behalf of the Campus Compact National Center for Community Colleges, I would like to 
thank you for the exemplar works you are implementing at Brevard Community College within 
the field of service-learning and civic engagement. In particular with regards to: Teaching 
Qualifications for Brevard Community College's Human Service Experience, Community 
Involvement Courses and Service-Learning Field Studies I courses. 
Nationally, we have witnessed a proliferation of community service or service-learning stand 
alone or "pure" courses. They are titled in a variety of ways including Community Involvement, 
Service-Learning, Volunteering in the Community, Community Service and Civic 
Responsibility, Motivated to Serve: Public Service Theories, Introduction to Service in 
Multicultural Communities and Field Studies. At Brevard Community College, these courses are 
housed in Social Sciences and numbered and titled as follows: 
1. SOW 2054, Community Involvement 
2. SOW 1051, SOW 1052, SOW 1053, Human Service Experience I, II, and III. 
Another course, Service-Learning Field Studies I, is a one-credit hour elective taught in the 
instructor's discipline. The instructor integrates and relates the concrete community service 
experience with discipline concepts and principles. This course is offered in 40 subjects at 
Brevard Community College. 
These interdisciplinary focused courses combine academic study and volunteer work while 
helping students achieve a wide range of cognitive, affective, behavioral and course content 
learning objectives. Usually, the course content features service-learning, volunteerism, civic 
engagement, community involvement or the interrelatedness of volunteer experience with 
regular course academic concepts and principles. In her nationally acclaimed book, 
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Fundamentals ofService-Learning Course Construction, Kerrissa Heffernan asserts that "many 
of these courses use a multidisciplinary approach to examine the philosophical, social, and 
intellectual underpinnings that support a historical or philosophical approach ... " (Heffernan, 
2001, p. 2) Shawnee State University has a Community Involvement Course Coordinator 
position that emphasizes the importance of interdisciplinary qualifications of applicants . 
The qualified teaching candidate at a community college would have a Master's Degree in one of 
the following disciplines (but would not be limited to): Social Work, Psychology, Education, 
Public Administration, Social Science, Sociology, Communications, English, Human Services, 
Counseling, Criminal Justice, Humanities, or Health Sciences. 
Service-Learning Field Studies I courses are taught in the discipline in which they are offered . 
Instructors who are qualified to teach in the particular discipline are credentialed to teach these 
4th credit options that are additional one-credit hour electives. 
The ideal candidate would have a background or interest in Community Service-Learning 
programming or instruction; skills in developing interdisciplinary perspectives within a general 
education curriculum; demonstrated teaching ability; effective communication skills, and an 
appreciation of innovative approaches to education. 
Brevard Community College's Service-Learning Program, a nationally recognized model, 
provides ample support for prospective and active Community Involvement, Human Service 
Experience and Service-Learning Field Studies I instructors. The Director of Service-Learning 
ICurriculum Coordinator for Community Service-Learning and the Curriculum Coordinator for 
Social and Behavioral Sciences, screen prospective faculty members. In addition the Center for 
Service-Learning staff and experienced Community Service-Learning faculty members provide 
extensive resources, course materials, and effective orientations and training for teachers of these 
courses. Ample opportunities are provided for ongoing support, feedback, and assessment. 
Again, congratulations for Brevard Community College's fine work on this important matter of 
faculty academic and professional preparation for teaching "pure" service-learning courses. 
Sincerely, 
~ 
Lyvier Conss 
Executive Director 
MESA 
COMMUNITY~ COLLEGE 
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cS·';O I nrow PlI)OO ~:mi; 	 IiCc IS AN !!QUA!. JoCCb 'S.' C{) U,\L OM'ORTUKITY INSTITLIT:ON 
B. RECRUITMENT FORM 
The Student Service-Learning Recruitment form is for optional use. 
\o~ Servict>t 
..<::-\.(,~\.• t'~""~"';• 
V ~ 
BREV.\Rn? ~iilii 
STUDENT RECRUITMENT FORM 
Please distribute to students interested in a volunteer/service-learning experience. Return to CSL on your campus 
for follow-up and action! This will enhance our ability to place and to track your service-learners. THANK YOU! 
CLASS INSTRUCTORIDATE 
STUDENTS: Please fill out your name, address and telephone number and your academic major. We will be glad 
to help you! Please stop by our office on your campus so we can assist you. 
STUDENT NAME MAll..JNG ADDRESS TELEPHONE ACADEMIC MAJOR 
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C. STATUS FORM 
The Student Service-Learning Status form is important to use . 
~Of Service_r 
~\.~(. • • ~('iI,. 
(j '>,~ 
~ 

Please distribute to students who are participating or interested in a volunteer/service-learning 
experience. Return to CSL on your campus for follow-up and action! This will enhance our ability to 
place and to track your service-learners. THANK YOU! 
CLASS INSTRUCTORIDATE 
STUDENTS: Please fill out your name, phone number, the status of your placement (referred, unplaced, 
unsure, or placed) and the service/organization site in which you are working or would like to work. If 
you need a new referral or any assistance from our office, please let us know what we can do for you. We 
will be glad to help! 
*If you haven't filled out an application please come to the Service-Learning Office ASAP. 
Please check appropriate box 
PLACEMENT STATUS 
STUDENT NAME COMMUNITY PARTNER SERVICE SITE REFERREDIPLACEDINOT PLACED 
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D. PLACEMENT CONFIRMATION FORM 
;. ,"ot ScfVice
.....-'
• •. •Cr~. .V'oi.."..~ 
.. ",I>. 
BItt" . ~c!!t 
PLACB1ENT CONFlRlvlATION 
Cocoa 433.1610 • Titusville 433.5(tHi • Melbouffle 433.5610 • Palm Bav 433.5253 
Sl\ldel1\ t>h rne' I,,,, ,,\~a',, ___________________ ___ ___ 
Cllmmunit'( f>an.n:!)I Piscernf! nt. Site; ~prill{~1 ______________ ____ _ _ 
SlfJl1!Msor (l<r Coord;l\3t.f)r: ( p r~9U I _________________________________ 
Dutie:.:: 
I) <I',S i11111 Hours: ___ _ _ _ ___________________________ ____ _ 
Staft"'1i OillO: & diltlJ OalB: _____-______ 
Stll'df.n.t is worting illl Community Sl!rvtt'll'-l~merNalu~leer: '0 Yes 0 Nt) 
MUTU.u EXPEITAllONS AGREEMENT 
I. COMMONITY PARTNER/PlACEMENT SITE - We commit to tbe f{)lIowing.: 
• To pro·..~ de an ",dequate positk'n descrlptiofl. orientation/training, and assistance to th,~ 
student se~ice-Iesmer or volunteer 
• To provide suJtelVis~«)n. feedback, and evaluation Oil student pcnonnanc.r: 
.. T>o rcspect thc incfi...idual and leamltlg nead1; of the t\udent 
• To pl'QvidB meaningful t3/iks related to S1i ll$, intefests and reaming obi'e"ti~'es 
... Tn pnwid i;! appre ci a(;on and rec.(lgnitir,m of the student's cCHltJiibuti{ll1$ 
• 	To provide a !5at~ and ilPpropriilte wurfdng ~n\.jronment 
It COMMUNrTV SeRV1CfA.EARNER - I commit to tlle followiftg; 
• 	To perform my respective duties-to tbe Itest of rrr,' abifity 
• 	To 3dncre to the organizational mles. procedufCs and poJil::ies in-cluding the coni101CRlitislity of 
org\lnilation and client tnformation 
• 	Tn be open La 8upeNision with mutual re-edback which will faciliJ tate s-en.'i'ce reaming grollti{h 
• 	To meet time and duty commitments or if I cannot attend, to pro\,ide adequate n~tite so th.at 
a!temati:ve 8frangCqrenb: can be made 
til: AGRfEl) TO; 

Community Partner. Placement Site Signature: Dale: ______ _ 

Cafi"lnluni!'t' S·L Srud~nt Siqnaturc: __________. _______________,Da~ : ___________ 

(,5<<11. (lillO) P\j7;~ 1\1l11l!i 3Pl NCB l)"lStritnni~n; 'It"~tc (Fa,:ulty M.embcri Yclb-,., ({;ru Pin\; ;"'"ocnlf 
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E. MID-TERM EVALUATION FORM 

\o( S-cn'i<:C:_l 
C""'-"'~'~"">/... 

I · " ~ 
... - . 
...~~~ 
Student Community Service-leaming (Credit Hour Gasses) 
.l\UD-SEMESIER PROGRESS REPORT 
Sujl-J.l"'~SDr's Name: __________________5tlJdent Name: 
l oda{s Date: Sup-elVillor's SigMwre: __________ ________ 
________ Community Parmer/SelVi'i:e Site Nam1!: ___________E'ialu.ution Period ~Oatesl : 
Sb" V, Ci! f lours ( I) ():aw: Community Pat1r!llviSE'rvicE' Sit!? TIl!rcphIDIle: _____________ _ 
OVERALL PERFORMA1'JCE: Needs H1!!p AlINil~e Good £Xc~lIenl Call1:mt RuJe-
PUNCTUAL a 0 a a D 
Gc.ts to wOlk 0,\ ume 
DEPENDABlUIY: 0 0 a a a 
Prompt ItlfSl\!IOI1Jly; toilcws 

dm rctiotls; meets 1J;b<ligations 

ADAPTABILITY: 0 0 0 0 Q 
Cal-thes OR last: lollows dULa,il (!g 
in SfruC1i~s,.; e~lll $""tdl jotl$ 
ABILITY TO GET ALONG, 0 0 0 0 0 
CoopertitNe; wetl mannered; 
$Qci.1!1 and emotional stability 
ATlTIUDE: 0 a 0 0 0 
Enthusiastic; 3 good lelllTo work~; 
willing to coopef3te; dc$irel; to impro'''e 
INmATIVE: 0 a {] 0 0 
Abirrty til work withoutsupelyjsjG>l1; 
s£lf-m(Jli~i!ting 
ACCEPTS SUCGESTIONS: a 0 0 0 0 
Ea-lJer to improv'!l ; Wilks assistance; 

to!low:; throu'!Jih 

GJo you mink this indi'lidual is- performing well at 1his stage of the pr(Jgram? Yes 0 NoD 
WrffiTEN COMMENTS: I,US{l b~d of~. p~r if nG"d~dl 
1HANK YOU FOR HEl.PINGEM~~.-;~ OUR STUOENTSl 
:S":()5 ano P0i05 ID7.:t.i OIStribu~ ~", l/illibJ " . r. ,;I", ~1.~:mb9rl "9I1'm (CSO Pink I,_,udoortf 
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.+::>. 
0\ 
~ I,<>t ~rfir.,.tc . 
COMMHNlTIt SERVICE-l.EARNI NG~"'{~... . ~ . '~'?,:0~~ HOUR REPORT/SHOAT VERIFICA1~ION AND HNAL EVALUATlON ==o 
BR,~ COCOfl .f3.3.7iJl0 • Titusvillo433..5016 • Molbuutllll! 433,.5610 • PRim Bav 433.5253 ~ 
.-
Sr, Jd€~rt Ne!"1 o ; 
Please 1118 ~for", 10 rllcl)(d the IJI,Imt1ar (lIIlQl\lfllll'~ ',~,,'jGe40aMIAg ' nuur$ FEI! w~e~ T"ls ,.poft>$f11H1ld i!!O il1~ ilI l.d WGo1c~ by J'V~f IIg'nov su,otYisQf. 
At the UH of your 1I0000000i1mtM. th. p11C9!11M1'" die 'llfieMIIII,vetUlu,kilaIIlQura and co~I't.s th.,. Si-.denl Eftl.brifNI.S()Q UC>lt<lfl' Q' io(mlOl dislnbOllOn. 
. Slud~nt l/u!"'J.l9r; Facu~v In3 tf'J ctor~ ~I: 
C.: 'll mur, ':y Par1;;ar N~me; Par1"!? rT~l e))hanill; Sll~~r/ l .o r·s NbOl o?: 
T'tfl"l of Actr.ri\y ::J HtlJIl,Ill StMoo &;.orl~/lCB II C1..dit~ Q COlllmu~ lnYll/¥a l1l~ nt (~ ercdiu) J F.:eld StL~' H craG.1 I;J VnIIl , 1.8-er 
.:l S9I\t~·1.e8rning Op~iDn Cl S!udq:;1 O.nllali ol:IC}~ ~ IS~rv l te AC1Mt'li :l l n~ Brnshi" 
TQtol S~. 'l'<>Ull S\r"e~or·. 
Date M T W R F S S Ii Houra .Il1lUa1t Dat.e lit T W R F S S t liClu.r. ItJJU.a1s 
, 
-
.....­ . 
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C~~(nuroi;\' PUlno;t" SUPim;sor" SigJIJIllJfl) Dall: ISld8ru'~ S i ~I)ij \lI rV ihte 
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BRF\ARD · 	
...----"\ Bxevanl Comumnity College • Center for Service-Learning11iI'f""~ ' i..~ 11 'I l('!1rl t.t <., ~ 	
. 
~ 
MULTIPLE PLACEMENT SITE"'.."-< ~,~~ HOUR REPORT AND SHOAT VE.RIFICATION 	 ~ ~ 
Stud("nt Name: 	 j Stl1ckni Numher: IStuck-n' Telephone- t-t 
I J·r i~~ 1. !d (tr l.\'I.ledl ~ 
'l)' pi" or 1~('t1VilY: 	 .j Fkld Study Hth Cred it Option) ..J Community lllmlnmenl .J Hu ma n ~el'\'l('('· Es.pt'I'it' tJl'(' 
:J St'r;iec-L>:?nrnlng Cla ss Opll{)l ~ ..J \'oilm[ef'l' Sel'vlcl' j In1t'['IlSh ip """"~ 
.j Studl'!.11l OrganlzaHon/Clul) iSeP/kc }\clivHy) 	 t-t 
' 	
~ Orgvni/:a 1i()[1 SHpr'lT ISO I' :l:ame: Agl~ lll~y Telep hone: 

J0.'\!l l..~, " ,' \,· ,,,"<11 

OrgHniz.ulion lind/of Eve-o t NatHe." ~ 
t-t 
Sen'lees Pro',!idecl~ > n 
Dak:; or Ti1llt~ F'r;\lrW: ~ 
We (organjallion and sludent) certify that 'l iw folluwing hours are l'prrr('\., 
Organization Supervisor Signature and Date: Total I-foUl',.;;: ~ 
Student SIgnature and Date: z 
~Organ il.,aUOI1 and/or Event ('\ame OrgJ:l lliwlia.D Supervisor Name: I\,~CD{,Y 'l'elcpJw nt': 
·:·:Pn;nlf·d or I. rr.~11:J I ra;, cil Cor I.y .«n ~ 
~ 
~ Servj~es Pr ov1ded: 
Dal CS OJ' T im e Fran1€': 
We (organlzallon and student) eerU!y that lhe foHowlng hours are (,fl[Teet == o 
Org"nlzatiol1 Supervlsor Slgnatur{' and Date: ~Total Hours: ~Student Slgnature and Date: 
Organ ization Su pervisor Name: Agency Telephon,··;Ora;.mlzatlon and/or E'JCllt Name 
':Prlnlt d N WpWl ~ 

~ 
St~I"I: jce~ Provided: o 
~ 
Dalr' !; or Tinw Fram('; ~ \Vt' (arga niz,Hlon and student) certlty tllm the [ollowlng hours a rt' corr('c L. 
o 
~ Ol~a nil.dl !O n Supervisol' Signatur<: ~111c1 Dill{:: Tolal l lm.ll's : 
c;:, LIlrle ))J SlgnaLul'e and Date: ~ 
OrHriill L'>'t ' Only: D~He Hecl'1\'cd .- VNb.al VeriLkrl 1ion Date' Jnput b:,' 	 ~ 
~.~.~.~..... . ~.~"'. -"-"-"----'-. " 
c o, iJ,l'1 !)iX() i"",tt ' ~ 1 2 (;() I)Jl>ndBI.,mu.'~ , '," 1.,. 1.. .f'.... " ltr \j" "t~"' rl , '1·"1\,,,, ,. ~( ~, ! , !. I'PY' , ' "It " >\-.:·i ".111 (. '·]\1', 1 
H. SHOAT CRITERIA FLYER 

tot Serv;r;:e ~ 
"9"~·~.",, .(.<"4."..~. ' 	 ~~ 
.....,. 	 :~ v.~AUVJ.JJJ!IJ. ' _. , * ,' . , " ,'_ ' ' ,_~, " 	 ~....	 " 
BR ....- .- .....
.-	
M '· ·) .,'
C...,...~~ 
*Observa,tion hours need to be combined withagive v'Qlunteet: 
participation ror the observation hours to count toward SHOAT 
Ride-A-Longs: Only 12 hours will be counted for each semester 
Fire Department: 
Traintng/pre-traJning hours do NOT count UNLESS training entails DOING at least 
Partial SERVICE for the community 
Education Students: 
In order for OBSERVATION hours to count,. the hours MUST be combined with 
ACTIVE PARTlCIPATIOO 
SGA/PTK or other student organization: 
HotLIrs only count for direct SERVICE activities or for organizlf\.9 and pRann;ng 
events which entail aDvocacy or community service. Hours for attending dub 
meetings, r.-trh-fch are pufelyadministratIve andnot related to service-arc 
OUTSlDESHOATCRITERIA 
Con«:ntrated activities (fIELD llUPS): 
Such as campingT Sporting events, Boy ScoutlGJrl Scout outings and special 
actMties-- e!eilse seecCSl staff before starting to discern ALLOWABLE 
service hours for transcript purp~ 
Physical Thel'apy (PT): 
Observation and vrnunteer hours that count for entran-ce into Physical Therapy 
fietd or program must be a combination of observation & ACTIVE PARTICIPATION 
Professional Shadowing experiences (Doctors' Offices, Veterinarian CUnics, 
etc.,): Must be public setvice related and indude mea·ningful tasks 
Working with Businesses for Profit does NOT count for SHOAT purposes­
unless the s[teis public-service reJated and meets community needs 
SHOAT(StudentHours On Academic Transcript) 
Programbe{Jan int996- .NDhollrs wiD 
rountfor SHOATprior to Fal/1996 
NO SHOAT Hours are AlLOWABLE fur providing service to family members. 

Working under the auspiCes of a family memooris permissible, Le. school dassroom t etc., 

IF the supervisor~s Signature is other than the family member's 

No Overtime; 	Hours are accrued on an hour per hour basis for transcript notation 
NO "time and a half" or "doubtetimefl accepted 
Church Activities CANNOT involve PROSELYTIZING! Service related activmes only 
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I. STUDENT SERVICE-LEARNING QUESTIONNAIRE 

,Of Service,; 
~ (,,~-> 'lJ~"""'~••• ......~....V ~ 
AlREVARD)
:~~E 
STUDENT SERVICE-LEARNINGfVOLUNTEER 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

DATE: 
Please take a few minutes to answer. Your answers and comments will be anonymous. When 
completed, return to your instructor or the Center for Service-Learning Office on your campus. 
How long have you volunteered? 
One semester Two semesters MoreD D D 
Name of Community Partner Volunteer/Service Site(s) you have volunteered with this semester. 
1. 2. 
4. __________________________3. 
Did your service-learning work have any affect on your major selection? Mark only one box. 
o Confirmed Selection [] Made me think about a new major 
Had no effect Changed my major selection D D 
Was your service-learning work recommended or required by any academic unit or professor? 
Yes NoD o 
In what way did your service-learning experience affect your career plans? Mark only one box. 
D Questioned my previous choice Confirmed my plansoD Changed career plans No effect D 
My service-learning experience is (was) ... Mark only one box. 
o More educational than my classroom work 
o Equally educational with my classroom work 
D Less educational than my classroom work 
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Did you receive enough help, support and guidance from? 
The Center's Staff? 
YES0 NO0 
Faculty Sponsor? 0 D 
Community partner Supervisor? D o 
Comments: 
Please rate the services provided by the Center for Service-Learning. Mark only ODe per row. 
VS = Very Satisfied S = Satisfied D = Dissatisfied VD = Very Dissatisfied N= Not Applicable 
VS S D VD NA 
l. 	 Helpfulness of office staff D 0 D CI D 
2. 	 Service documentation and [] D D D D
reflection materials 
3. 	 Adequate orientation D D D D 0 
4. 	 Application process 0 D 0 D D 
5. 	 Cooperation, friendliness of staff D D D 0 D 
6. 	 Amount, quality of communication 
with office 0 D 0 D D 
7. 	 Project, agency information provided D D D D D 
How well were you able to integrate your practical experience with your classroom work? 
0 	 D D 0 D 

Not at all Somewhat Adequately More than Very Well 
Please rate your experience at the volunteer site at which you participated. Mark onJy ODe per row. 
VS S D VD NA 
l. Helpfulness of community partner site staff D 0 D D D 
2. Adequate orientation/training D D D D D 
3. Adequate supervision D D D D D 
4. Meaningful tasks to perform D D 0 0 D 
5. Acceptance and support D D D D 0 
6. Recognition for my efforts D D D D 0 
Overall, how would you rate your experience as a service-learner/volunteer? (Mark onJy one.) 
D Excellent D Good D Fair 0 Poor 
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Did your service-learning experience have at least a moderate effect on the following? 
Please mark as many as apply. 
D a. Future course selection? 
D b. Improved GPA? 
o c. Positive attitude toward academic studies/other classes? 
o d. Better relationships with faculty members? 
o e. Desire to stay in college or complete degree? 
o f. Acquisition of specific academic skills and knowledge? 
o g. Positive attitude toward "experiential" programs like this one? 
o h. Positive attitude toward community involvement/citizenship? 
D i. Positive attitude toward Brevard Community College? [0 j. Improved self-confidence? 
o k. Ability to work and learn independently? 
o I. Insight into your personal strengths and weaknesses? [D m. Sense of personal achievement? 
o n. Sense of social responsibility or commitment to publicJhuman service? 
o o. Ethical/moral development? 
o p. Development of functional life skills, e.g., communication, assertiveness, problem solving? 
D q. Development of occupational skills? 
o r. Understanding of social/cultural differences? 
o s. Application of classroom knowledge? 
o t. Enriched classroom learning? 
o u. Increased desire to help or care for others? 
D v. Knowledge of your community? 
If you have a disability, did it impact your ability to fulfill your service-learning experience? 
D Yes D No Hso, how? 
What has your service-learning/volunteer experience meant to you? 
THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE! 
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VII. REFLECTION INFORMATION 
A. 	 REFLECTION IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
SERVICE-LEARNING 
NAil6NAL& 
COMMUN1TY 
SERV1CEtt1~t 
Nationa.l Service-Learning Clearinghouse 	 < .§~'lJ. S.LteQ_
Reflection in Higher Education Service-Learning 
Soon;e' 1<.11"3 C«NlI')rs !lrW &,(jna D. SeiffN. Communiit}t-C:ampl,I$ ~rt"cr$bips for 11!1a#fl, Seplsmber- 2C)()5 
"'-lnlTodvo;lion 
The prOW.Ss of reflection is a core component (l( St.'nI'ro-lc3ming. Service-learning pmaili~ ~n(f 
tes.earchem~like hove eOl1dudCd Ihal th<9 most effecfrve seNooe-ier,fr@'ngeJtporiMces are tho&etha1 peol/ide 
"!;(rudured opportuniliea" for learners to crlllcally lCRoct upon their service experiE!r.Qe. SItUClured 
oppoltUNlie:. for WI1cCIi()fI can enable leamem to ex3rnine and lorm Ihctr bolicls....aJues . .opinions. 
azsumptions. judgments and prac:tire~ ~tedlo 00 <tdion or 1?xperjence, .gain a d'eepet undCl't;~r>(Jing of 
them aM COr1:;;\tIJct ttlc;( ~."ITi rnc.,nipg and significance Sot fuhJr'e 3Ctj(ln~ (Moon 1999}. R:e8l!dion ' facilitates 
th~ :;1lttknrs making connections bet.-.een thelr s\)I'\'icc aoo their learning eY.pe.riMCe" Md Indc:ccl tho 
hyphen ;n lhe ptu:-'t',C ":;crviCt:-IMrring" C<ln has been interpfet-ed :)$ reprc$Cnting thi:; cor¥'ledion (Eyler snd 
Giles 19W'). This faa ~ee\ provides 3n .oW:tvi(,w of relk.-ction in higher educati<m ~learnin9 ;)nd l ilik~ 
to help-ful resource!: . 
....The lheory Behind Rtlkdion 
Se/ViCe.te;.!fIlir!9 is d<.'ep/y rooted in !hoe 2C;\ian-retlectJon ~ of John D<:-.-.rey and David Kolb.. whO b(ll!h 
describe the imparta~ of combtnlng indlvfdu:.ll action arnI engagemenl wl lh reftecth.'f: thlfl!(tng to develop 
gf~ter lJn4et$t~ing otlhc eorrtent being s1udied (C~ew'$ 1999). K.Q\<'b is widely cited for providiO!!j 3 
scienlffic interprefBtion of refle<:!'on (01000 2000). !<'.olb illuslra:te:s the pr~ of renedion in the.- EXperiential 
I e;Jm ifl(j C),'(;le (Figure 1). The proc:e~s begins with 3 defilllflg ","d sharing of !be "'What?"· of the $1udenf$ 
experience :md follow!'. ;'! C(lnbnuoos. t'(d<; towards "So Wha(7" 3fXI ~Now Wh;ot7~. to the 'IIn at. 
so wh;lt o nd IlOW wh<J! qucs\ion:; are ~~ to form a (.'(r(nPl'l,hcnsivc and integrated discovery and 
leaming cycle ~ the student !/1rOV9"'",,,,1 the dumfIDnol a service-learning eoqx:r'ten<::e (Eyler 1900). 
The Experiential Learning Cycle 
~. 
~xpefiericing 
ThO; ll<JMy plll!Rf11 
App~ln9 
Ptrring ~'" 
IJ~Qfl~w.g 
rs 
Genefalizlng 
~\'t~ P.o:nr«ld 
~/... 
I~~~j 
FC{;IJRE 1 
S?J 
ShaIing 
t.-,clio.l~U"'" rt"ttion~ ;:r~ 
~:(ii~ 
Proc.C'Ss ing 
Oi=..s;,;,,~ p""""", 
,...:1 () l"""..m 
..... Stratllgi.e;s for F.os.:ering RE!'fIootion . 
Effective Slra:legies (or fostering re1\e:jion are b300cl 0" fow- Com -elements of 1'\'!ftP.r.(~on known ~,~ "1f>C four 

C'$" (Fyi'CI 3l\d Gill..'s 1999). Thc~ demenl& are desmbOO beJ:o>.v: 

ljp-i!~rvjcclcaming.org/pag.:;t;'prinlablc&pal>:~._id · 609 	 5-122/1OO( 
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;i."n ice Learning: I(cfkction in Higher Edtlt;;)tioll $ervlce-Lt::"<Vn fni?; (PriniLabk V~~rsjO[1) 
I CCOre aent~ot 
Con~i n.uouz 
Conno~J 
C haflcngTng 
Con~ualh:ed 
Definition 
"the re11edive process is implemented ;;;.nd m3in13inect con1io\J0l~,ty h e f t'l<'<': , 
during and aft.:!" the !~(~I~mi~ e.KpCri(.o.fW('!. 
The s-ervioo expcncnee i$ efireelly linkc'(i', Qf co nnedcd, to the feaming 
oojecl.iV~ Qf 'he oourne IX ~r....jly ~(ld 3itlow$ foc ·S'fnlh~~;i7.11'l9 <.tC1iOf'l.)r\LI 
,hought.· 
Learners ace challenged to move :from suliaoe kl.arn'ing to deeper, oritkal 
.th"*i~ 'h.ro\.Jgh the \.1~ Qf thought prov~lng $trateg~e.~ by the j ~trtl~tor' 'or 
commull~1)' fadli1crtof. Since le-arnGrS may e:noounre( unromfortabta 
f¢clin9$,. it i$ im:pOt1aC\t that the studen1.$ f~1 they are lin 3 r;a1e ;)ji'1d 
mutualty respectjul ~hero vmerc tr..ey can :freely express their 
opinion~,jd~3$ ~oo thoughts. 
Hefl~ipo is <::antextuali:z:ed ....then it 'cotTe~pOftdsft to the coWr?e COi"l1eol . 
:, topICS :and e;o;periBnot: ijna mc<Jriingfful WtiJ'/. 
IMlen developing Qpportuni1ics foOr rolloc1i~ In se«Vlce-te.~rnmg. it Is fmport;am ~o con~lder ~~~tlden~s' dhlo;}:~c 
IOOmEo9 $~!;. The most effec1i·...e reflective Pl'ac:tio:oos ",Iill appeal to and m.om the nG9ds of t:fJffer,,:mr 
student's f¢<,)rr'l iQg ~tyles , H3\,1irtg student!! CQmpilete Kolb's Learning Sll/le Inu'emt-')ry {<!escrlbe d.3t 
httP:tt\wN.r.coe.!b!P-.e~ufrjVinstructioofcm15Qfselfrnt~rPfl<-t.l~I'1I'l\.oJI?bl!J'} can help to infunn an instruGtor'~ 
sefcdion and cfct.1gn oi renecr.lon :)ctWilie$. 
Eylc."s H:neclk,n ~p t(;Mpfa;le-. be\'o-w, can be a helpful tool for 1hinkiing 1hrough lhe 'isrio us .Qp~i a....~, for 
inCOC'pOrs1ing re-fled!ion into a senncc-kaminll W\JI51; Of P" OSf:)rt'l (F,yler 2 (01), 1\ ~:Ii lj¢ pn_~~ CI<..,t;:j1 li.::>n th ~lt 
d" 'iC:rj~ t,he fe{Jection msp is availatiJe at ~.Q:flq~P.4.~.'I(~ng.'()fl.~Q!!"j:J(jf~!m!!R!'!~ctio.!l.J:,-;;}t. 
B~fore- Se-rvice Activity Durin~l Servic.e Ac.ti\-ity After Service Activit)' 
' Ak)r'1~:1
, WilhFelfow 
S~ 
,.Wilt'i 
Commtmit)' 
P '" rtJ'q;, r$ 
Tn!;"'!'t' ;;)re- ~ ..'O'B(ie mnge of mean~ reftealive practices and S-trs.tegm.s that can be {ncorpora~e"d 11'110 
seli"ice-l:eaming. induding the froquerl'lfy uood a ppro:><:ihet. ~ed ool(lW, The list boeJOw vro<l:';: a-jClJ:~crl fro. 
•hoo.e d~pe<I tI'/ , 'he C~reer~n(l Communil)i LeamingCenrer aJ the Unh'ecsIty of " .tinneso~ 
\,~I'!f.'.!'(, ~)J!1:;ng.,uml'l..eq1J). TM."Y iJt'¢ PckKIt.'<J here tQ j~lfllP-st3rt yovr own br~ih$.'.oC'tl)in9 ~Jt>';)lIt. 
(~lon fl.tmtegi':es for your service-teaming course or p«>gratn: 
• 	 Discuss and!orhaw a spca:JtCiJ on a ce.ilaiIl i$$Ve-~t "'ela.&e$ 10' the ~ttu1enl!.:· ser...·.iCll (:lI:Dcs·;')no:Y5. 
lO 	 Hove guided d1scu~ion CflJestions in large 0{ sm<lll -groups thai challenge studen~s ~o critical'>' ttllll"lk 
about their service 4.:xpcnenccs. 
• 	 Find events. in the community :tha1 studcn.~5 G.i1In .ottcnd tvgc4heJ" <md debrief about after-varns.. 
• 	 F ind ~~rtio1Cs, poom:$;, ~;tonc$ Of SOfl9$ thai .felate to t·he ~ervice students rj~ doing ;1Ji(;l c(e tl 1(~ ,u¥J 
diE>CUSS questions 81"OUOO relevant soci:cfl iSsues. Or. ask students to write ·or bring in such items 
and d~ h ow illS telC'>'("mt to Of re1k;ot$ !heir secvj(;e- exp~nc~. 
• 	 U$e case studies or l'.cenarioo for student:a to act out '<me! discuss something they did not knO'li how 
to handre during their s~ in the (Xm'IIl'm,lriity. H~--e the st.ud~nts role pl.:"1)' ilpp.tOP(~Q!e:.l rl(J 
irl~Wfopl'latt;. "esPQl~~ to lhe siruation. 
• 	 As.kstudemis to create a map that $hQW$ how their .oorV!<»-le"tm ng ("-xpCriCnc&oonrn:cts to iarg.:;:r 
c.~....e:$ ,,1 me se:;ltelnalh::IC~llglob@lleveil and where community imroJveme na and c iW...E"J1ship fit &: .... 
.. 	 Have student view a milo or doa.mlC\lltary- ~ elicit ~$iCtn 3bOut erit.iCi.ll ~:!SIJCS thai ro:ate 10 
theif ~Nk:-e ex>peri'eoDe!" 
• 	 \Mite retiers-lo-the-¢dito; {)I' to go...ernn.ent oIf'~ls Ihat :)(.I4res.-s. i~$ in:lJ(X>r~nt !v th(~ (;.ornmunily 
Qfgru'tlz:3tions wi1h which they are \'I'C)r1dng and that canherp infonn the gener.aJ public. 
• 	 Have: stude-4(t:;. m;;III;G <J collage {O (;)(' J')f(.~~ hem !hey 'viI;;w t"'~r ::'~(!1'IIi(:e :;:'t:(~ ,):,>0 th.cir ~';~f'.. ic.c 
Have students maintain a print Of" electroniC reffoc:tiW! Journal. ~'g in jOtJlfI<.Ifs i$ widely UlSed by St?rvjce­
IciJming prc.'9!ur'tJ5 ~l> P(Of1"IIJ/:e rM-\ecll()J~ , ~~umahn.g exe-rci'ses are most rnea:l'lingful whe n 1C<$1ruc:tOi'$ f)(l $(;: 
key ques1ionf.. [-or 3nalysis and d€scnption COf)03:ming their opinion", b(l:fccG a nd .aftCl" the- servic.e-Iearning 
9lCpcriicnw. Thkj. .....c::bsit.~ pfV... ifJes.;)o: ~;)mplle of JOtJ.rn.'31 instructions from a :s~~amJng COl;.(~.e ;:It 
,chig;;m Stale Uni...eJ:,it'l. http:ih'.M,\y.'!!:su.edul-:goroon46ISL'l'"PRc~d.h(mJ 
ttp ; /ls.crvicc lc.."'l.ming.(lrg/pa,ge/?printabl0L'l:p.:af.~e_id=6ni) 
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;G.rVl~c Learning: ReflectlNllO Uigher Education Scn'ice-Leanling (.Printable Version) 
C~p) 
,!l..Cibtions, RlTferenc-es and Otheor Res,Qur<:-es 

Brin9lEl. R G" and J A . Hatche:, 'R~!IeCljQl) in ~'"Crvioc·lcaming~ rll1alo1ing mE'!(~,l~inf} o f 't:.lO(pcncncc': 

Er:t.'.JCt'J~M H{)fiWiI$ • 77,4 (l999}:179-1 85, 

Connoc:s, KM . "!Jnjt 4 ; P't;;Jn £i.OM~ejo.~g[1..J!!lS!.~lv,itie !!., - AdvMtif.I,g tfK; Healthy ,~i'! 2010 
ObjL'(.iives 'Through Col'T.ll1Nmity-B~f.!d Ec1ucatlon: A CuJ'riCuium Planning ;Guide • cds_KM. Gonmxs, S, 
C~hm:;tl'\ , S . D, Scift."f , <:1M ML Unymzag1. San Frs~cQ _ C A; Cornmunity-Campus P::U"tnef'~p$ for HeCll'lh , 
2003.. TIlls unit prO''''i~ ooelul f e(Iet.~ 1:c:.:lIrning lools. 
Crews, R ·Benefit~ at~~")~.~ Comtmmicefion.!l fur.aSustalrt8,b!e TijJur(j: . Bculde-r" CO: 
LJni...·crsily 01 Color<.tdo :at Boulde.- , 1999, 
Oel PiCCOlO, G ,L ThcJ,m~ of R>e~ctiorL 
_ylec Janet. and DE Gilles. A ~f!pne<fS§~ tQ l{ cffCClioo iiL~eJ.jce-:f,.eSJ'1ling . !<b$t'rVt'lIe: : V~ndCJ'.bilt 
University, 1996. This guide ~ ;;I teOOufCC fur anyone seeking to ,UB>e Cfdj(;'.3II:cllccliion in s.er...ioe-Ieaming, 
OJ';)Wjng. upt:)!) $.Cud~nt h:stimony of s~ssfutJ re/leC1ion, d .')(; (;:i!;ts in ~JDping reflection actw ities rw 
service--ieaming courses or pil'()grams. TIle gui@ is practical and interaClwe by <k'$igtJ arnisiKlufd f.oster 
~I...e- en~-.gCfncnt 00 the part ofthe reader, through both 1M f'Itl ture of l1s content and .t"$ ~~$it»li1y, The 
a-uthors discuss d~~nt Il0l0)'$ Ie> relied aM leam suited to dift'ererft Ic~rnj('9 ~tyfes ouch as the actM~. 
rC1k..'Ctcx, theorist, pmgmatiSlllellmfng SlYIP.~•. V3riOl,.l$ relTc.c1km adWi6es Sl'e covem i1 'ndtdns reading. 
writ ing., doing, :li')(j l e-mn9, Ttl<': bOok indvQes a ·raflection bibliogmpl'y, t-.; frcdion guid'esaoo handbook$, i)no 
:11fl snt~... !)Uido. 
E'yt.~.r, .J~net <:.nd D.E:. G~ l.'Vhem's·the Leaming m S~n.·ire·1 c:mling?San Francisco, CA: JO~$ey· 13~ .I'-':'; 
Publishers. 1900. A '.'oilab'le m '~~"!....i~~)·brua.~ 
EylCe', J~e(_ 'Creann9 your reffecliOOo map.~ m S~'io:N..cV'E"ing; Practical Advice :md Mf.'KJcls. Ed. M. 
Canada. San f'ran(:i$C:O~ Jo~·Sass NJf.;."w' Oiroc.1ions tor Higher F{:l llc<t1ian &~ries. 2.001. 35--43. A\~bl(! nl 
www..jOSS1ry';!J~~..o;;Q!!I 
Eyler. Janet . ~Ref)E!ctiAg on Service: H elPing NUN;i~"9 Students Get fth~ r\l'o·~{t from $r:;\"Va-Loarning.· Joumal' 
n.fM-irstng E;dtK;-(I~i&f; 41.10 {2002,}: 453-56_ 
H.:rtcher, .I A.. :j)lJ'uJ' R.G. Bringle. ( 1997). 'RetJections~ Bridging t~ GDp tH:>tWE!E!fl SeMoe and t:...e3rning," 
J'o tJJmJIofCoIJege TeschU:tg4S (199'7): 153- ' 58. iRePfinted in N SEE Quarterly. 24.3 (H)99): 12-1'6.] 
1iW!l T~jr;:o,n RG)ftectiOll , National S~le::uit~in9 Clewin!jholP.>e. 
H~<j. J , (2001}. Se.-,;roe-Learrring CD.!J)~~ r~$~ffl' \M-)rkO(),l)1\' , Ann .Arbclf : Uni've~i\y {)l Mk:t~t11) OSCi. 
Pires.s., 200'., 
Kolb. DA. Experientia l Learning; C)i:PCfM;!rIt:;r;:- i}S the SOtffC6 ofLe'8ming .'l;')(j Jft}\'t-1...'<Iprn'6'nt . Enge{wCoods 
CUffS· , NJ ; P'renfh:;IO-Hali. 1994. 
KQ1b, O. U ..';;;Jr'r'l'ing st:yIe Inventory. Boston, MA : Mcl1er- 3nd Oompan}'. 1985. 
Mezinq>N, J::u';k, cd. F~o.:;!(,ying C;l1icaf RefSec!ion in AOOJIh.Qot/' A Gc,;f;k, to Tr.m.sfarm-stive 317(1 Em.'1I)(:,if)<rlrxy 
'-'-~;;Jrnin'g. National Helpel''S NelWv')fk, loc. 1'999, 
MOO(! , J . Rt.-J76clion in leaming and Proft.). ;r;sii;:~~·\<V!Mr.)pm("'nt . Lond{J(1l : Kog3lf'l P;-,gtlo umncd, S~us 
Publishing Inc.. ~ 999. 
Olson. R. and M , B~'~I M. "B!<llc@n and S'3rvice:,Lg~.rll~: A G tlidc forDeveloping Camv»J:.uJity­
R<;.sponST-'f!) Models in HenJth Profe~-.~ e ( Jt.fC.<'IiiG1"f. E-ds. KM. Connors, r:tnd S,D. -Seifer. San Francisco , 
CA: Communlty.Campul: PaI'1no.rsilips (or Health, 1008. This d'lapler pt(Wjdes an ~ Qf f eflectrQf1 ~r'Id 
examples of re.flection. . 
Panillo.lA ~.t~LG.t!iqe-. ~,;.~,;~" cnON. Holland, PA : Brighton iPms!;;. lhe, 19914. 
Rr..lI'Jla, D.V. and R. Battistoni. Servi~~\l~. u.e;i(1g~~J,!f'ed Refledln~hsm..~Lo~in~f!c1.m 
Servl~· The f.JUrpo:::;.e M I\t)ii:; YTCbsiOO is to provide- guidaflCP. to e ducaton; on using structured tenecll¢ro 10 
en t't<)illN the- leaming u-om service elq)erhe'.nc:es. 
R e C"d. J. and C. Koliba. FaoIita,ing ~!!QJ1~ 1\ M~~l<)! JQt .L.~ers ~fld f-.dlte;5)~ This OflrIjne- manual was 
designed for -ect~~ ,~)rr(f \t:<:t<X.~ r:::: of :;.(.~r"ke groups. who have M iJ')t~(::M imd a commitment to provide 
r¢ f'k..-diO!!l op,portuniillie:s fot" &tudenls ~ (:O;!'r'Imr,"flily p<Jt1nen; alik:c. 
Rc!1ecti--on Ac:th'itie? T he te6ectlC<f1 str"'te!'lil'..~dC:SGribOO in thi:; on-line dccumet'lt ~.. c ty-~oo on Roben Bril1'~le 
ttpj/serviceh:<~ming,org!pagcl?pnntabk&page_jd~"'609 
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~ ~r\'i(~Ltat1llilg: Reflection In High~r Edtlcail0n Sef",ice-l.eamLlJg(PriDt:1ble Ve~ion) Page4 
<"iM Jl!lie fiatcher's "ReWoo in Scrvire L(: ()~ n ir'lfJ: Making Me1.lJ\in~ 01· tx~!Ii:tt-ii(:e" (1£1':19) as 'IIell a~ 

e.xamplci) ft"Orll Ct)'illl1Ui1ity COllege facul!y around the miniry. 

Silrox, H.C, FMlectlon: The Key toSmice Learning. New York: National KelpiE'i"S N1!twod:.. 1WS. 
The FeinstBin C'Bnfur tlf theUniVer$lty of Rhooe 1$1300 M$ ~Ioped Ml~ p3~t~' to help stud~ts 
relied 00 the IS$!J~ they W11J be confronting in their .serviOO ~rieflroS. Issue pack131s flave beCli 
.;1e....eloped fur theseissuss:arts, dliklrCf! anat'amilies.. eKledy,enle1ircruneflt, hetlllh CJfe, r~()meles$n~s~, 
hunger {Jnrj litCffley, t.iltM/www·lj"j·edutvolunteerhrentoralslp.htm 
\lVektl. M. 'The ABC's or RtDeotion:A. Template for Students and JnstructOlSt(} Implement Written 

Rertectlon in SefVi:ce LeiT11ing.B NSEE Quurtcrly 2:5 (~ 999): 23-2.5. ~ article {j~{;fii'JCS v. theoretiCally 

ba~d tflmpfak: for irripft01OO!1t1tIg .willett reftec:t\on now being taogh1 ID ~fty by lhe Ben~ion Cen(~r 81 ihe 

til1TtpJrsity C!.f Utah. Studen1B aTe 100 to reflect on tIw foUQ'fflng aspects (lIthe: ssrvice-lcaming p~mrrt fur; 

Med (which invelVt.'S expJom1ioo of feeling~ and eml>tioos), Behavior (!nearingtheactionslaken before, 

dlJrI'tg.~md a:fter1he sewice-leamiog projcd). and C~nit1on or G{)n{cnl {inf()rmtJlion, c~mccJ}'s , 0( ~Kill$ 

ex,gminodj. 

'i 
fur additional r~l'{C'S on this iWld Q~hcrwrvitetirlling tOJ.'ic$, Yi~1 le3m arid S~M! IlJnerica's ~alional Ser\'ice-Wtf\)fl9 a~aritlgJtOU!,t! 
wcl:I51l:<: ~t IW/w.servitelc!Ul'lil'lg.Qf9 Of call ttW! Cl!:!eringtJoose TolI·Fr(l~ ~ HI6&-14~"SERV (7378}, 
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B. CONSCIOUS, INTENTIONAL CRITICAL THINKING 
David Sawyer, Berea College 
Reflection engages students in conscious, intentional and critical thinking for the examination of 
their service experiences. 
REFLECTION PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES TO: 
• Connect the service experience with course learning objectives 
• Develop critical thinking skills 
• Gain a better understanding of self, service site, societal problems 
• Strengthen civic literacy and citizenship skills 
• Foster an appreciation of diversity 
• Examine personal, academic and occupationally related issues 
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN SERVICE AND LEARNING: 
• Will a service experience necessarily teach students about: 
o Course content 
o Civic Responsibility 
o Demands of Democratic Citizenship Value of Service 
o Societal/Community Partner/Agency issues 
SERVICE IS ... 
• Requirement for a grade 
• Ajob 
• A stepping stone to a career. .. 
• Getting things done without contemplating connections/meaning 
SERVICE BY ITSELF DOESN'T LEAD TO CONNECTIONS! 
Refection is what makes service SERVICE-LEARNING! 
A Service action does not automatically become service attitude. The depth of reflection 
determines the quality of the attitude, and the quality of the action. 
CLASSROOM REFLECTION TECHNIQUES 
• Journals 
o Personal, dialogue 
o Highlighted 
o Key phrase 
o Double entry 
o Critical incident 
o Three part journal 
• Reflective Essays 
• Directed Writing 
• Experiential Research Paper 
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• Service Learning Contracts and Service Logs 
• E-mail Discussion Groups 
• Ethical Case Studies 
• Service-Learning Portfolios 
• Personal Narrative 
• Class Presentations 
• Photo Essay 
• Structured Class Discussion 
PROCESSING A SERVICE-LEARNING EXPERIENCE: 
I . WHAT? 
DESCRIBE: What happened at the service site? What service was performed? Who did 
you interact with? What were their roles? Etc. 
2. SOWHAT? 
EXAMINE: What was the significance of the service? What did it mean to you 
personally: What are your feelings about the experience? What did you learn that 
enhances your classroom instruction? What skills and knowledge learned in the 
classroom did you use/apply? What skill or knowledge did you lack? What did you 
learn about the people at your service site and the community issues they face? 
3. NOW WHAT? 
CONTEMPLATE: What impact might your service have on your lifelong learning 
process? What impact did the experience have on your everyday life? What insights did 
you gain that might assist you in your major or career choice? What I the connection of 
this experience to your future? What did this experience teach you about community 
involvement, citizenship, and civic responsibility? How can you best use what you have 
learned? 
C. MEANINGFUL DIALOGUE 
QUESTIONS to Stimulate Meaningful Dialogue 
• Can you talk more about that? 
• What do you think happens? 
• What evidence do you have about that? 
• What does this remind you of? 
• Do you see a connection between this and ... ? 
• How else could you approach that? 
• What do you want to happen? 
• How could you do that? 
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D. CHALKLINES 

Brevard Community College Staff and Program Development 
~ -', 
/BREVARD} 
SeptembeT/Oclober 2002 (~I:t1G£ Volwlie 12, Number 1 
Reflecting on Diversity: 

Service-Learning and the CoronIon Good 

We arc oft<.'tllooin0(j &0 thinl< lhal racism i:; 1'10 k>ngeJ a 
problem in ttl()- Unil«l Sta,~. Ytrt e'/~er(3 we look in 
academia or thu WOf1lpface, ihe:r~'s a seminar on <diversity Of a 
lecture on multiculturalism. So why am these topics so 
prevl)lent? Could it be because racism ts still prevalent? True. 
~ ore ~ny plaws where people of vaflO1.JS ra.oos and 
O~)I1ic back9"oor\ds li-ve O1nd work Iogf)thl}f. JI's ",100 truc that 
ro/~lly fy~)tivatC<i cr1tl)¢$ <lfll: no fongor the non1'1, ond whon 
such cfimcs aJO oornmiUcd. ItlC OHcfl dcr i:;; mOlo likely to 00 
prosecuter} and imPfisoncrJ IOO(lY 'V~TSU$ thirty y'XlIS <lgo. On 
too otht.Jr hntId, VI'-C :;li1f wi"lt~ ra(.i<.1t in;us.\iQ:s in hiring 
prac1kx;s, cdu<:aliOri. heaIU)C<lra, job prr.motions, anests, 
inca:rtlaration • .and olhG( aroas. It's qufte evident that some at 
t.'S" practically tflTge decades beyond the Civil Rights Move­
ment. still don't get it. 
"1$ more impol1anHhan eve:rth-31 we all *gctil: because. 
(he population of tho Ooi.tcd St..'tles Is changing. in the oosay 
"CIAturally DivCl''Se Volunteers.· LG. Nestor stains that by the 
~'eiH' 2001 000 in svery throe Americans will be Latino, Ahican­
A'I'flIerican, AsiBnlPa<:ific Isl'Jnder, or Middle Eas(em (in 
M..'lfr.}f}flltJ V01'Un.teer Oivf.!rsi~': A #?<lir'w'OIV of Opportunities, 
Iid:t S. V1Myard and~t McCuoo'l. Dow~ Grove. IL 
Heribgi). pp. 5-11). [tis inlMt'dble Ihat<lS oor Sodetybecomes 
morn diverne, we must 1I'.mm to live t..>getherby embracing our 
diffen:l1~ if we- ar~ tQ be ~I, Yel many of the ~nt 
allitudlx;. toward dlvp..rslty DfC still reacthra il'l natlJ(Q. R}1/(Ialir'lg 
pr~judice. minimal understanding, .and simple- imo\emnce. 
8CC3tlSe oj; the lXlntinu1ngi!Jl1orance tt"t:Jtpervndcs our ClJhlJrll, 
il i~ up t(I us 0S ctlUcat4)l)$ to tc.acf'I oor students to va/oo 
dillersily and ernbraoo muflicutturalism. We- mllSt persuade­
slvd"~f1ts to become pro(lotive, t~1erir»fJ a<'.{:f.1)t~r.ce t'lod 
''Ij)p..eGia~lQn Of differCllces, 
In Oroor lor otn' ~ 10 be~ truly mul:OCultulal, we 
ITlUSt find ways to educate and erilninal~ oorn.:rs, One Sl,lch 
avenue is lhrough e)(pOOcnllallc~rolng, 0( 1>CrvICI:Hcanl1llg. In 
lhe a~icle 4Mul1iGulturai Service-leamaf1>;r Chalt~nges, He­
$J~rch, ami Solution!?, fO«' k.sis;if\!) St~,"cn!.:;.~ M. Dunlap 
defin'8S se,.ics·le:an'lir~ a:5 a}lpBricntial reaming that encour­
ages crl1ica1 observation of., reflection UJX>O. <)fi'j <lJ'I:llysis 01 
mal ....'Ortd interactions <lnd expcriococ~ (jr'l(j 1l16ir cDrmcctiOfi 10;:, 
courses a.'ld ::.~h,"()fl(:i;;I)t (AmcrlcaftASSO!:i<Jli{Jrl 0'CO[Jl,TI:}Jr.'ty 
CoIl-c[;es, W ' V'::J4). s..,rviCO·rarutii~g ir'iClooes sNting aside 
;ll)(j using IIlno for ,.;:floctir'fg on one's ovm background, 
experiooces, and observations and t>.)(J>eriences wilhin the 
set'Vice-Jeaming context and cc<C)n~~o!lingall otthi~ to. COU~ 
OJncepr.:; aAd issues. ,!;'Je CSll bf)9io to prom,M~ divfll'Slty by 
simply getting &tl>dent:?Iin",,')fo.'ed in scf\ficc·k~,'tming p rojects in 
all crf our c1as~es, wm.'1tever our 3C3d,;!-mic SUbjl}ct'1 1ll3 ]' be , 
k.si9nment~ for~I"'Jioe-&e3ming oplioos in CtXl r~:,:.~ i;:hould 
contain a reflec1iOll c~nent W llhin Ii'll) I ~nen', 
stuc;Jents shwld be too 1:0 dloo;Sf> a dI~'l}I$ity of problems , 
in(:ftJding PQ\'Cf!y, racism. agl'tig. aJ)d othetCOml:nUflitylSOClcl~f 
topics. CO\lfOOs ma vaoof)' of di~...es oncORlj)a,sSjng fMtfi, 
sciMIce, liberaJ artS. social science, business, and techno1c9y 
can all offer successh,J1 $e!fIIice-teamillg options. The 1,=fIec1iVe 
.ilS$igrvnentShOtJld encouragestudents 10 as!< tOU9hQ\l<~,stio£l$ 
of U;erTrScWes. (J:,.'1ch I)1hcr. and instnJ~OI'$. Reflection s/lould 
c.a(J.'II6~tudet,1:; to{)Ol1Sidu.r thairown insOOoritie.s, tMir pu~pooo 
Irl sooctl', and ho'w and why things happen in the !E'<l[ WOrld. 
Dr.'t'ffSity is a real life issue, it's afmady here, .and we should 
face it by choice lOOay r~.OOf than by fOI'(:(.) tOtllOrTOW. 
This salT.ple sCMoo-loar'Oing assignment, whlch fMy b,-, 
u:S¢d as an optional assignment or extm cfed~t. is ~s)' to 
incorpora.te into any d;3~S. The 3$$iunmeot rE-quires Ih03 
il'lQivkluaJ studont to roflGet upon thl1 rnc.anin<J Qf hislher 
:servieG-leamiflg !!xpariooce. You shouklal'\\'iJ.ys reTnEl'.n'1bOr il is 
the instructor's r(l~poosibilily tt:l ~idt} 1tle Sl.Udents through It\() 
refl.ec1ive J)(oce~. By pt'Ovicling yours[utjcot$ with guided 
m~'C1ion. yr)\J (;<)1) bring up issues coooomf'ng dive-rsit), end 
euciJiUrage ttlem to analyze 1heir ooOs.-ervatitJ(ls, l houghlS ; 
feelings and reactions. To make Ifle (\$~nment coincide wiltl 
YOlJr ool)l$C, you shOuld include t~bjoct-rel<lICd il)fo<m«tion in 
lha reliectr.'B paper: 
each stlJderlt has an opporlurn'ty to pt1rticipate ';11 a semb:)­
JeamiJ19 {Jf(l)'eCI. &wiC&,Jo.lrrriog pr()~1diJ'S Ilrl .;iVJ~Je for 
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stl.\'iP.fl is 10 ~lji:J Ji.,'il/- W(}JJd ~,q:>{'-ria[/CC', IC'<2f1) at,\Jut aW­
;:.ommu niry, ROO serve their cornmunity. The assigf!rr7,!)(1( 
Jr.,-qLrifIJ~: 
I . 	 20 hOllrs of IIvJu,rtlQ.sr!ss!ViaJ-Wilf1tiliY if) j r'IOa'ProfU 
cy filM pmv.'d':J5 servi.oe fOf .'iDmfl area of human 
rntmest 
F. 	 i1 reflectj~'e paper thai .-mrst ir;c,lud<J IIw. ioJlowiflg: 
il . A (j{;./;liled ~nati...'Vf of the non-profit agency, lndllil­
ing rJ)(} ~;Ct\"fces provided and Jypes of cJferrts 5efVed 
(lJomcIe:.:s. [ /J ).I)!f}-{XJJtmt t;?ffl;I'iC-s, i'()w·jr.<come famifies, 
c.1jI'dFBn. l ile c-.'dllrly, di$<.lOfOd. Ole,) 
b . .4 deta:1ed d eSCJiption of your scrv'rtS-icLrm /t)[J/Vo./UI).' 
toer d:Jtit"?s 
c:. 'fOllr "r:~t im{!(e~~a'on"fo of the ~7irp. ;l'lld the peDpJe you 
wvrklXi Vii llr 
d. YOlif [om impressions of the p<..'-Ipl() that you :;;C:f\'od 
(!. All OV'?''V.iB'.1 {.:..4 }'DIJf expeJienc8, iTh?footng (but (jI~1 
t,'rrtitod tl)} 
i. Y OUf Ix!::! moments 

,ii. Your wor.;1momcots 

iii. A disc,·T./$SK)f) oI.VO(/f(:~posurc!o pcopJo 01(i'iffa.rellt 
economic slt-aus.. rilco, (,'!Mlc.l~y~ ((\ j'lgfort, :,:oxuJI 
orientation, ilgrJ, or physiC<J/ ubi/ity; ;rn.:I()do. your 
rbOtJgFJts altha'groupb9roro andalterYO'.Jr servic.."C­
le,'1fT'1Jng experience 
f. 	 .4 d.l..~io!l of Yf.llif thoughrs 8nd fueJings .,buot }'lJUf 
(Jw:(;)"cxpctionc.e, i(t(~,jw.'(lgwhM yOIJ le:Jo7Itxl, hcw!he 
(lxpr;,-fcr.cc rT<t~~ C/lCIn{JCi.f or·.lfToctcd _~'()(J, :"!(";,.1 whot )<'(.I(J 
woutd cll ilr>gl'] <)0001 ,,><.' O)rpcrio.rlCO, 
g. 	 Any ..ii;.;o:;iprin c ~t;)CC;(iC ;n k).'m<.IJ/.ofI Jf),:l()(i(}() I)'y !o''Il} 
\~'1:,.. (nJ C:'~ Ot~ 
BaSE<! on my rcauing of rollecli"t) roo.:lPOOOO:; r ~~tdtir".J trolll 
he ,iliove ils·-signment, I liCl'lle lound that ~UdGlltS -do tfl nrj to 
f():lm a.bou. c!iversi.1y Imm tbetr seNioo-leaming experiences., 
0'1(;(111 Ihc~ nl i!i~II'.i' didn't e,l(pe~t ao.. Here's an excerpt from it 
stud!»,t who '1oluntccr¢ct <.It Spare Coast Early lnterventlOtl 
Genle,: "Today is my j i r::;t ooy at tM b)tcrventron CCfltC:f. riO 
g oing to b~ he!ping a teadlBr who YfOfi<.s with i'OUfan:Jliv'e ) 'b-ar 
o ld!;, She seems vefY nice. The ctlildren are 00 the playground. 
AS we go ()1.11, I'm n~I'VOUS and ff!€ling shy at thE.> same time.. 
. _. ArouncJ 9:30 it '11";)$ time to go Into the cbss, Th:lfs when I 
notDced that end'l of Ifie studetJIS hoo SQll)c~nd 01 h<)f'rd ic:3p, 
. _. Today iE my Ia.-:.-t day at tile lmerwnlion Centcf' and I'm 
l)foud to r.l'lY. I had fun. This has been a real leamil19 -expert­
'(11)00. It \\'.,s no~t to t:w '1I~S>e sWr;i(,.ms find 'It3'1S to dQ 
whateveftfwy wanted. rnost of the time withOut a~1cc.~As 
the excerpt illustrates, this s~udenl hasleamP.d that people wilh 
~ljIilir;t, ha.'V(, a determination th.1t tohe m"IY not have ever 
notiGSO bef()r~. $M n()0'1 kJ)C'c'I':; thal a dIt.;,1b1lity t/<)os oot 
c~nge the d~re.s of <l pefS()n; it onry me-anE a p'.3r!;on lind:; 
Lr.:liQV(~ wnys 10 ochkNe them. 
H<o: rC'S anot/let' jO~lm31 01111)' <)( ;) SIiJ-dcn.t 'I,tll) vokJnl>:'Cfod 
at Daily Brea.::l: "A:; I pulle d up to 1he I=tionl t~ rj cn"i::;i<msd 
a depr~ng, dark. aOO g100my place witn a long linE? of 
S((I(Vit1g 1)CI)pi,C. , . , '(111$ placa llo'ltc'\'c r , was unlikr.:: lhut. . . . 
I hayq, leamed a great deaf about my:;,-"" <l:rld 1)1)'1'1' ~'Do:;iety can 
oostroy fl€op!e or llid them. My main o~ctive was 10 h~tp 1.h-,) 
less fO<lUnc! to, but i f) a. W3Y I ha ve been oblc \0 ol llY.... rnY-.idf Lo 
grow in vr.J.ys I n(?vm 'fIould !lave irnagin~. W ilen I se.., how 
r;nk"! ()lh€~ h::w.~ , it nl3J;.-;"S 1T'.e re.n£lze and \l'a l l~c flow mudl I 
h3V(: and to Ix: th<tr~kful that GOd M s given it to me. 1 ....'Ouki 
r)£ver 'oV~'nt to be in the flnariCii.\1 sillJaoons I'Ve se\'-?!1 or Ileafd 
some people get intt::o, But I'm glad to \(n(w;' fhat then; ~HC 
org3lltzstiollf, like Druly BrC.Jd 1h3t are wJlli ng to hr..lp r:: (;oph). 
I'V(; Ic.)n}JCfj lh;'ll t\(!lping p~opk: I:)(!ct}d~, k,r bC,>{)r)lj Ju~t g i" ' ir;g 
thOr() fOOd. It's li::;{llI li llg to their tllollg htG. rc:::,xIf1Qjqg t·;) illeir 
qu:~~{)r'IS, and j~ fiat out caring ab<Jut their ur.istonw." What 
did Ihis 5tudent learn? Everybody wan~ to bt? valued. Thp. 
:S11)t1em h~:s l~arned Il()~ to prejud ge P<"nple b;)~~,f<d ~I his 
.st(;rec)typ o:; and rni$cooc~pLi(iJlS . lie (Call.W!; th~l k ,,:ding th~ 
hungry is .a wonderful thing, but lrealing the hlJIlgT'IlikG human 
beings is il Io.t more valu3br.,~_ 
Thes,'! !'.lur:lt!1lt ft':'sJ>OOf,es be-'l r o ut the find'inqs of a 19'9B 
!1lJdy, (:-nfrrk,d ·C,. tltf,,1 Dive~jty Beyond the, Cbf.~;rOf)m : F.-,et 
{II' FiCll<m?" ;)nd cc)rnpl(;l(~(/ by I.Jnh.'~rslty of C0.n.lr~, 1 Aorkb 
p(oICSGGt Or, Marj,\ l avooy <lnd collc ().g\.l~ . th M $h/)\\'!: 
st(JdCfil.$ '"ml seNtcc-ICi'lrnir'!1 C;t:pf)ricnoos tt;J" ,c fnt)t{; pO~~live 
ajti~S <.ID<'JIJt cfi!Jl!}rsity th;)r\ sludG."fICS wittlQut lhO""(! -eX/'X'li­
eneBS. These findings also suggest !hat the effects 01 :;t_,r.'ic:ll'­
learning fast an extendt!d amount of time. Therefore, ser ticB-­
le<'irnirlg srudenlS 3te p,}ftic.ipaling in adivi1ies 1hat con c reate 
Ufe-3Itf)fing Md ;'Il~lu(hK~h:)n~ll(\n ClQ)eriE:nces. The Wl riC-ly ()f 
$4;11;nl)$ wf)en~ shJdl}n1S c('tf) 00 pl;)cc<1 3f; S<',I\,ire-!-e,uf1ms 
shouid otr{;r tncm tho <XlporllH)Jly to voh.mttX)f in (lr"a!: ~re 
th,}y Me (:.xp(Y.;od k) ,)(!oplo ,1nd SItU;) l c(\I"!$ lh:lt ..He unlike tne:r 
O'wn, , or Clt'.<ImplO, ("UI own UCC C(!r)10 r f<Ji Septice-Leaming 
t~$ o....c'( 200 agu!'lcio:> <Wi)II,lb'o "-':II' stl.lctcnt plaocmeru ;)11,::1 
irWOjo.·c1Oont ThoSe iI/'¥' ltc:iUG if)::;tudCpo.'3ltions'llheorc stlJdeni 
caO wO/1( with imlTlfg;anls. the cldcrty. th~~ {Ji$;)l)ler!. In..! 
homeless. reOO\'ering drLJg addicts. abus<..,d 'Iiomr;o (In(l 
chiklten, ivvenil.e QHi;n!jers, ~nd children of m ul troulrur".ll 
b (l.cl<gfOUl'lc;lS, T.tlc dIversity of 1)j;)c()l11enl ~tes ~ paldffiount to 
thO quality of the cxpcTicncc U10 l sludCftts (Cooi"'C" M. Dunlap 
states that students exposed to servie(}.Jearfl.'l l1g will;, eUentei~ 
of various ethnic and{or socioeooflOfl1ic backgrr)unds Qlq)e-ri ­
cooed guilt and all9~rwhen they vmnessed pre;udicc. ffid:;tn, 
or systematic OPP'cssiOfl, Th~S~e sludents becamO room 
.,waro of thoir ovm prJVtlngc '/~OO comp{uirlg themselve:; to 
I~s fortunate die.ntale. 
In cOf1ctusion, 5eNice-.1eamirwg IS a powiIl fu l lcamir>g tool 
to advanca the goal ot fOOll iculturol ism and oNersily_ S>!'I'-'1c-e­
lemnmg Call have tmmt:ndous inllueflC(J 011 C(Jllcge C,l.lTljJ u.ses 
and in comml1Ili1ics if um for the common gf)cxl We mlJsl 
uodccmnd ltlat we <lie all <lJffcroot. We look diJIen.'i ll, ac 
diffcrtlnt, feet dif[~fCfll, arid ~ diftC1cnt KI(;" ,~, But thess 
differences doo'\ make us ootter or wmst! . Th,) y' jUst m;)~;e l JS 
who'i~,J'e. 
-- Ocni;.-;-{;' ~'~~ 
BusitU);$t.; I'JlS!f ,\ H::tor 
flJeIOOum.e Carnp.!fs 
Rosemary G_ Layne. Editor • Phil Simpson, As.siMallt Editor 
.Ch:rlitiirr<!s ~ a ;>Jbh ::ltim, pf lh:~ 8rll\':l' t1 C()nll·'''J I ~r.' r.ullc.'9" :....1:.111 a n:l P~'ugr"rII C..!~d~'rn"l: (::til;"",spa 
i') l!J (;1",'t1~J\1} "":;"1 (1. C OO) ? fL 3<!IJZl 32I o'(j~<;! , l " '1. nt G~~O • \"" Whn:-_,1t,1 r. ,~ !l1I ~ ':-.:;,1 
Cili'~'''~''fl('$ I :-~ fll lt;.,::.';t...~ (J bl trl:j.:l:r, ~~ ouri ll':.i F":Ii! ;:;1)-::" ~pr~n;:l I(.:rn~i. tr) cO'Jrumrn i C; l ~ t ~ inrm'\' :l !i',I'c jr i!;.~ rI Jl.::li(.lfl;... ~t:·,:: h:·· ·.I'J' ~, 1'.nJ !..·u,jl ·..l I~-,,·l l \) ::t " -:', ~ !. I, .! f 
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E. JOURNAL WRITING 
" ... a journal entry can create as graphically descriptive a picture as a photograph; it can 
capture the essence of a moment as effectively as a tape recording; and it has the ability of a 
souvenir to trigger a remembrance. But the journal entry can do even more. First, it can 
capture you, your personality, and your thoughts, rather than just your image as in a 
photograph. Second, it can provide detailed information of a kind that evades a camera, tape 
recorder, or souvenir." (Adelstein, M. E. and Pival, J. G. Tbe Writing Commitment. Chicago: 
Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovich, 1976, p. 14) 
The journal, as a form of writing and as a mode of reflection and expression, has been used 
for many different purposes by many different writers. Albert Camus, F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
Lewis and Clark, Anne Morrow Lindberg, Leonardo de Vinci, Anne Frank, Anis Nin, and 
James Boswell were all journal writers. While we don't expect that your journal will become 
a literary masterpiece (although you never know), we do expect that it will serve as the 
camera, tape recorder, and souvenir of your service-learning experience. The journal can 
also be a forum for the analysis and synthesis of your learning from your field experience or 
volunteer work. 
Your journal can take many different forms; however, a few ingredients are essential. 
Probably the most important advice to journal writers is that you do not edit as you write. 
Instead, you should write your thoughts freely, without regard for syntax, spelling, or 
punctuation. Editing can be done later, if you wish. The point is not to stop the flow of your 
thoughts. Other requirements of journal writing are candor and keen use of your senses and 
observation skills. Not only will your writing be more interesting as you develop your senses 
and observational powers, but your experience will be enhanced as well. 
Remember, it is important that you not think of your journal as a work log in which you 
itemize and record events, tasks, and statistics. Your journal, as a reflective and analytical 
activity, allows you to grapple with problems and frustrations as well as identify your 
accomplishments and other positive learning experiences. The journal is your means of daily 
charting your growth and development both academically and personally. 
You will find the journal less of a chore if you take a few minutes at the end of each day to 
review your learning objectives and reflect upon your experiences of the day. 
F. JOURNAL FORMAT 
• Date 
• What I did: A Brief Description 
• ThoughtslLearning/Feelings 
• Impact: Personal, Organization or Project, Societal 
• Relate to Learning Objecti ves 
• Relate Experience to Class Discussion and Readings 
• Plans for Next Volunteer Experience 
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G. 	REFLECTIVE JOURNAL GUIDELINES - ONE 
1. 	 BASICS 
• 	 Length at least one-half page for every daily service experience. 
• 	 Please ~ or write neatly. 
• 	 Keep your journal in the service-learning portfolio folder that is provided 
by the Center for Service-Learning. 
2. INGREDIENTSmpS 

Written reflection is a powerful way to analyze, enhance, and guide your service­

learning experience. An effective journal can capture the moment like a beautiful 

picture and help you view your experience through various lenses. 

The journal will be an important instrument to document your learning and 
enhance your community service experience. 
• 	 Pick a comfortable regular time period to "draw your picture." 
• 	 You do not have to edit your initial entries. You can do it at a later date. 
• 	 Do write analytically and thoroughly about your thoughts, feelings, 

challenges, peak experiences, learnings, etc. 

• 	 Do not just list a chronology of activities for your entry. Use chronological 
activities only to pique understandings, insights, and feelings. 
• 	 Concentrate your writings on the different significant components of your 
expenence: 
1. 	 Impacts, effects on yourself 
2. 	 Analysis of service site 
3. 	 Relationship to larger societal issues. 
• 	 Relate your reflective writings to your learning objectives on the service­
learning plan. 
• 	 Demonstrate when possible the relationship of your community service 
experience to the concepts covered in class, readings, exercises, or 
discussions. 
• 	 Refer to Reportage and Service-Learning: A Guide for College Students for 
additional journal writing tips. 
3. SUGGESTED FORMAT OF THE DAILY JOURNAL 
• 	 Include a brief description ofyour activities or "job" for the day or week. 
• 	 What "stood out," the best or worse thing that happened to you. What did 
you learn from this happening? 
• 	 What did you learn about yourself, the people around you, the service site, 
or how your experience related to your classroom work or larger issues in 
society? 
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• 	 List any new insights about the service-learning project or how you have 
been impacted personally, academically, or occupationally. 
• 	 What would you do differently or change in your experience? Were you 
satisfied with your experience? Why or why not? 
• 	 Relate your service experience to your learning objectives. Did you meet 
your learning objectives or are you progressing in meeting your objectives? 
4. FINAL ESSAY 

At least a two page summary which includes some of the following: 

• 	 What were the benefits of your service-learning experience? 
• 	 What did you learn overall about yourself? About the community? About 
your service site? 
• 	 What would you change to improve your service-learning experience? 
• 	 How did your experience relate to the class readings, discussion, and 

activities? 

• 	 Would you recommend this service-learning experience to other students? 
Why? Why not? 
• 	 How have your perceptions changed from your first impressions of the 
service-learning experience? 
• 	 What stands out about your experience, either good or bad? What did you 
learn from that particular situation? 
• 	 Write a two sentence headline which summarizes your service-learning 
experience this semester. 
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H. DIRECTED JOURNAL WRITING EXAMPLES 

1. 	 SPC 2022 - Fundamentals of Speech Communication 
Marina Parnell 
Merely having an experience does not assure learning. We must think about what we are doing 
and reconstruct it in terms of our current level of understanding. We must reflect upon our 
activities in order to derive meaning and value. One powerful way to reflect is writing, since this 
activity forces us to consciously focus, examine, and verbalize what happened to us personally 
and intellectually. By writing about an experience, we harvest it for knowledge and meaning. 
Keep a notebook for your service experience. Write in your journal after each time period that 
you work at your service. While a journal is a personal document and a highly individualistic 
expression, I do expect certain minimal results . First, briefly describe the situation; then, use the 
following as a guide: 
• 	 What kinds of communication or lack of communication did you observe in others? 
Mention co-workers and supervisors as well as the people you are helping. Your 
description should include all nonverbal types (eye contact, body language, vocal 
nuances, etc.) as well as listening skills (paraphrasing and empathy) and the use of 
language (purposeful, clear, appropriate, etc.). 
• 	 Describe any characteristics or actions of people that you found interesting. 
• 	 What kinds of communication or lack of communication did you observe in yourself? 
Was your communication effective? Why? Why not? 
• 	 What can you do to improve your communication skills for your next service time? 
• 	 Describe any activities that you found particularly challenging or dull. 
• 	 What was the most important contribution you made during this service episode? 
Your journal should not be just a "play by play" chronicle. The "color" dimension is what I am 
interested in. Keeping field notes will help you to remember your experiences. 
The journal will be turned in to me by the last Friday of classes. You may, however, tum it in 
any time earlier. If you want me to read a sample entry, I will be glad to do so. You may want 
to have me read your first or second entry just to make sure that you are on the right track. 
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2. PSY 2012 - Psychology 
Leanne Ostrowsky-Leonard 
Participants will keep a journal detailing their service. This journal must include at least one 
page entry, double space for every volunteer session and should be reflective in nature 
(thoughts, feelings, challenges, peak experiences/learning, course connections, etc.). Do not 
simply include a chronology of activities, but rather, write analytically and thoroughly reflect 
your experience. Consider the following when writing journal entries: 
1. 	 Events that occurred during the session 
2. 	 Feelings about the day's activities-what you learned, how you benefited, how someone 
else benefited, etc. 
3. 	 Impact of the day's experiences, positive or negative, on you and the volunteer site 
4. 	 Relationship of the experience to larger issues (societal, personal, etc.) 
5. 	 Course connections 
Be creative with your journal. You may include illustrations, photos, or anything else you 
believe may help express your participation and how you felt about your experience. You may 
even choose to do an interview with someone you are working with and write a 
conceptualization on that person. 
Journals must be typed, at least one-page per entry, double-spaced. Journals are due on the 
date specified on your syllabus including a five minute presentation of your experience to 
the class. 
In addition, students must also compose a final reflection paper (3-5 pages, typed, 
double-spaced) in which you reflect upon the service experience as a whole, its value, 
positive/negative qualities, etc. Address the following questions regarding your volunteerism in 
your paper: Include other aspects that you come up with as well that relates to you and your 
experiences. Due on the date specified on your syllabus. 
1. Where did you volunteer and why? 
2. What was your impression of the agency? 
3. How was the experience similar/different from what you expected? 
4. What things stand out most in your mind? 
5. What have you learned about yourself through this experience? 
6. 	 How have you benefited overall? 
7. 	 How did the agency/community benefit from your participation? 
8. How did your experience relate to your classroom work? 
9. What insights did you gain that may assist you in future decisions about career, family, 
etc.? 
10. How can you best use what you've learned? 
11. What would you change about the experience, if anything, and why? 
12. Would you participate in a similar experience again, why or why not? 
All written material (journal, reflection paper, and oral presentation) is due by the 
deadline reflected in your syllabus. 
Please let the instructor and Service Learning know if you have any questions, comments, 
or concerns about your agency, or what is required of you. 
I hope that you find volunteering in your community is as rewarding for you as it is for me. 
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3. POS 2112 -	 American National Government & State and Local 
Government 
Amy Hendricks 
Participants will keep a journal detailing their service. This journal must include at least one 
page entry, double space for every volunteer session and should be reflective in nature 
(thoughts, feelings, challenges, peak experiences/learning, course connections, etc.). Do not 
simply include a chronology of activities, but rather, write analytically and thoroughly reflect 
your experience. Consider the following when writing journal entries: 
A. 	Events that occurred during the session 
B. 	 Feelings about the day's activities-what you learned, how you benefited, how 
someone else benefited, etc. 
C. 	 Impact of the day's experiences, positive or negative, on you and the volunteer site 
D. 	 Relationship of the experience to larger issue (societal, personal, etc.). 
E. 	 Course connections 
Be creative with your journal. You may include illustrations, photos, or anything else you 
believe may help express your participation and how you felt about your experience. You may 
even choose to do an interview with someone you are working with and write a 
conceptualization on that person. 
Journals must be typed, at least one-page per entry, double-spaced. Journals are due on 
the date specified on your syllabus including a five minute presentation of your experience 
to the class. 
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I. DAILY JOURNAL 

WHAT I DID TO ACHIEVE OR NOT TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVE(S) 

Events (content) Affective (feelings) 
My behavior and that of others which was 
observable, important things that happened, 
what I did. 
The things that stood out the most were: 
What did I learn from today's experience? 
A. About myself: 
B. About the people I work with: 
A. About my program: 
How does your service work relate to your 
academic work: 
A. Did you meet your daily learning or service 
objectives? 
Why? 
Underlying feelings, thoughts, subjective 
reactions, emotion, peak experiences. 
I felt: 
The worst emotion I had: 
The best emotion I had: 
Three feeling words that best describe my 
experience (happy, confused, upset, afraid): 
Your strong points? 
I Your weak points? 
I Rate your level of satisfaction with your 
project for today: Lowest = 1, Highest =5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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J. PYRAMID OF REFLECTION AND THE LEVELS OF 
REFLECTION 
An informational exercise to enable students to reflect on various critical components of the 
service-learning experience: Students can concentrate on each level as they progress through 
their service experience. Self or directed questioning can be utilized to help students frame their 
day to day service experience or anchor their written reflective work and oral presentations. This 
can examine the importance of all three levels in analyzing the impacts of service-learning. 
GLOBALLY/SOCIETAL 

ORGANIZATIONALL Y 

PERSONALLY 

Social 
Personal 
Technical 
(Discipline­
Specific) 
Values 
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-----------
K. REFLECTION SEMINAR DEBRIEFING QUESTIONS 

Student Name: __________________ 	 4th Credit Instructor: 
Date: _________________ 
Reflection Seminar - Debriefing Questions 
1. 	 What were your first impressions of the service site? 
2. 	 How was setting similar or different from what you expected? 
3. 	 Discuss your experience working with people of different economic status, 
ethnicity, race, religion, age, sexual orientation, physical ability, or health status. 
How has your perspective changed because of your service-learning experience? 
4. 	 What was most challenging or difficult? What did you learn from the experience? 
5. 	 What changes would you recommend in your service placement/project? 
6. 	 How have you benefited overall? 
7. 	 How does your service experience relate to your course or classroom work? 
8. 	 Has this service-learning experience changed your concept of civic responsibility 
and your desire to help others? How? 
Seminar Facilitator Signature: __________________ 
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L. SIXTEEN CANDLES 

QUESTIONSfMANY ANSWERS 

A SERVICE-LEARNING DEBRIEFING EXERCISE 

1. 	 Describe what you learned and felt on your service project in two minutes or in two 
sentences. 
2. 	 Two feeling words which exemplify your service-learning experience. 
3. 	 Draw a picture which summarizes your experience. 
4. 	 What was the worst or most difficult thing that happened to you? (Tell what you 
learned about the experience.) 
5. 	 What was the best thing that happened? (Tell what you learned from that experience.) 
6. 	 Rate yourself from 1 to 10 for your performance. Why? 
7. 	 How have you benefited from your service experience: personally; academically; 
occupationally? 
8. 	 What have you learned about yourself from your service-learning experience? 
9. 	 What changes would you recommend in how your service site operates? How the 
service-learning program operates? 
10. 	 Name five things that you can do to better society. 
11. 	How does your service experience relate to your academic work or courses? 
12. Select a person you admired while doing your service-learning experience. Explain 
what you found admirable about this person. 
13. 	Because of my service-learning experience, I am ... (Complete this sentence) 
14. Compare or contrast your service experience with anything you've previously 
experienced, read about or imagined. 
15. 	The college is proposing to require all students to do a 20-hour service-learning 
experience. Please list the pros and cons for this proposal from both a student 
perspective and a community agency perspective. 
16. 	 Add your own questions. 
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M. INNER CIRCLE/OUTER CIRCLE 
An effective means of service-learning reflection is to do a fishbowl feedback technique. 
Students who are service-learners form the inner circle and talk about their service experiences 
utilizing directed questioning by faculty/staff member, e.g., hierarchy of questions (Bloom's 
Taxonomy), learnings/feelings relatedness to course. Students in the outer circle are asked to 
listen intently, especially for what students are saying about learnings, feelings, trends, 
principles. 
Twenty - thirty minutes is enough time. This is an excellent means to incorporate more 
reflection into S-L options in regular classes. Both circles can participate. This activity can 
serve as tremendous awareness experience and recruitment method for non service-learners. 
Another adaptation is for service-learners to give short oral presentations about their experiences 
and then do a small group exercise. 
Also, an effective strategy is to have students write out responses to specific debriefing questions 
that span the range of Bloom's Taxonomy. Then, they utilize their answers to inform their group 
or with oral presentations. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR IN-CLASS DEBRIEFING: 
1. What were your first impressions of the service site? 
2. How was the setting similar or different from what you expected? 
3. How has volunteering changed your perspective? 
4. What was most challenging or difficult? What did you learn from the experience? 
5. What changes would you recommend in your service site? 
6. How have you benefited overall? 
7. How does your service experience relate to your course or classroom work? 
8. Summarize your experience in one or two sentences. 
9. Two feeling words which exemplify your service experience. 
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A. HISTORY 
AMH 2210, United States History 1 - U.S. History to 1877: A survey of the sociatpolitical, 
economic, geographic, and cultural development of the American people through the 
Reconstruction. Emphasis is placed on enabling students to understand and appreciate their 
heritage. 
AMH 2220, United States History 2 - U.S. History since 1877: American history since 1877. 
Emphasize the social, political, and economic factors instrumental in the rise of the US to a 
position of world leadership. Enable student to better understand the problems of the present 
Project Guidelines: Choose ONE ofthe following options to complete in fulfillment ofthe 
course's "Gordon Rule" writing requirement: 
OPTION A-RESEARCH PAPER: 
Each student is required to choose a topic relating to American History up to 1877 and, 
after thorough research, write a ten-page paper on the subject. The topic of the paper is up 
to the student. You may chose a particular event in the period (such as the Boston Tea Party), a 
theme (change, for instance), or a specific person (Elizabeth Cady Stanton, for example). Your 
text provides many good topic suggestions, or you may explore the library, and even the 
worldwide web, for potential subject matter. Choose a topic you like! There is nothing worse 
than having to research and write a paper on a subject you hate. Believe me, I know! 
Make sure the topic is not too broad. For instance, the student will find that writing a ten-page 
paper covering the entire Civil War is impossible. A paper on one aspect of the war, however, 
such as the Battle of Vicksburg, may be more manageable. On the other hand, make sure the 
topic is not so narrow in focus that source material is lacking. 
Writing is an exercise in persuasion. Assume, therefore, that the reader is unfamiliar with the 
topic and write to demonstrate your mastery of the subject. Indicate a thesis statement of your 
research problemltopic at the beginning of the paper. Why are you writing the paper? Why is it 
important to American history and this course? What conclusions have you made about your 
topic? Do not be content with a simple description of what you read. Use your sources as a lens 
through which you may examine part of the historical era. A strong introduction to the topic, 
prior to jumping into the narrative, is vital to a successful paper, as is a strong conclusion to 
"wrap things up." 
Each paper must be written in clear, concise English, and in a proper, literate style. The paper 
should be typed, double-spaced, and have margins no more than one inch. Please include a cover 
page that includes the title of the paper, your name, the course number, and date. You must 
utilize a minimum of three sources. Examine a variety of primary and secondary sources in 
your research, including not just books but journal articles as well. You may even use as a 
primary source an interview with someone who lived through the event and/or has firsthand 
knowledge of the topic. Technology has opened up a whole new avenue for student research. 
Therefore, feel free to gather source material from the Internet/worldwide web. Please note that 
an encyclopedia is NOT to be included as one of your sources, nor is any textbook. 
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Edit, edit, edit for content, spelling and style. Are you saying what you want and mean to say? 
Are you sticking to your topic, or digressing from the subject at hand? Check your paper 
carefully before handing it in. 
OPTION B-BOOK REVIEWS: 
OPTION C-SERVICE LEARNING: 
History is not just about the "old dead white guys," as a graduate professor used to say, or a 
grocery list of dates floating in space for that matter. It is about ordinary people who, through 
the course of living their lives, made history. What better way, then, to learn history than to Jive 
it through service to the community in which one lives? Instead of a formalized research paper 
or book reviews, students may choose to participate in a Service Learning experience. Through 
interaction and reflection, you will learn to apply knowledge and interact with the "real" world, 
as well as exercise critical thinking skills (a key component in the practice of history in general), 
develop self-learning and helping skills, societal knowledge, and sensitivity to the diverse world 
around you. 
Students who choose to engage in this Service Learning option must complete a minimum of 20 
hours of volunteer service, keep a journal detailing their service experience, meet with the 
instructor at least twice during the term to discuss the experience, and write a formal 3-5 page 
reflection paper relating the value of the experience to the course itself and how their service 
affected them individually. 
Each student is required to register through the Center for Service Learning (CSL) on the Cocoa 
campus. The Center will facilitate volunteer placement and provide paperwork through which 
documentation of place, time, and performance will be reflected. Students are encouraged to 
volunteer with an agency which relates in some way to history or the historical experience (a 
museum or historical society for instance, or a nursing home where students might interact with 
individuals who "lived" history); though other agencies not directly related to the pure study of 
American history may be used. Remember, your service hours may be reflected on your 
transcript under Community Service Hours if you complete a SHOAT (Service Hours on 
Academic Transcript) form, which can be obtained at the CSL. 
Students must confirm their placement by the 2nd week of class by meeting individually with 
the instructor. A second meeting will take place at the end of the term during which time 
student and instructor reflect on the experience as a whole. 
Participants will keep a journal detailing their service. This journal must include at least one 1fz 
page entry for every volunteer session and should be reflective in nature (thoughts, feelings, 
challenges, peak experiences/learning, course connections, etc.). Do not simply include a 
chronology of activities, but rather, write analytically and thoroughly reflect your experience. 
Consider the following when writing journal entries: 
1. 	 events that occurred during the session 
2. 	 feelings about the day's activities-what you learned, how you benefited, how 
someone else benefited, etc. 
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3. 	 impact of the day's experiences, positive or negative, on you and the volunteer 
site 
4. 	 relationship of the experience to larger issues (societal, personal, etc.) 
5. course connections 
Be creative with your journal. You may include illustrations, photos, or anything else you 
believe may help express your participation. For instance, if you are working with elderly 
Americans, you may wish to interview them on topics raised in. Include their reflections, and 
perhaps a photo of the individual, in the journal as an example of the connection between past 
and present. Write with candor and use your senses and observational skills to chart your growth 
and development, both academically and personally. Include events, people, feelings, striking 
thoughtslinsights, dreams, etc. Your journal need not be typed, but should be readable and 
coherently organized. 
Students must compose a final reflection essay (3-5 pages, typed, double-spaced) in which you 
reflect upon the service experience as a whole, its value, positive/negative qualities, etc. Address 
the following questions regarding your volunteerism in the course of the narrative: 
1. 	 Where did you volunteer and why? Why service learning in general? 
2. 	 What was your impression of the agency? 
3. 	 How was the experience similar/differentfrom what you expected? 
4. 	 What things stand out most in your mind? 
5. 	 What have you learned about yourself through this experience? 
6. 	 How have you benefited overall? 
7. 	 How did the agency!community benefit from your participation 
8. 	 How did your experience relate to your classroom work? 
9. 	 What insights did you gain that may assist you in future decisions about 
career, family, etc.? 
10. How can you best use what you've learned? 
11. What would you change about the experience, if anything, and why? 
12. Would you participate in a similar experience again, why or why not? 
All written material (journal and reflection essay) is due by the project deadline as reflected in 
your syllabus. Students who anticipate volunteering more than 20 hours may wish to consider 
registering for a Service Learning Fourth Credit Option. 
Students must choose which project option they will be completing by the 2nd week of class. 
If you have any further questions or comments, or are having difficulty choosing an option, 
topic, review book, or service agency, let me know. Good luck, and have fun!! 
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B. EDUCATION 
EDG 2005, Introduction to Education: An orientation of the teaching profession and an 
overview of the historical, sociological, and philosophical issues affecting teachers and schools. 
This course has a required 15-hour direct field experience component and is mandatory for any 
student considering a career in any area of professional education. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS & EVALUATION 
A. 	 Attendance and Participation: 
B. 	 Chapter Presentation. 
C. 	 Direct Field Experience 
At least 10 hours of documented observation/active involvement with a Brevard County 
Public School is mandatory for this course. I urge you to volunteer in a variety of 
teacher's classes. A total of 10 hours of observation/active involvement will be spent in 
any two of the following three levels: elementary school, a junior high/middle school, or 
a high school. I want you to volunteer the majority of hours at the level of school where 
you think that you will ultimately be teaching. To fulfill this requirement, you must 
choose either Sherwood Elementary School (Melbourne) or Explorer Charter School 
(West Melbourne). Please register through the Center for Service Learning Office, 
located in building 10, room 213, phone 632-1111, ext. 33150. 
D. 	 Direct Field Experience Observation Summary. 
You must have a completed observation summary for four (4) observations. The goal is 
for you to see as many different teachers and their techniques as possible. During or after 
your observation, you will complete an observation summary. When you have completed 
your direct field experience, turn in your summaries, and your Service Learning 
Verification form, all stapled together. This assignment will NOT be accepted late. 
*You may use the same hour report/shoat verification form for direct field experience 
and tutoring. BUT you must color code (highlight) the two areas in different colors. A 
one page typed summary of your overall observation experience must be included. 
E. 	 Tutoring Experience and Journal Sheets. 
Each student is required to complete 5 hours of tutoring in the Brevard County Public 
School system at any chosen level. Tutoring may be completed at one site with the same 
student, or it may be completed with any number of students at one site. It is best to 
make arrangements for this when you are completing your observations . Initials 
documenting the tutoring are to be included on the Service Learning Verification form. 
To fulfill this requirement, you must choose either Sherwood Elementary School or 
Explorer Charter School. Please register through the Service Learning Center Office, 
located in building 10, room 213, phone 632-1111, ext. 33150. All tutoring is to be done 
within the presence of a certified Brevard County School Board teacher. A Tutoring 
Confirmation/Journal Sheet will be completed on only 2 tutoring sessions. See 
Guidelines for Tutoring Journal for more specific directions. When you have completed 
your tutoring experience, turn in your tutoring confirmation/journal sheets along with the 
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Service Learning Verification fonn. Staple all of these together. *You may use the same 
hour report/shoat verification form for direct field experience and tutoring. BUT you 
must color code (highlight) the two areas in different colors. A one-page typed summary 
of your overall tutoring experience must be included 
OR: 	 F and G ARE OPTIONS FOR BOTH DIRECT FIELD EXPERIENCE AND 
TUTORING EXPERIENCE. 
F. 	 America Reads, Brevard Deeds (ARBD) "OPTIONAL" 
Connect with ARBD and join this exciting adventure and journey to improve and to 
enhance the reading skills of the youth in grades K-6. When you have completed your 
tutoring experience, tum in your tutoring journal sheets along with Service Learning 
Hour Verification fonn. Staple all of these together. Students are required to complete at 
least 20 hours of reading tutoring in the Brevard County Public School system. 
Numerous training sessions will be scheduled during this semester. You are required to 
attend a training/workshop session if you choose to tutor primary students in reading. 
The training received is useful at all grade levels, and will enhance your educational 
training techniques 
G. 	 BBBS School-Based Mentoring (BIGS in Schools) "OPTIONAL" 
Big Brothers, Big Sisters is now partnering with BCC to promote quality 
tutoring/mentoring. This is a minimum commitment of 20 hours for the semester. The 
ultimate goal would before you to continue tutoring/mentoring this younger student for 
the entire year. Volunteers are required to attend an orientation session and training 
before they can be matched with a child. I urge you to explore this option, especially if 
you will be taking Teaching Diverse Populations or Introduction to Exceptional 
Education next semester. 
H. 	 Supplemental Assignments. 
I. 	 Portfolio 
J. 	 Teacher Interviews. 
K. 	 Educational Resource File and Presentation. 
L. 	 Educational Journal Articles. 
M. 	 Mid-Tenn Exam - Chapters 1 - 8 
N. 	 Final Exam (Cumulative) 
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C. SERVICE-LEARNING FIELD STUDIES, EDUCATION 
EDG 2948, Service-Learning Field Studies I: Provides students the opportunity to 
understand the relationship of theory to practice through participation in a service-learning 
experience. Through the interaction of experience and reflection students will learn to apply 
knowledge and skills in community service settings, understand service-learning, develop 
service-learning goals, learn about the interrelatedness of the volunteer experience with course 
concepts and principles, and examine the meaning and benefits of service-learning. Each 
student must complete 20 hours of volunteer work for this one credit hour elective. 
Course Requirements 
1. 	 Service Commitment: 20 hours of volunteer work. 
2. 	 Service-Learning Contract: Complete Section I of contract, articulating service and 

learning goals, expectations, and skills. (from Center for Service-Learning) 

3. 	 Documentation of Service Hours: Placement Confirmation Form completed; Community 
Service-Learning Hour Report completed, and Final Evaluation Form completed. 
4. 	 Community Service-Learning!Volunteer Questionnaire: Completed at end of the 

semester. 

Academic Requirements/Reflection Analytical Instruments 
A. Reflection Seminar: Attendance at one late-term reflection seminar arranged by Center for 
Service-Learning or instructor. Students wi1l complete a written reflection/debriefing exercise. 
B. Weekly Journal Entries: are to be written after each volunteer experience in a journal 
notebook. Write or type one-half page of an 8" x 11" page for each time spent at the site where 
you volunteered. The following items should be included in each entry: 
• 	 A brief listing of the events that occurred during that day of volunteer experience 
• 	 A description of your feelings and learnings about these happenings (benefits, difficult 
things, organization insights, etc.) 
• 	 A discussion of how the events of the day impacted you personally, academically, 
occupationally. 
• 	 An analysis if those daily events enabled you to attain your service and learning goals. 
• 	 A discussion of how your experience relates to educational concepts, principles, or ideas 
presented in class. 
C. Final Essay: This minimum two-page typed, double spaced essay serves as the culmination 
of your service-learning experience. It provides you with an opportunity to reflect upon your 
experiences and write about the benefits you have derived from volunteering as well as any 
problems you encountered during the experience. The essay allows you to express how this 
experience has changed your life, career plans, commitment to community participation, or 
influences on you personally. The essay also gives you the opportunity to list ways that your 
experience augmented or enriched course content in Introduction to Education. This is due the 
week before your final examinations. 
Oral Presentation: Each student must give a 5-10 minute presentation about the overall service 
experience including what you learned from your service-learning work, how it has impacted 
you, and how it related to concepts presented in class. 
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D. 	ENGLISH 
ENC1101, Communications 1: The first of two courses in writing teaches principles of pre­
writing, organizing, revising and editing essays - includes basic research and documentation 
methods. By state mandate, students must write a minimum of 6,000 words in this course. This 
is a general education diversity infused course. 
ENC 1101, Communications 2: Emphasizes writing literary analysis using different rhetorical 
strategies. Selections include the short story, essay, novel, poetry, drama, or film which provides 
the basis for advanced essay writing, research, and practice. This is a general education diversity 
infused course. 
Service Learning/Extra Credit Opportunity 
BCC offers an opportunity for its students to gain volunteer hours to help their 
community, as well as gaining extra credit for a course, and life experience to document 
in job placement/scholarship files. Students will be trained and placed by the Service 
Learning Center located on the 3rd floor in Bldg. 12 (library). While a fourth college credit 
option exists with the college, I will not make that a requirement to get the extra course 
credit. 
To get the extra credit, a student MUST complete all three requirements: 
• 	 Perform minimum of 20 hours in volunteer work (25 pts.) in an Elementary 
School 
• 	 Write self-reflective journal (min. 4 formal entries) submitted to me at end of 
term (25 pts.) and 
• 	 Select Option A, B, or C (value as noted) 
Option A: At the end of the tenn, write a 500 word essay detailing your experience to replace 

your lowest essay grade with an A (plus extra credit pts. towards final grade.) 

Option B: At the end or the tenn, write an 800 word essay detailing your experience in lieu of 

your mid-term and final exams (plus extra credit pts. towards final grade.) 

Option C: Perform an additional 5 hours of volunteer work instead of taking Mid-term and 

Final Exam (extra credit ots onlv.) 

I prefer that all students perform tutoring at Osprey Elementary School (Mrs. 
Proctor's 1st grade class) in Rockledge; however, you may volunteer at any 
Elementary School and class you desire. There is much room for flexibility in this 
project. You will arrange a suitable schedule and job description with the Service 
Learning Center and your volunteer location. If you do NOT wish to tutor, but want to 
take advantage of this opportunity, please see me to develop a suitable program 
contract in conjunction with the Service Learning Center. 
Self-Reflection Journal 
This journal is to help you to think critically about your experience. You should analyze, 
synthesize, assimilate and evaluate your experiences as you volunteer. The overall 
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goal is to reflect on how your volunteerism impacts the community (students and 

school), your education, and/or your life/self-identity. 

You should make notes after each volunteer session, then after every 5 hours 

write a formal entry. Each formal entry should be a minimum of 100 words. Use 

self-reflective questions and your session notes to stimulate your thinking. 

Sample Session Notes: 

Hour One: Worked on "ah" sounds and "ing" verbs. 10 min. just on reading for story 

comprehension! Book too hard for 1 st grade! Timmy gave me a picture he drew for 

me-large robot with lasers-is this a good thing or a strange thing? Man, am I tired! 

Sample self-reflective questions: 

1) How did I feel about going to volunteer today? Example: "I'm so tired and I 

haven't done my laundry, so driving to the elementary school to tutor seems like a 

waste of time" or "I am so excited to be working with my child. I can literally see her 

learn in front of me!" 

2) What did I do with the child today? Did I try anything new? Example: We read 

the book Green Eggs and Ham. I explained how letters sound phonetically to him. 

3) Do I feel like my time with my child was successful? In what way did the child 

exhibit signs of progress or signs of little progress? Example: The child became 

quite excited when he could read the word fox by himself. He struggled with it last week, 

but he mastered it this week. I'm happy that just two hours of my time help him get a 

reading star badge! 

4) How did I feel after I completed my work today? Example: "Because I was tired to 

begin with, I felt tired when I was done and I don't think I ever want to work with small 

children again" or "Seeing her learn the word fox makes me very happy inside. I never 

thought a task this small could make me feel so good." 

I have read and understand this addendum (initials) 
o No, I am NOT interested at this time and waive my right to participate. 
o Yes, I want to participate in the Service Learning opportunity for extra credit. I select 
Option __ 
Name:___________ Date: ________ 
Course: __________ Semester: _______ 
Signature: _____________________ 
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E. HONORS ENGLISH 
ENC 1101H, Honors Communications 1: (Prerequisite -Appropriate placement test scores 
and admission to the Honors Program) A course designed to fulfill the objectives of ENC 1101 
in a setting of intensified study, discussion and analysis of a wide variety of written work. 
ENe 1102H, Honors Communications 2: (Prerequisite - ENC 1101 or ENC 1101H and 
admission to the Honors Program) Continuation ofENC 1101 or ENC 1101H with emphasis on 
writing about literature. Selections from the areas of the short story, essay, novel, poetry, or 
drama provide the basis for advance essay writing, research, and practice in literary analysis. 
Community Service - (Alternate Writing Assignment or Extra Credit) 
As you are aware, 20 hours of community service are required of honor students 
working toward an honors diploma. You may accumulate those hours in a variety 
of ways. The options you have in this class will provide a great opportunity to 
give service to our community and to fulfill this portion of your program 
requirements. 
The Alternate Writing Assignment requires you to register with the Center for 
Service Learning (Building 10, room 213). CSL will provide you a listing of agencies at 
which you could serve. They will also provide you the paperwork you will need to 
document your hours of service. Verification of your service hours is required for this 
project. 
NOTE: You may not do this project simply for extra credit. 
[You may not use this assignment to replace any activity worth fewer than 50 
points.] 
Requirements: • 25 hours of volunteer service 
• An essay discussing your volunteer experience. 
The essay you produce should be at least a full three pages (of text) in length and 
based on one of the rhetorical strategies we have discussed in class. If you wish, 
you may include outside sources in your essay; however, the outside sources should be 
used only to support your ideas, not as the basis of the essay, and should not provide 
more than 15% of the essay's content. 
The essay will be due and there is no provision for late papers. These 
will 
be submitted electronically and labeled "Alternate Writing Assignment­
Replacement for (name of assignment being replaced)." 
ALSO ... 
•You may use this assignment to attempt to better an existing score. 
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.You may not rework this exercise into a research paper, but you may use elements of 
the replacement exercise in your research paper as long as those elements constitute 
no more than 25% of the entire research paper. 
Community Service - Honors Communications Extra Credit Option 
Another option for using community service in this course is for extra credit. 
For this option, begin as you would with the Alternate Writing Assignment: contact the 
CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING in the Student Center, Building 10, Room 213, 
Melbourne Campus, 433-5610. Be sure to complete all the paperwork involved because 
in order to get the extra credit, your service MUST be registered (and verified) through 
the Center for Service Learning. NO OTHER DOCUMENTATION WILL BE 
ACCEPTED. 
Requirements: Minimum 10 hours of volunteer service and 1-page (minimum) 
typed, double-spaced reflective essay which includes a description of your experience 
and the benefits you received (submitted via Blackboard.com) 
Benefits: For each hour you volunteer, you will receive 2 points, to a maximum of 20 
points of extra credit, (regardless of the number of hours you work beyond 10). 
Volunteering is a two-pronged project. Not only does it provide you with experiences in 
an agency, field, or organization into which you may eventually enter for a career, but 
also it allows you the opportunity to give something, "service," back to the community. 
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F. HUMANITIES 

SERVICE LEARNING OPTIONS: 
Students may earn extra credit by volunteering with a local community agency through 
the CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING (CSL) at extension 5610 or 5614. *You may 
earn 100 extra credit points and exemption from one in-class essay by volunteering for 
20 hours and writing a short essay (minimum of 500 words using a format provided by 
the instructor) and sharing your experiences with the class in an informal presentation. 
By volunteering an additional 20 hours you may also earn a 4th credit in humanities; Or 
you may choose to do the 4th credit option and not the extra credit option. If you are 
interested in either option please see me and contact the CSL at the extensions listed 
above or you may visit them on the second floor of Building 10. You must document 
your work and complete the appropriate paperwork through the Center for Service 
Learning in order to earn the extra credit. All service learning hours become a part of 
your BCC transcript. Students who compete 300 hours of service while earning their 
degree are recognized as Citizen Scholars at commencement as well as on the 
transcript. 
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G. MATHEMATICS 
MAC 1140, Precalculus Algebra: (Prerequisite: MAC 1105 with a "C" or better or 
equivalent.) An in depth course in algebra which provides the algebra skills necessary for 
calculus. Topics include properties and graphs of polynomial, rational and other algebraic 
functions; polynomial and rational inequalities; exponential and logarithmic functions, their 
properties and graphs; piecewise defined functions, conic sections; matrices and determinants; 
sequences and series, mathematical induction; the binominal theorem; applications. 
MATHEMATICS SERVICE LEARNING OPTION 
You may replace one of your lowest test grades with a 100% by volunteering 20 hours of 
service within our community. There is no better way to increase your understanding of major 
mathematical concepts than to teach and explain it to someone else. The public schools and 
surrounding community desperately need volunteers. Teachers often have oversized classes 
and it is sometimes difficult for students to get individualized help in a class of 30 or more 
students. YOU CAN MAKE A DI FFERENCE! Research shows that helping others is good for 
your heart and mind; it strengthens your immune system. It helps improve your self-image and 
confidence. It can help develop life skills and occupational training. 
It is an excellent way to develop career exploration and a major. It may even be a way of 
getting your foot in the door for future employment opportunities. It will definitely be an eye 
opener! You will do this through the Center for Service Learning. The Center will make the 
placement and conduct the record keeping. The number of hours volunteered now appears 
on your college transcripts. For purposes of this class, the following options are available: 
l) 	 Tutor mathematics students in any area high school or junior high school. Tutoring 
Pre-Algebra, Algebra I or II, or any advanced classes is required to replace one of 
your lowest test scores. 
2) 	 Tutor algebra in adult education classes. 
THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR THE PROGRAM IS THE TENTH WEEK OF CLASS. 
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H. MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
MMC 1100, Writing for Mass Communication: (Prerequisite: ENC 1101) Introduction to the 
various media of mass communication with emphasis on the gathering and writing of news, 
stories, and features. The value of editorials, cartooning, and photojournalism included. Guest 
speakers from the media. 
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed 
citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that has." 
Margaret Mead 
Service-learning is a method by which students learn and develop through active 
participation in thoughtfully organized service experiences that enhance what is taught at the 
college by extending student learning beyond the classroom. 
According to a Purdue University survey of corporate recruiters, the little things definitely 
count on your resume. After experience and education resume "extras" -like volunteer 
work and athletic interests - often make the difference in hiring decisions. (Self, p. 141, 
1996) 
Assignment ­ A minimum of ten (10) hours of service in an approved agency. This 
experience will serve as a springboard for your final writing 
assignment which will be due in April 
Extra Credit ­
Option* 
Ten to twenty (10 - 20+) hours of service with an analytical journal 
can be used for extra credit points which will be applied at the end of 
the semester. The number of points will vary depending on hours 
served and journal insight. 
Please adhere to the following instructions: 
v" 	 Go to the Center for Service-Learning and complete the paper work. (Building 10, 
Room 213) 
v" 	 Please give me your completed P1acement Confirmation Form (white) as soon as 
you begin your service. You retain the pink copy and the SERVICE-LEARNJNG 
office gets the yellow copy. The placements must be completed and documented by 
February 1, 2007. 
v" 	 I will give you the journal format that you are to follow as soon as you give me your 
placement form. (This applies only if you are doing the extra credit option.) 
v" 	 Your Hour ReportlSHOA T Verification and Final Evaluation Form, completed 
and signed by the agency, will be due the last Thursday ofClasses this semester or 
earlier. 
Most students who have participated in service-learning projects have reported 
great personal satisfaction. I hope that you take advantage of this opportunity to 
improve your communication skills and enrich your life. 
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MMC 1100 
Writing for Mass Communication 
Feature Writing Assignment 
Focus on Service-Learning 
Name ________________________ 
Datedue ________________________ 
AU of you have been involved in a service-learning project this semester. Many, if not most, of you 
have already completed the requisite hours with your agency. Now you are to translate that 
experience into a feature article. Your feather should follow the guidelines given in Chapter 5, 
"Features for Media," and Chapter 6 "Magazine Articles." 
Your topic can be anything related to your experience, e.g., a personality profile, a persuasive 
commentary, personal reflection piece, an opinion/editorial article, etc. Use human drama for your 
centerpiece and evolve your feature accordingly. 
Your tone in important too. You, as the writer, may be serious, humorous, sarcastic, or any 
combination of these. Your subject may be one that is heavy with emotion or lighter and whimsical. 
The article must be typewritten, double-spaced and at least two pages in length. Check and recheck 
grammar, punctuation and style. Along with the article you will be turning in two other items. Use 
the check list below as a reminder. 
The article written by you 
Completed Student Volunteer Questionnaire 
The signed and completed Hour Verification fonn with POWER in 
the left-hand corner 
*Use this cover sheet for the entire packet of material that you will hand to me. 
MMC 1100 
Special-Interest Groups 
Dr. Arnett 
Field Reporting Assignment 
Your group or organization ____________________ 
Oral report due date ______________________ 
For this assignment, you are to investigate the special interest group that you are performing service 
for and to present the infonnation to the class. You can visit the facility first-hand or do preliminary 
telephone work. Use the following questions and suggestions as guidelines for your oral report. 
1. What is the primary function or philosophy of the group? (Why does it exist?) 
2 . What are any secondary purposes of the group? 
3. Who uses their services and why? 
4. Bring in any prepared written materials that the organization distributes to show to the class. 
5 . How is the group funded? 
6 . What perceptions do you have of the group, their services, and their membership? 
7. What will you be doing for the agency? Why did you select this organization? 
Remember, you are representing Brevard Community College. Be prepared, friendly, open, and 
above all professional. 
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I. POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POS 2112, State and Local Government: (Prerequisite: Appropriate test scores in -reading 
and writing) An in-depth student of the structure, functions, and responsibilities of state and 
local government executives, legislatures, and judicial officials in the context of a diverse 
culture. This is designated diversity infused course. 
SERVICE LEARNING REQUIREMENTS 
If you are participating in Service Learning for extra credit in this class, you may complete either 
or both of the following options: 
Option 1: Service Learning Extra Credit 
For three points of extra credit on the final grade, students must: 
• 	 complete 15 hours of volunteering at an approved site 
• 	 complete paperwork with the Center for Service Learning 
• 	 turn in a 3 page (750 word) typewritten journal detailing his or her experience (see 
description below). 
If requirements are partially fulfilled, partial credit or no credit may be assigned, at the discretion 
of the instructor. 
Option 2: Fourth Credit Option 
For an extra hour of elective credit in social science, students must: 
• 	 register for the class pas 2948 80M and pay tuition for one credit hour 
• 	 complete 20 hours of volunteering at an approved site 
• 	 complete paperwork with the Center for Service Learning 
• 	 participate in a mid-semester seminar on the Service Learning experience 
• 	 turn in a 5 page (1250 word) typewritten journal for a grade. 
• 	 Make a brief class presentation on your experience 
If requirements are only partially fulfilled, the student's grade for the fourth credit (which is 
factored into the GPA like any other grade) will reflect the deficiency. 
Guidelines for writing a Service Learning Journal: 
Journal must be typewritten 
Minimum 750 words for extra credit 
Minimum 1250 words for Fourth Credit Option 
*If completing both extra credit and FCO, one journal of 1250 words will fulfill requirements 
May use infonnal tone and first person ("1"); no footnotes or other documentation necessary 
1. 	 Begin by describing your volunteer site. Is it a government agency, a nonprofit, or a political 
campaign? If it is a government, what level is it (national, state, or local)? What branch 
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(legislative, executive, judicial)? Who is in charge of the organization? What is its mission 
(providing counseling, educating children, inspecting factories, etc.)? 
2. 	 Next, describe what you were asked to do. What were your assigned responsibilities? 
Describe your typical day. Were you busy, or was the pace relaxed? Did you interact with 
the public? You might want to describe some interesting or funny experiences you had while 
volunteering. 
3. 	 Assess whether the agency is doing a good job. If you are volunteering with the police force, 
for instance, assess whether the department is effectively enforcing the law. If you are 
working for a politician, critique his or her performance in office or on the campaign. If you 
could change one thing about the agency, what would you change? 
4. 	 Finally, reflect on what you got out of the experience. For some, the volunteer experience 
influences career choice, awareness of an issue, or political opinions. Did your experience 
have an effect on you? 
Journals may be turned in through the last day of class (NOT finals week). Please see me with 
any questions. 
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J. PSYCHOLOGY 
PSY 2012, Genera) Psychology 1: A survey of scientific field of psychology including 
learning, motivation, emotion, human development, personality, psychopathology and therapy 
techniques. 
Service Learning Option: If the student elects to do the Service Learning Option, the grade 
he/she receives fromfulfilling this option will replace the lowest test score; however you must 
take both the mid-tenn and final exam, thus giving the student an extra chance to increase his or 
her grade and be exempted from the second response paper. If student chooses to do the Service 
Learning Option then the student needs to let the instructor know No later than the first week 
of classes in February for Confirmation of Placement. If student chooses to participate in 
Service Learning later in the semester he/she will not be able to have the option of replacing the 
lowest test grade, but extra credit points would be available. 
SERVICE LEARNING OPTION: 
Requirements: If student chooses to participate in Service Learning Students must confirm their 
placement by the first week of classes in February to be eligible to replace their lowest test grade 
and be exempted from the second response paper. However if student chooses to participate for 
Service Learning after the deadline, extra credit will also be offered, but you will not be eligible 
for the option to drop your lowest test grade. Participating in volunteering in your community is 
strongly encouraged. Students will be required to bring their journals on the designated days 
listed on the syllabus for a spot check, discussion, and answer any questions that you might have. 
Also; the student will also be required to talk about their experiences during those days to the 
class as well so everyone may benefit from your experience and meet a few times during the 
semester with your instructor during advisement hours to talk about your experience. 
Students who choose to engage in this Service Learning option must complete a minimum of 25 
hours of volunteer service a semester, keep a typed journal detailing their service experience 
each day they are volunteering, meet with the instructor at least twice during the term during my 
advisement hours to discuss their experience in more detail. Additional information and visuals 
of your agency, people, animals that you interacted closely with during your experience is 
encouraged to share and to include. 
In addition in keeping a journal of their experiences the student must also write a formal typed 
3-5 page reflection paper relating the value of their experience to the course and how their 
service affected them individually. 
Each student is required to register through the Center for Service Learning (CSL) on the Cocoa 
campus (Student Center third floor in library). The Center will facilitate volunteer placement and 
provide paperwork through which documentation of place, time, and performance will be 
reflected. Students are encouraged to volunteer with an agency which relates to working with 
others. Participation must be direct person/animal contact. Including in your journal and paper 
experiences you had working with others, and relating it to the field of Psychology from what we 
learn and discuss in class. 
Remember, your service hours may be reflected on your transcript under Community Service 
Hours if you complete a SHOAT (Service Hours on Academic Transcript) form, which can be 
obtained at the CSL. 
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Your first meeting with the Instructor will be as soon as the paperwork and placement of your 
agency is confirmed, to discuss any questions or concerns you may have. Please see instructor to 
set up a time to meet. The other two meetings are required throughout the semester mid-point 
and at the end of the term. Please see instructor to schedule an appointment in addition to the 
journal checks and five minute presentations of your experiences to the class throughout the 
semester. 
Participants will keep a journal detailing their service. This journal must include at least one 
page entry, double space for every volunteer session and should be reflective in nature 
(thoughts, feelings, challenges, peak experienceslleaming, course connections, etc.). Do not 
simply include a chronology of activities, but rather, write analytically and thoroughly reflect 
your experience. Consider the following when writing journal entries: 
1. 	 events that occurred during the session. 
2. 	 feelings about the day's activities-what you learned, how you benefited, how someone 
else benefited, etc. 
3. 	 impact of the day's experiences, positive or negative, on you and the volunteer site. 
4. 	 relationship of the experience to larger issues (societal, personal, etc.). 
5. 	 course connections 
Be creative with your journal. You may include illustrations, photos, or anything else you 
believe may help express your participation and how you felt about your experience. You may 
even choose to do an interview with someone you are working with and write a 
conceptualization on that person. 
Journals must be typed, at least one-page per entry, double-spaced. Journals are due on the 
date specified on your syllabus including a five minute presentation of your experience to 
the class. 
In addition, students must also compose a final reflection paper (3-5 pages, typed, 
double-spaced) in which you reflect upon the service experience as a whole, its value, 
positive/negative qualities, etc. Address the following questions regarding your volunteerism in 
your paper: Include other aspects that you come up with as well that relates to you and your 
experiences. Due on the date specified on your syllabus. 
1. Where did you volunteer and why? 
2. What was your impression of the agency? 
3. How was the experience similar/different from what you expected? 
4. What things stand out most in your mind? 
5. What have you learned about yourself through this experience? 
6. 	 How have you benefited overall? 
7. 	 How did the agency/community benefit from your participation? 
8. 	 How did your experience relate to your classroom work? 
9. What insights did you gain that may assist you in future decisions about career, family, 
etc.? 
10. How can you best use what you've learned? 
11. What would you change about the experience, if anything, and why? 
12. Would you participate in a similar experience again, why or why not? 
All written material (journal, reflection paper, and oral presentation) is due by the 
deadline reflected in your syllabus. 
Please let the instructor and Service Learning know if you have any questions, comments, or 
concerns about your agency, or what is required of you. 
I hope that you find volunteering in your community is as rewarding for you as it is for me. 
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K. HUMAN SERVICE EXPERIENCE 
SO'V 1051, 1052, 1053, Human Service Experience: Opportunity for service-learning experience in 
a pubJiclhuman service organization. Through the interaction of experience and reflection the student 
learns to apply knowledge and skills in the "real" world, exercises critical thinking, develops self 
learning and helping skills, develops societal knowledge and sensitivity, and enhances personal 
development. 
LEARNING OUTCOMES: Articulation of the meaning of service-learning and social responsibility, 
knowledge of human service settings and relationship to society, identification of skill competencies 
and needs, understanding the relationship between theory and practice and concomitant benefits to help 
community, identification of ways to integrate service with life. 
SEMINAR ONE: Class introduction, course/student expectations, service-learning discourse, 
placement possibilities, journal writing. 
*Registration for class (if not pre-registered) and Service-Learning ApplicationlPacket 
*Documentation forms distributed 
*Service-learning plan examples distributed 
WEEK 4/5 - NO FORMAL CLASS MEETING: Placement/project site selected and confinnation 
fonn turned in to instructor by Friday of 4th / 5th week of term.. 
*Service-Learning Plan completed and submitted fo~ instructor approval 
SEMINAR TWO: Discussion of service-learning experience and setting, relationship of theory and 
practice, levels of reflection, debriefing questions. 
*Mid-tenn performance evaluations due and review of journal and other written work 
SEMINAR THREE: Integration of experience with rest of life. Short presentation about personal 
meaning and value of one's service. 
*Complete CSL questionnaire 
*Turn in written work 
*Turn in final performance evaluation/volunteer hour report 
*Debriefing questions completed 
EV ALUATION CRITERIA: 
Service Experience: Twenty service hours for each credit hour 
documented by hour report and perfonnance evaluations. 
Points 
35 
Seminars: Participation and attendance in all scheduled sessions 
(3) . A final presentation about your service-learning experience 25 
Written Work: Completion and quality of service-learning plan 
and journal/final essay, and debriefing questions 40 
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L. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
SOW 2054, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: (Prerequisite: Appropriate reading and 
writing scores on the entry level placement test.) Provides the student with a unique opportunity 
to examine community service and citizenship in many different facets of our diverse community 
through both practice and critical reflection. This is a designated diversity infused course. 
Course Activitiesflopics 
August 23 	 Introduction to Course and Self 
To Do: 	 Review course criteria 
Mutual expectations 
Service opportunities/choices 
Documentation forms 
Read: 	 Service-Learning: A Vital Link 
Journal Guidel ines and Format 
Service-Learning Plan 
Examples 
Community: Definitions 
For next class- Read: The Power(overview of service-learning) 
The Moral Equivalent to War, p28-32 
Write: One page critique of Moral Equivalent 
VISIT SERVICE-LEARNING OFFICE: application, choose volunteer site/project 
August 30 	 Introduction to Service-Learning 
To Do: 	 Discuss Service-Learning Basics 
Discuss Moral Equiv. ofWarlHand In Critique (dq. # 1) 
Examine Journal Writing 
Community: Define Service-Learning; Why Service Site Choice? 
For next c1ass- Read: The Garden Party, p16-26 and Community,p27 
Reflection section 
Write: Mansfield, questions 1,4, & 5, (dq. # 2) 
NOTE: lliL=Discussion Questions or written assignments to be turned in for 15 points each 
VISIT THE CSL TO COMPLETE APPLICATION, CHOOSE SITE 
September 6 Getting the Most from Your Experience 

To Do: Discuss Garden Party, tum questions in 

Discuss Reflection Methods information 

Practice: Service-Learning Plans 

Community: Form communities and Define COMMUNITY 

For next class- Read: Basic Guidelines for your Performance 

Write: Opening Impressions: real or imagined 
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September 13 	 Be the BEST that YOUIWE Can Be 
To Do: 	 Placement Confinnation, SL Plan Status 
Discuss Tenets of Good Perfonnance 
Discuss RightsrResponsibilities, Common Concerns 
Community: Opening Impressions: Sharpen those Colombo Skills 
For next class- Read: Assessing Community Needs 
Communication Skills 
Write: Service-Learning-Plan completion, 
Communication self assessments 
Study: Exam I 
September 20 Reciprocal Helping and Communication Skills 
To Do: Helping skills Practice/Assessments 
Journal check, sample turned in 
PLACEMENT CONFIRMATION DUE 
How diverse is your site? 
EXAM! 
Community: Journal Entry Experience: Compare with others 
For next class: Read: Jane Addams and Mother Teresa articles 
Write: Addams, questions 1,2, & :!ldq. #3) 
Teresa, questions 2, 3, & 5 (dq. #4) 
September 27 	 Community Involvement Issues 
To Do: 	 Discuss Jane Addams, turn questions in 
Discuss Mother Teresa, turn questions in 
Exam I results discourse 
SERVICE-LEARNING PLAN DUE 
Charity to Justice Intro: Where Do You Stand? 
Discuss Mandatory SL Community Paper/ Dialogue Guide 
Community: Mandatory SL Task Discussion 
For next class: Research Articles on Mandatory Service-Learning 
Meet with community members 
Write: Joint Community Position Paper . 
Prepare Debate Presentation 
October 4 Community Gatherings to Prepare for Great Debate 
NO FORMAL CLASS How is your journal? Are you meeting your learning 
objectives? 
October 11 To Serve or Not to Serve? That is the Question. 
To Do: The great debate on mandatory service 
Turn in community position paper 
For next class: Complete seminar debriefing questions p36 
Refer to Presentation Guidelines, p 167 
October 18 NO CLASS: COLLEGE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAYS 
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October 25 STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 
PRESENTATIONS To Do: 3-5 minute presentation about your service-learning 
experience! Use debriefing questions as guidelines. 
For next class: Read: So What? Does Service-Learning Really Foster 
Social Change 
Bill of Rights in Action: Free Speech and Gandhi 
Write: So What? Does Service-Learning Really Foster 
Social Change? Agree or disagree? Why? 
One page critique (dq. # 5) 
Bill of Rights: answer questions to EITHER Free 
Speech or Gandhi articles (dq. #6) 
OCTOBER 31: LASTDAY TO WITHDRA WAL WITH GRADE OF "W" 
November 1 To Serve or Not to Serve?----- Continued 
To Do: Journal check 
MID-TERM PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS DUE 
Discuss So What? Tum in Critique 
Discuss Free Speech! Gandhi, tum in questions 
Study for Exam II 
Community: Charity to Justice, debriefing #2, 
Charity to Justice Continuum 
For next class: Read: Charity to Justice Case Study #2 
Everyone Can Make A Difference 
Wheels of Involvement 
November 8 Community Involvement Opportunities 
To Do: Discuss: Everyone Can Make a Difference 
and Social Change Wheels 
EXAM II 
Community: Charity to Justice: Case Study #2 
For next class: Read: Leader and Service, Levels, Philosophy, 
LeaderlNon-Leader Characteristics, 4-V Model 
Write: Why I AM a Leader? One page self portrait 
(dq. #7) 
November 15 Leadership and Community Involvement 
To Do: Discuss: Self Portraits of Leadership, tum in portrait 
Leadership and Service Link, 4-V Model, Exam II 
Community: Most Important Characteristics of a Leader 
Core Values Exercise 
Profile of an Admirable Individual, p 145-146 
For next class: Read: Kozol, Savage Inequalities and 
Cole, Filtering People 
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Valuing Similarity and Diversity, notes-Whittmer 
Write: Kozol, questions 2, 3,4 & 5 (dq. #8) 
Coles, Filtering exercise questions, (dq. #9) 
November 22 	 Valuing Unity and Diversity 
To Do: 	 Discuss Kozol article, tum in questions 
Discuss Coles article, tum in questions 
Discuss Valuing Similarity and Diversity 
Community: Personal/Social Distance Exercise 
For next class: Read: What Can One Person Do? 
Civic Participation Skills, New Student 
Politics, Become a Voice Not an Echo 
Write: What does the article: Become a Voice, 
Not an Echo, mean to YOU (dq. #10) 
November 29 	 Citizenship Skills and Involvement 
To Do: 	 Discuss and complete parts of Civic Literacy Quiz 
Discuss Become a Voice Not an Echo 
Discuss the Skills of Citizenship 
Course Evaluations 
Community: What makes a good citizen? 
For next class: Read: Final Presentation Guidelines 
Do: Prepare for 5-8 minute Oral Presentation 
CHECK POINT: JOURNAL and FINAL ESSAY 
COMPLETE ALL SERVICE DOCUMENTATION FORMS 
December 6 

December 13 

The Final Harvest: Part I 
To Do: FINAL PRESENTATIONS 
The Final Harvest: Part II 
To Do: FINAL REPORT EXAM 
Tum in Journal, Final Essay, Hour Report and 
Final Performance Evaluation 
Community: The Box 
Service-Learning Questionnaire Completed 
Course Feedback 
REMEMBER 
If the world was a town of 1,000 people: There would be 564 Asians, 210 Europeans, 86 
Africans, 80 South Americans, 60 North Americans. In this town there would be approximately 
100 gay men/lesbian women. And in this town, 700 would be illiterate and 500 would be 
hungry. 
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FACT SHEET 

THANKS FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT! 

1. Seminar Attendance 
Class attendance is a vital component of this course. This class meets for 90 minutes each week. 
The BCC policy is that an instructor may assign an "F" grade if you miss over 15% of the class 
time, therefore, if you miss over THREE classes in this course you could hurt your chances for a 
good grade. 
In case of emergency, students can make up one class by making arrangements with the 
instructor. 
2. Service-Learning Experience 
Students are required to complete 32 hours of volunteer work at a placement site of their choice. 
The Center for Service-Learning, 10-213, will handle your placement and give you the needed 
service documentation forms . If you do not or cannot complete the requisite 32 service hours, an 
incomplete grade will be given to you if you have passed the other grading criteria. 
3. Gordon Rule 
There is a 3,000 word writing requirement for this course. Journal entries, classroom writing 
activities, debriefing exercises, and answers to discussion questions will all count toward meeting 
this requirement. 
4. Reflective Written Work 
Reflection, especially in writing, is a key component of "harvesting" your service experience. Your 
personal "painting" of your service-learning experience will not be shared with others unless you 
choose to do so. Detailed guidelines for successfully writing your journal and summary essay ARE 
JNCLUDED in your Readings Booklet. Reflection samples of journals and service-learning plans 
are also included. 
5. Withdrawals 
The student is responsible if he or she wants to withdraw from the course. Failure to do so will 
result in an "F" grade being assigned. Last day to withdraw is OCTOBER 31, 2006. 
6. Incompletes 
An incomplete will be assigned if a student has completed the majority of required work and 
seminars but has to quit attending near the end of the term for personal, medical emergency or other 
extenuating circumstances. 
7. Service-Learning Portfolio 
Please store your journal, final journal essay, and documentation of service forms in the 
PORTFOLIO folder provided by the CSL. Be sure to bring the portfolio and Readings, 
Ramblings, Handouts Booklet to class 
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8. Course Description 
Provides the student with a unique opportunity to examine community service and citizenship in 
many different facets of our diverse community through both practice and critical reflection 
9. Primary Course Objective 
To develop a personal understanding of service and citizenship and an increased awareness of 
cultural diversity through critical reflection and action. To enable students to develop a commitment 
to full participation in the varied lives of their communities. To offer an interdisciplinary approach 
to put theories into practice. 
10. Reading materials provided by Center for Service-Learning: Readings, Ramblings, 
Handouts Booklet 
ALL ASSIGNMENTS SHOULD BE TURNED IN-IN CLASS BY DUE DATE. IF NOT 
TURNED IN WHEN DUE, DURING CLASS PERIOD, YOU WILL ONLY RECEIVE 50% OF 
YOUR EARNED ASSIGNMENT FINAL GRADE. AFTER ONE WEEK, THE ASSIGNMENT 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED! Assignments will not be accepted via e-mail, only in class! 
REMINDERSf NOTES: --------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------­
HA VE A LEARNING EXPERIENCE! 
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SCORE SHEET 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND EV ALUA TION 

STUDENT NAME: _______________ PHONE: 
PROJECf: 
SEMESTER: 

SUMMARY OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES (take these from the Service-Learning Plan) 
EVIDENCE OF CHIEVEMENT: 

COMMENTS: 
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POSSIBLE POINTS 
~ 
ATTAINED POINTS 

POSSIBLE POINTS 
I 2'";0 
ATTAINED POINTS 
POSSIBLE POINTS 
I 47,"; 
ATTAINED POINTS 
D 

EY ALUATIVE CRITERIA: SCORE: 
CLASS PARTICIPATION AND REFLECTION ACTIVITIES : 
SIXTEEN CLASS SESSIONS, TEN POINTS EACH (160) 

CIRCLE 

1,2,34,5, 6, 7,8, 9,10, 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15,16, ______ 

MID- PRESENTATION (25) 

FINAL PRSENTATION (75) 

COMMUNITY PRESENT A TION (25) 

EXAMINATIONS: SCORE: 
I . EXAM I (50) _____ 
2. EXAM II (50) _____ 
2. FINAL EXAMIREPORT (150) _____ 
REFLECTIVE WRfITEN WORK: SCORE: 
1. Service-Learning Plan (50) _____ _____ 
(5 lh/6 th week) 
2. Journal (225) ___ _____ 
3. Discussion Questions (150) __________ 
(l5)EACH 
4. Community position paper (50) ________ _ _ 
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possmLE POINTS 
~ 

AITAINED POINTS 
D 
POSSIBLE BONUS POINTS 
~ 
AITAINED POINTS 
D 
THE SERVICE EXPERIENCE: SCORE: 

1. Hours Completed! 
Volunteer Hour Report 
(200) ________ 
2. Mid-term Performance 
Evaluation 
(75) ________ 
3. Final Performance 
Evaluation 
(75)________ 
BONUS BOX 

____CSL Questionnaire (last seminar) [ 10 points] 

TOT AL PossmLE POINTS I GRADE: 
~ 
AITAINED POINTS 
D 
I COMMENTS: 
1,224+ 
1,088+ 
952+ 
816+ 
A 
B 
C 
D 
815­ F 
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M. HONORS COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

SOW 2054H, Community Involvement Honors: (Prerequisites: Appropriate test scores in reading 
and writing and admission into BCC Honors Program.) Provides the Honors Program student with a 
unique opportunity to examine community service, citizenship and leadership through both practice and 
critical reflection. Completion of this course will satisfy the community service requirement for those 
seeking an Honors Program Diploma. 
Required Texts: Service-Learning: A Guide for College Students and Reportage, provided by CSL for 
registered students. Education for Democracy, Battistoni and Barber (selected readings). 
Supplemental Texts: Readings to supplement service-learning experience (books, periodicals, articles, 
etc.) as well as classroom discussions and activities. Instructor will provide copies of these readings. 
This course will examine volunteerism, community service-learning and citizenship from theory to 
reality. It is unique in that it is learning and student centered. Class members will have 
significant input in the curriculum from an experiential and research perspective. 
Students are required to participate in a service-learning experience for a minimum of 32 hours at a 
placement site. The Center for Service-Learning will handle placement and provide the necessary 
documentation forms. Failure to complete the requisite 32 hours will result in an incomplete grade if other 
grading criteria have been met. 
This is a Gordon Rule class that has a 3,000 word writing requirement. 
Course Objectives: 
To develop a personal understanding of service, citizenship, leadership, and cultural diversity through 
critical reflection and action. Honors students will be guided to develop a commitment to full 
participation in the life of their communities and in detennining their leadership roles in the community. 
The course will use the Honors Program" Distinguishing Characteristics" to offer an interdisciplinary 
approach in putting theories into practice. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
1. Documentation of service experience 
2. Completion of and quality of planning and reflective written instruments 
3. Class participation and verbal reflection 
Grading: Grading is based on a point system. There will tentatively be 890 points available this semester. 
Your grade will be based on how many points you earn out of 840. For example, if you earn 730 out of 890 
then your grade will be 82% or a "B". 
Course Evaluation 
250 points The Service Experience 
2001. Service Hours completed 
50 
640 points 
2. Final Performance evaluation 
Reflective Written Work and Verbal Reflection 

150
1. Journal 
502. 	 Needs assessment survey (group work) 

100
3. Needs assessment report (group report) 
1404. 	 Responses to readings/ related assignments 

100
5. 	 Final presentation of findings 

50
6. Client interview 
506. 	 Class participation/attendance 

TOTAL (tentative)* 890 

100 
*There is the possibility of the addition of a few small assignments or some of the above assignments 
may be deleted. 
Written responses for readings may be in ink. All other written work should be typed. 
Specific guidelines and grading criteria for survey, needs assessment report, client interview and final 
presentation will be provided and discussed at a subsequent class date: . It is important to note that 
late work, with the exception of the final journal, will not be accepted. A 10% deduction will be 
taken each day the journal is late. 
Withdrawals - The student is responsible if he or she wishes to withdraw from the course. Failure to do 
so will result in an "F" grade being assigned. Last day to withdraw is 3/2 112006. 
COURSE OUTLINEffOPICS 
Week 1 - INTRODUCTION TO SERVICE-LEARNING 
Course overview/requirements 
Identification of community project 
Week 2- THE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT 
Brainstorm/discuss various methods of assessing community needs 
Work Plan! Service-Learning Plan for group 
Placement through the Center for Service-Learning 
Week 3 - INFORMATION GATHERING AND RESEARCH METHODS 
Week 4 - ASSESSING AND RESEARCHING COMMUNITY ASSETS AND NEEDS 
Week 5 - EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP SKILLS 
Week 6 - EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP SKILLS CONTINUED 
Week 7 - REFLECTION/ASSESSING 
Week 8 - OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND CITIZENSHIP 
Week 9 - OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND CITIZENSHIP 
Week 10 - OPPORTUNITIES AND OBSTACLES TO COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Week II - ISSUES IN SERVICE AND COMMUNITY DIVERSITY 
Week 12- ISSUES IN SERVICE AND COMMUNITY DIVERSITY 
Week 13 - INTEGRATION OF THE EXPERIENCE WITH THE REST OF LIFE 
Week 14 - DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING COMMUNITY PROJECTS 
Week 15 - DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING COMMUNITY PROJECTS 
Week 16 - THE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT AND ITS FUTURE 
*This schedule is tentative due to the unique, evolving nature of the course. A more detailed schedule will follow once a 
class service project has been selected. 
JOURNAL OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

INTEGRATING YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH LIFE 

The 32 hours that you devote to community service wiJI hopefully be very meaningful to you. As an 
instructor, the only way I can measure what you received from this experience is by you describing it for 
me. A personal journal serves as an excellent measurement tool. As you volunteer your time and 
document your experience, please use the following guidelines to write the final draft of your journal. 
1. 	 The CSL's guidebook can provide useful journaling tips. 
2. 	 Try to document your thoughts, impressions, and actions etc. within 24 hours of having worked at 
your site. It is very difficult if not impossible to remember details of events and thoughts a week or 
more after they have occurred. 
3. 	 Whenever the class has a guest speaker or a fieldtrip be sure to journal what was learned through the 
expenence. 
4. 	 Upon completing your 32 hours, prepare a 1,500 word paper based on your experience with your 

site. This paper should include the following: 
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PART A: 
Cover page: 
NAME 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT (SOW 2054 JOURNAL) 
NAME OF YOUR SERVICE-LEARNING SITE 
ADDRESS OF SITE 
DATE PAPER IS SUBMITTED 
PART B: In introduction to your journal, describe the purpose of your service site. For example what 
are its goals? What community needs does it meet and who does it serve? Explain how the classes' 
community project goals fit in with this agency. Also address what your PERSONAL, service, 
leadership and citizenship goals are by your participation in this organization. 
PART C: This section of your paper should be a daily (dated) description of your duties, thoughts , 
actions , experiences and feelings about your volunteer experience. 
PART D: The conclusion of your paper should be devoted to integrating your experience into your life. 
Please address the following: 
A. 	Do you feel that the goals of the class project were achieved? Why or why not and give 

examples. 

B. 	 How have you changed because of this experience? Please address this from the following 
perspectives: 

-as a citizen 

-as a leader 

-as a person 

C. 	 How do you feel that the class could be structured or improved for future classes so that students 
can maximize their experience? 
D. 	 How do you feel you that you have made a difference in the community? 
SOWH2054 

JOURNAL EVALUATION 

*See instruction sheet in syllabus for greater explanation of these criteria. 
1. 	 Introduction addresses: 

Purposes and goals of service site 

Community needs 

Integration of your site with class community project ____30 Points 

2. 	 Dated daily log of duties, thoughts, experiences, etc ____40 Points 
3. 	 Conclusion addresses: 
A. 	Your bel ief regarding achievement of class project goal 
B. 	 Personal change as a citizen, leader and as a person 
C. 	 Improvement suggestions for future classes 
D. 	 Personal contribution to community ____.50 Points 
4. Spelling, grammar, format, & word count 	 ____25 Points 
5. 	 Other ____5 Points 
___150 Points 
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N. SPEECH 
SPC 2600, Fundamentals of Speech Communications: A basic course in effective oral 
communication concentrating on improvement of speaking and listening through individual and 
group speech activities. This is a general education diversity infused course. 
Service-Learning 
Option A: A minimum of fifteen to twenty hours of service with an analytical journal can be 
used as a replacement for one of the following speeches: infonnative, demonstration, or 
persuasive. 
Service learning is a method by which students learn and develop through active participation in 
thoughtfully organized service experiences that enhance what is taught at the college by 
extending student learning beyond the classroom. 
According to a Purdue University survey of corporate recruiters, the little things definitely count 
on your resume. After experience and education, resume "extras" - like volunteer work and 
athletic interest - often make the difference in hiring decisions. (Self, p. 141, 1996) 
Option B: Fourth Credit Option - Complete a minimum of twenty (20) hours of service along 
with an analytical journal for an additional one (1) credit hour elective. Your must register 
separately from this class. 
Option C: Complete Options A and B and a minimum of 35 hours of service in lieu of one 
speech and also receive the additional elective credit. A journal is also required . 
If you elect to do one of these options, please adhere to the foJlowing instructions: 
• 	 Go to the Center for Service-learning and complete the paperwork 
• 	 Please give me your completed Placement Confirmation Form (white copy) as soon as you 
begin your service. You retain the pink copy and the SL office gets the yeJlow copy. The 
Service-Learning option decisions and placements must be completed and documented by 
the sixth week of class. Also indicate which option you have selected (A, B or C). 
• 	 I will check your journal anytime during the semester if you want my feedback. (This is 

optional .) 

• 	 Your completed and signed Student Volunteer Hour Report, journal, and final evaluation by 
the agency will be due April 25th or earlier. 
It is critical that you have the journal format instruction before you begin your writing. Every 
instructor requests something different. 
Most students who have participated in service-learning projects have reported great personal 
satisfaction. I hope that you take advantage of this opportunity. It will not only improve your 
communication skills, but also enrich your lives. 
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